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Cliapter Six 
Misfinali .1w,,~;:i 7l7 1':;t1;,;i 1¥'~ - In what manneri:11 does one recite the blessing on fruits?[21 n,,,~ 7l7 

,,,,x x~:, l?'~v - On the fruits of trees one says: Yllv '"'!!11 x11:ii - Blessed are You, Hashem, 
etc.[31 the One Who creates the fruit of the tree, l'!tl 1~ y~n - except for wine, ,,,,x X1l"l 1~!tl 7l7!V - for on wine 
one says: l!?!tl '"'!'11 x11:.i - the One Who creates the fruit of the vine. £41 ,,,,x x~:, Y1-tett n1,,~ 7l7l - And on the 
fruits of the ground[51 one says: l"l~'l~v '"'!'11 x11:.i - the One Who creates the fruit of the ground, rs1 nttt 1~ ym 
- except for bread, ,,,,x x~:, nttt 7l71¥ - for on bread one says: Y1-tev 1~ tl!J? x,=itllll;:t - the One Who brings 
forth bread from the ground. [71 ,,,,x X~l"I n1i'1?tl 7l7l - And on greens, too, one says: l"l~1~tt '"'!'11 x11:.i - the 
One Who creates the fruit of the ground. ,,,,x l"l1~l"I! '!il1 - R' Yehudah says: On greens one says: ,~,~ x11:.i 
tl'~IV") - the One Who creates species of herbage. rs1 

Gentara. The Gemara seeks a source for the Mishnah's 
underlying assumption that one must recite a 

blessing before eating: 
,'!?,~ '~ti x~,;, - From where are these things known? H;1 u.1;11 
- For the Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: " 'l"l7 1:1,'7~,:, Uijp,, -
The verse And in the fourth year all its fruit shall be HOLY FOR 

PRAISES TO HASHEM[9J tly'11:1.te7~ Cly'~!;>? :,;1~ c,~u,1piv 1).\17)? -
TEACHES THAT THEY REQUIRE A BLESSING BEFORE eating THEM 

AND AFTER eating THEM.£101 x;,j,?P, '!il1 ,,,-te 1x;~ - BASED ON 

THIS, R' AIUVA SAID: 11;!!V t:ljlj' t:1~7~ t:1137J?'IV t11-t(7 11t:J-t( - IT IS 

FORBIDDEN FOR A PERSON TO TASTE ANYTHING BEFORE HE RE

CITES A BLESSING.£111 

The Gemara challenges the use of this verse as a source for 
reciting a blessing on foods: 
X.l;l-t(1 X~l"I ,:;,;:i7 "ti'?~,:, Uijp,, 'Xtll - But does this expression 
holy for praises come to teach this law (that a blessing is 
required before and after eating)? ;,r,7 ,v.;,~ 'Xtl - Why, this 
double expression (hillulim) is needed to teach other laws, as 
follows: ;,r,';?:;i.te 1'JlJl ;:r,';?q,te x~~l:11 ii,-te1 11J - One expression of 
hillul [121 is needed to indicate that the Merciful One says 
regarding the fruit of the fourth year: Deconsecrate it and then 
eat it.[13J 11'~1 - And the other expression of hillul is needed 
to teach that r,~,r, 1~371;1 l"l1'W l137Ytl 1;1 - only something that 
requires songt141 requires deconsecration, l"l1'W 11371;1 ll'.te'Vl 

NOTES 
1. The word 1:;f':;i is a contraction ofi:;f ill 'l:P, in what manner (Rambam, 
Commentary to the Mishnah). · · 

2. The Mishnah's question seems to assume prior knowledge of the 
fundamental requirement to recite a blessing before partaking of a food. 
The Rishonim suggest that this fundamental requirement has indeed 
already been alluded to in the Mishnah above, lla and 20b (see Tosafos 
and Rabbeinu Yonah ). 

3. All blessings begin with the clause: Blessed are You, Hashem, our God, 
King of the universe [there is an Amoraic dispute below, 40b, whether 
the words "King of the universe" are essential]. Our Mishnah, which 
details the different blessings recited for different foods, omits this 
opening clause because it is common to all blessings (Rambam, 
Commentary to the Mishnah; see also Magen Avraham 215:5 with 
Machatzis HaShekel). 

4. Because of wine's special importance, the Sages instituted a separate 
blessing for it (Rashi). 

5. I.e. those which grow from the ground but are not "fruit,pf the trees" 
(see Gemara below, 40a-b). 

6. [The Hebrew words Y")l;( and ilY,11!'$ both mean ground. In Mishnaic 
Hebrew, however, the word rlY,11!'$ refers almost exclusively to soil (the 
material) rather than to the ground itself, which the Mishnah generally 
calls Y")l;(. Thus, the Mishnah states that "on the fruits of the aretz" (the 

Mishnaic word for the ground), one says the blessing: the One Who 
ifreates the fruits of the adamah (the Scriptural word for the ground -
at least in the expression "fruit of the ground" - as in Deuteronomy 
26:2 and Genesis 4:3). For the Mishnah refers to the fruits of the ground 
in its own style of Hebrew, whereas the blessings are formulated 
according to the Biblical expression for "fruits of the ground" (see Tos. 
Anshei Shem; see also Meiri and Ritva; cf. Shenos Eliyahu ).] 

7. AB in the case of wine, the Rabbis instituted a separate blessing for 
bread, because of its special importance (Rashi). 

[In this case, the blessing employs the word Y")l$ for ground, following 
the Scriptural precedent of the verse (Psalms 104:14): en', .K'Y\il', 
Y")l;(iJ"lP, to bring forth bread from the ground (Ritva; ";ee ~s~ 
Meiri).] 

[The commentators discuss why the Mishnah does not also mention 
the exclusion of those grain products whose blessing is nil\!)? ,~,r,i x11:i, 
the One Who creates species of sustenance (see Pnei Yehoshua and Sifsei 
Chachamim here, and Tzlach to 35b ',x1mu 1l:l.K il11i1' :ii 1l:l.K1 il"1).] 

8. R' Yehudah requires a higher degree of specificity with regard to 
blessings. Thus, he considers the blessing the One Who creates the fruits 
of the ground inappropriate for "herbage" (such as cabbage and other 

greens, in whose cases the plant itself is eaten as food) and for "seeds" 
(such as grains, legumes and the like, whose seeds are eaten, rather than 
the plant itself). Thus, he rules that the specific blessing the One Who 
creates species of herbage is recited on greens (see Rashi ). [Similarly, he 
rules (as taught by a Baraisa below) that a specific blessing - 'J'Y,l x11:i 
D'l!"Jl, the One Who creates species of seeds - is recited on the "seeds" 
subgroup (see below, 37a, with Rashi il11il' ,:i, .Kil il"1).] 

[R' Yehudah agrees, however, that the blessing the One Who creates 
"the fruits" of the ground is indeed the specific and appropriate blessing 
for "fruits" of the ground, such as turnips, gourds and melons (see 
Meiri, Ramban; see also Meromei Sadeh here; cf. Shaagas Aryeh 
§23).) 

9. Leviticus 19:24. The preceding verse states that when one plants any 
tree which bears edible fruit, the fruits grown during the first three 
years are prohibited. [These forbidden fruits of the first three years are 
known as orlah.] The present verse then states that the fruits of the 
fourth year (revai) are to be holy [i.e. eaten in Jerusalem in the manner 
of maaser sheni - see Tosafos, who cite the derivation] for praises to 
Hashem. This last expression indicates that the eating of these 
fourth-year fruits occasions two statements of praise (i.e. blessings) to 
Hashem (see Rashi ). 

10. The "praises to Hashem" mentioned in the verse are the blessings 
occasioned by the eating of the tree's fruits, which is permitted on this 
year (see Rashi ). 

11. R' Akiva adds that from the Torah's prescription for reciting 
blessings when eating the fourth-year fruits, we can extrapolate that the 
eating of all foods occasions the recitation of blessings [see Gemara 
below] (Peirush HaRashbatz; cf. Tzlach). 

12. The expression hillulim (plural) is expounded as if the word hillul 
(singular) is written twice. 

13. The Hebrew letters il and n are similar [in both form and pronun
ciation] and are therefore interchangeable for purposes of exposition. 
The expression ',1',,:r, praise, can therefore be expounded as ',1',JJ, 
deconsecration. This comes to teach that if one chooses to eat the fruits 
of the fourth year outside of Jerusalem, he must [as in the case of maaser 
sheni] first redeem the fruits by deconsecrating them onto money (see 
Rashi, and Yerushalmi, Pe'ah 7:5, cited here by Gilyon HaShas; cf. 
Rashba). [And - as in the case of the redemption money of maaser 
sheni - the money is brought to Jerusalem, where one uses it to buy 
foods to be eaten there (Rambam, Hil. Maaser Sheni 9:4).) 

14. The reference is to the psalms sung by the Leviim in the Temple 
during the sacrificial service (see below). 
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,1,r:i 1u111 1'15 - but something that does not require song does 
not require deconsecration. That is, the sanctity of the fourth
year fruits applies only to grapes, which are the only fruits over 
which the Leviim in the Temple sing songs of praise to God.[151 
lJJ~'' '!11':! ,i,,tc '~l?r;t~ "l!il 715~t.lo/ '!11':!'7::,ll - And this is as stated by R' 
Shmuel bar Nachmani in the name ofR' Yonasan; '!11':! "1i,,tc1 
llJ~;, '!11':! "li,,tc '~l?r;t~ "l!il 715lt.lo/ - for R' Shmuel bar Nachmani 
said in the name ofR'Yonasan: r,~ N?~ l"l")'l!f l:1''1)?iN 1'151V 1!~1;1 
l!!tr - From where do we know that we (i.e. the Leviim in the 
Temple) do not utter song£161 except over wine? ,i,,15~W 
l~~tr tll;t? "l)?Kl'I],, - For it is stated: And the vine said to t,,;~: 
"tl'l!f~~] 1::1,i:r",~ r,).lltr!)?tr ,w,,,T;1 • n~ 'T:17'Jl:1l;t - Shall I withhold my 
wine which gladdens God and men?l17J 1::1,i:r·,~ r,).lltr!)? 1::1,w~~ tl.1'.C 

r,~tr!l? M)?!il - Now, ifwe indeed understand that [wine] gladdens 
men, in what way does it gladden God? t1''1)?iN 1'151V lN~l;I 
l'!IJ r,~ N?~ l"l")'l!f - From here we derive that we [the Leviim in 
the Temple] do not utter songs of praise to God except over 
wine,l161 Thus, the two hillul expressions are needed for something 
else! How can one be used to teach the blessing requirement? 

The Gemara narrows the scope of its challenge: 
,v;i1 371.'~ '~lJ1 lNi,7 NIJ'~t'I - Now, this word hillulim is an 
acceptable source for the blessing on foods according to the one 
who teaches the Mishnaic texts that deal with the fourth-year 
fruits as reading THE FOURTH-YEAR fruit of a SAPLING,l191 and 
whose view, therefore, is that the law of the fourth-year fruit 
applies to all fruit trees. Obviously, he does not expound the word 
hillulim as teaching that this law applies only to "something that 
requires song'' (i.e. the vineyard); thus, there is one "hillul" 
available to teach that a blessing must be recited on food.c2o1 N?~ 
,v;i1 1::11;, '~lJ1 tNi,7 - But according to the one who teaches 
these Mishnaic texts as reading: THE FOURTH-YEAR fruit of a 
VINEYARD, and whose view, therefore, is that the law of the 
fourth-year fruit applies only to the fruits of the vine - something 
he apparently derives from the word hillulimmJ - N~'l'.C ,Ni, 
,i,,1.;17 - what is there to say? Neither of the two mentions of 
hillul is available to teach the requirement to recite a blessing on 
food!l221 The Gemara now documents the different readings of the 

Mishnaic texts referred to above: "1i,J;ll'.C1 - For it was stated: 
'!11':!~ lill)?l!f '!11':!l N'?r:t '!11':! - R' Chiya and R' Shimon the son of 
Rebbi teach different versions of the Mishnaic texts regarding the 
law of the fourth-year fruit: ,v;i11::11;, '~ti ,r, - One teaches the 
texts as reading: THE FOURTH-YEAR fruits of a VINEYARD, '~ti "Tr,l 
,v;i1 371.'~ - whereas one teaches the texts as reading: THE 

FOURTH-YEAR fruits of a SAPLING. 
The Gemara further narrows the scope of its challenge: 

,v;i1 1:11;, '~lJ1 lNi,7~ - And even according to the one who 
teaches the Mishnaic texts as reading: THE FOURTH-YEAR fruits of 
a VINEYARD, M)l{I M")H ti'?? 'l'.C NIJ'~t'I - this word hillulim is still 
an acceptable source for the blessing on foods, if he derives that 
the law of the fourth-year fruit is limited to the fruit of the vine 
through the gezeirah shavah detailed in the following Baraisa: 
N?~lJ1 - For it was taught in a Baraisa: ,i,iN '!11':! - REBBI 

SAYS: "in,tcl::IJ;I ti;>? ti'l;JiM7,, lN!il "li,~~ - IT IS STATED HERE, 

regarding the fruits of the fourth year: TO INCREASE FOR YOU ITS 

"PRODUCE,"[231 "t11~1J m.ct::ii;n,, l?IJ7 .,,,~~1- ANDITISSTATED 

THERE, in the passage regarding mixed species in a vineyard: AND 

. THE "PRODUCE" OF THE VINEYARD. l24l 1::11;, l?IJ7 Mi, - JUST AS 

THERE, "produce" refers specifically to the fruit of A VINEYARD, 

1::11;, lN!il ti.15 - SO TOO HERE, in the passage concerning the fourth
year fruit, "produce" refers specifically to the fruit of A VINEYARD. 

M;i");i? 7111:t "Tr, ;,r,'7. "ll.:l'!l'.C - According to this opinion, one mention 
of hillul remains available to teach about the blessing on food. 
M)l{I M")!; ti'?? N'7 '!'.Cl - But if he does not derive it through a 
gezeirah shavah but rather through expounding the word hillul 
to indicate that "only something that requires song requires 
deconsecration,"l261 ;,r,'7. N~)? :,;i"l~ - from where is the require
ment to recite a blessing on food known to him?l261 

The Gemara reconsiders its last narrowing of the scope of the 
challenge: 
M)l{I M")!~ ti'?? ,1;1~ '!'.Cl - And even ifhe does derive that the law of 
the fourth-year fruit applies only to grapes through a gezeirah 
shavah, leaving one hillul available to teach the law of bless
ings, c2s1 ,,"lt1,t.c71r:r~o/15 - granted that we have found a source 
for the blessing recited after eating [the food],(291 y,~r,, ,,~~'? -

NOTES 
15. The Scriptural songs recited during the offering of the [communal] 
sacrifices on the Altar were sung only while the wine libations, which 
accompanied the sacrifices, were poured on the Altar [as the Gemara 
will soon derive from Scripture] (see Rashi here, and Tamid 33b; see 
also Tosafos here). By stating the expression ',1'9r:i,praise, with regard to 
the fourth-year fruits, the Toral! indicates that [although the orlah 
restrictions mentioned in the previous verse apply to the fruits of all 
trees (see Baal HaMaor here, folio 26b; cf. Rashi to Sotak 43b K'?p i1"1 

n,';, n'K, but see Meiri here, end of mmJJ ll:J1K i1"1 and Teshuvos Chasam 
Sofer, Yoreh Deah §285; see also Rashash) J the special laws and sanctity 
of the fourth-year fruits mentioned in this verse apply only to those 
fruits on which "praise" is recited in the Temple - viz. the fruits of the 
vineyard (see Rashi). [The fruits of other trees, however, are permitted 
for consumption unreservedly in the fourth year.] 
16. See preceding note. 
17. Judges 9:13. This verse is part of a parable in which the trees of the 
forest ask the vine to serve as their king. The vine declines, for as a king 
he would have to stop working to produce his wine, which gladdens both 
God and man. 
18. The "gladdening of God" (so to speak) mentioned in the verse is an 
allusion to the praises sung by the Leviim when the wine libation is 
poured on the Altar. 
19. The Gemara below cites a dispute regarding the text of the Mishnal!s 
dealing with the laws of the fourth-year fruits. According to some, 
the texts of all the these Mishnal!s read 'l.91 o·p, the fourth-year 
vineyard. According to this reading, the law of ·the· fourth-year fruits 
applies only to grapes. According to others, the texts of all the Mishnal!s 
read 'l.91 ll~~. the fourth-year sapling. According to this reading, the 
law of the fourth-year fruits applies to the fruits of all trees (see Rashi 

here, and below 'ln ,n i1"1). 

20. [He agrees, though, that the other mention of "hillul" (see above, 
note 12) is needed to teach the law of deconsecration. And though the 
extra mention of hillul apparently indicates only one of the two blessings 
occasioned by eating, the Gemara below will explain how the second 
blessing, too, can be derived from a single mention of hillul, without the 
need for a second such expression. See, however, references cited at end 
of note 30.] 
21. As above, note 15. 
22. For one mention of hillul is needed to teach "deconsecrate and t~ 
eat," and the other is needed to teach that the revai laws apply only.fu 
grapes. 
23. Leviticus 19:25. 
24. Deuteronomy 22:9. 
25. For if he derives that revai applies specifically to grapes from the 
gezeirah shavah, he does not have to derive it again from the word hillul. 
26. [It was known that some adherents of the view that the law of 
fourth-year fruit applies only to grapes derived this from the word hillul, 
for this exposition is cited by the Gemara above in the initial part of its 
challenge.] 
27. See above, note 22. 
28. We just said above that according to this view there was no difficulty. 
But the matter is not quite so simple, as the Gemara proceeds to point 
out. 
29. Ifwe have only one hillul available to teach about only one blessing 
on food, we will apply it to the blessing after eating, since this is the type 
of blessing found elsewhere in the Toral! - namely, with regard to the 
blessing after meals, where the Toral! states (Deuteronomy 8:10): And 



n,~,.::i 
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but from where do we know that a blessing must be recited before 
eating it?r3oJ 

The Gemara addresses the last question: 
.tc?!fi?- x·r., x:;i - This is not a difficulty, i,;iinl 7j,!:;, .K?J;l.te1 - for 
once we know that a blessing must be recited afterwards, it can be 
derived through the following kal vachomer that a blessing must 
be recited beforehand as well: 1'1!;11? ll!;!.fV xmw:;, - For if when he 
is satiated, he recites a blessing, 1;;,w ',:g x", !ll:'1 .tc~nw:;, - is it 
not certain that he must do so when he is hungry?r3i1 The Gemara 
thus defends its assertion that hillul is an acceptable source for the 
blessings on food even according to the one who teaches "the 
fourth-year vineyard" but derives it through a gezeirah shavah. 

Still, the Gemara objects to this assertion: 
Dj~ Ti:t!\l!fi.tC - Granted that we have found a source for reciting a 
blessing before and after eating the fruits of the vineyard,[321 

T'I~ l'~'~ i~!fi - but from where do we know that a blessing must 
be recited when eating other species as well? 

The Gemara answers: 
Dj~~ tJ'7?1- For one derives it from the requirement found with 
regard to the vineyard, as follows: n;i,:;, TWIJ' M~l_:HW 1!;11 Dj~ ni, 
- Just as the fruit of the vineyard is something from which one 
derives benefit and the law is that it requires a blessing when 
partaking of it and deriving the benefit (as derived from the word 
hillul), n;i1:;, T~SIIJ n~mW i;i1 ',:g tJ.te - so too, any other thing 
from which one derives benefit requires a blessing when 
partaking of it and deriving the benefit. r331 

The Gemara objects: 

11!?~7 x:g,l'.C - It is possible to refute this extending of the law, as 
follows: n;',7;s,:;, !l'!IJ 1;;,w ci;i'? ni, - What comparison can you 
make to a vineyard, which is unique in that it is subject to the 
obligation of oleilos ?r341 

The Gemara answers: 
r,,:;,tn n~?. - Let standing grain demonstrate that the obligation 
to recite a blessing is not tied to the law of oleilos. r351 

The Gemara objects: 
M?IJ:;, n:;>'?0 l;;!W M~?.7 ni, - What comparison can you make to 
standing grain, which is subject to the obligation of challah ?f36l 

The Gemara answers: 
r,,:;,;, Dj~ - Let the vineyard demonstrate that the obligation to 
recite a blessing is not tied to the law of challah. 1371 l'"!tr 11i:i, -
And the argument repeats.f381 Mf 'l'.C"!!l> ni 'l'.C"! x", - In the final 
analysis, the nature of this one is not like the nature of that one, 
Mf 'l'.C"!!l> Mf 'l'.C"! x·r.,, - and the nature of this one is not like the 
nature of that one.f391 n;i1:;, 1~sii;, nm~w ,;i, 1;;i;w MJWtr ·nm -
Their common characteristic is that it is something from which 
one derives benefit and it requires a blessing when partaking of 
it. n;i1:;, T~SIIJ n~l_:HW 1;i1 ',:g tJ.te - So too, any other thing from 
which one derives benefit requires a blessing when partaking 
ofit. 

The Gemara still objects: 
O~T~ ,¥ 'i:.i Iii~ T:;;>W T;;t;W MJIVtr ,rm'? ni, - What comparison can you 
make to the stated cases sharing the common characteristic, 
each of which has in it an Altar aspect?r4oJ n,~ n'l'.C1 n,1 'l?Pti~, 
O~T~ ,¥ - And though an olive would also come within the scope 

NOTES 
you will eat and be satiated and bless Hashem your God ... (see Rashi; 
see also note 35 below). 
30. Thus, the Gemara challenges the assertion that hillulim is an 
acceptable source for the blessings recited both before and after eating 
according to the one who teaches "the fourth-year vineyard" but derives 
it through a gezeirah shauah. [The Gemara apparently could also have 
asked this question above, according to the one who teaches "the 
fourth-year sapling." See Tzlach, who addresses this issue; see also 
Hagahos R' Elazar Moshe Horowitz.] 
31. If when he is satiated he is commanded to recite a blessing to thank 
Hashem for his satiety [as derived from one mention of hillul], is it not 
certain that he must thank Hashem when he is about to assuage his 
hunger with a creation that Hashem has prepared for him? (Rashi 
below, 48b). [The Rishonim note that elsewhere the Gemara adopts an 
opposite line of reasoning - see Tosafos, Rashba and Ritua.] 
32. Which is what the verse containing the word hillul refers to, accord
ing to this master, who teaches "the fourth-year vineyard." 
33. This type of derivation is called a ll':~l} m;i, mah matzinu [literally: 
just as we find ... ]. In the absence of any contrary indication, a specific 
case mentioned in the verse is taken to be a model for all other cases 
having the same essential characteristics. 
34. Oleilos are underdeveloped grape clusterfl'1_ike an ','ztv, immature 
youth], which the Torah commands the vineyald owner to leave for the 
poor (Leviticus 19:10). The Mishnah in Pe'ah (7:4) defines oleilos as 
grape clusters possessing neither a kaseif (shoulder) nor a nateif (droop
ing part), but which consist rather of a single row of grapes (Rashi). 

[Rashi apparently understands "kaseif' and "nateif' in the manner 
of Raauad (to Taras Kohanim ad loc.), who explains that the developed 
cluster has secondary branches growing along the entire length of the 
central branch. At the top of the cluster, the high concentration of 
secondary branches causes the grapes to bulge outward like shoulders. 
Towards the bottom of the cluster, the secondary branches are less 
concentrated, so that the grapes droop down. Thus, the secondary 
branches toward the top of the cluster are called kaseif and those toward 
the bottom are called nateif By defining oleilos as clusters with neither 
kaseif nor nateif, the Mishnah refers to a central branch that bears 
grapes without generating any secondary branches - neither towards 
the top nor towards the bottom. (See, however, commentators to Pe'ah 
ad loc. for several different explanations.)] 

Once we have found a unique feature of grapes - viz. that they are 
subject to the mitzvah of oleilos - we can no longer derive the law that 

other foods require a blessing by comparing them to grapes. For it may 
be that the Torah requires one to recite a blessing when eating grapes 
only because they are subject to the mitzvah of oleilos, but it does not 
require one to recite a blessing when eating other foods, which are not 
subject to the mitzvah of oleilos. 

35. For there is no obligation of oleilos associated with standing grain, 
yet one must recite a blessing when eating bread [made from one of the 
five grains: wheat, barley, spelt, oats or rye], as it is written (Deuteron
omy 8:9-10): A land where you will eat bread without poverty . .. you will 
eat and be satiated and bless Hashem, your God (see Rashi). Thus, we 
can derive the law concerning other foods from the law that bread 
(which is not subject to oleilos) requires a blessing. 

[Perhaps, the Gemara here uses the expression ;,~P., standing grain, 
to refer to bread, because of the parallel discussion in Bava Metzia 87b, 
where standing grain is indeed the subject of the verse cited there.] 

36. [Challah is the portion that must be separated and given to the 
Kohen from doughs made of the five species of grain (see Numbers 15:20, 
Challah 1:1).] Perhaps, the blessing the Torah mandates when one eats 
bread is related to the challah obligation, which does not apply to other 
foods. How, then, can we derive the blessing requirement with regard to 
other foods by comparing them to bread? 

37. For a blessing is required when eating grapes, though they are not 
subject to the challah obligation. 

38. I.e. you could object again that the case of the vineyard is unique in 
that it is subject to oleilos and thereby begin the cycle of arguments and 
counterarguments all over. 

39. The expression "the nature of this one is not like the nature of that 
one" introduces the derivation of ;J)lftl 1::r, tzad hashaveh, the common 
characteristic. This derivation presumes that a law found in two con
texts results from characteristics common to both rather than from 
characteristics unique to each. Therefore, once we isolate the character
istics common to the two contexts, we can conclude that any other 
context possessing these characteristics is also subject to the common 
law, even if this third context differs from the first two in regard to their 
unique features. 

Thus, the Gemara will proceed to isolate the characteristics common 
to the two contexts in which the Torah states the requirement to recite 
a blessing when eating - the cases of vineyard and standing grain. 

40. The vineyard yields wine for libations, and standing grain [i.e. wheat 
and sometimes barley] yields flour for meal offerings (Rashi). It might 
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of this law, since it too has an Altar aspect,(411 the obligation to 
recite a blessing on foods that have no Altar aspect could still not 
be derived. - ? -

Before answering the objection, the Gemara digresses to 
question the challenger's last statement: 
'.tltc mnr.i il',fr,, n'!1 - But must an olive come within the scope of 
this law only through its sharing the common feature of having 
an Altar aspect?r421 1:11;i :,,~ ::l'J:1=? .K?iv=? .KlJ1 - Why, the term 
kerem is explicitly written with regard to [the olive], ::l'J:l;i"l 
"n'! t:1j;i"il11 M~j?",ll1 lU'"!al;I iv.:m,, - as it is written: And he 
burned from the the piles of produce to the standing grain to 
the olive kerem (grove).[4aJ - ? -

The Gemara replies: 
.K~~ ::l'] ii,,te - Rav Pappa said: .K·i, .K~J;I'? t:1j;i ''1i?!:< n,! t:1j;i 
''1i?!:< - It [an olive grove] is called kerem zayis, but it is not 
called simply kerem, unmodified.[441 

Its digression complete, the Gemara returns to address the 
original question: 
.K?l¥i2 t:11?~ ',~r,, - In any event, it remains difficult: il';flJ? ni, 
r.mr.i ,; lv~ lU! l~W lv~o/ MllflJ - What comparison can you make 
to the stated cases sharing the common characteristic, which 
have an Altar aspect to them? How, then, do we derive the oblig
ation to recite a blessing on foods that do not have an Altar aspect? 

The Gemara therefore suggests a different derivation for the 
requirement to recite a blessing when eating food: 
lWl;llJ nll:;iwr,, n'? l:!'??1 .K?~ - Rather, one derives it from the 
requirement to recite a blessing when eating one of the seven 
species.r451 n:n:;, 1u1~1 n~v.~W i;i1 l'~'l;llJ nll:;itv ni.;i - Just as 
each of the seven species is something from which one derives 
benefit and the law is that it requires a blessing when 
partaking of it and deriving the benefit,[461 1131~ n~mw ,;i, i,~ tit< 
nn:;i - so too, any other thing from which one derives benefit 
requires a blessing when partaking of it and deriving the benefit. 

The Gemara seeks to refute the above analogy: 
t:1'")1:ai:;i:;i 1':;l'?IJ l~o/ l'~'l;llJ nll:;iw'? ni.;i - What comparison can you 
make to the seven species, which are subject to the obligation 
of bikkurim ?r47l i1311 - And furthermore, even if we could 

compare other foods to the seven species, ,,11'.1.t<? n~'.ttv -
granted that this would be an acceptable source for reciting a 
blessing after eating [the food], which is the only blessing stated 
by the Torah with regard to the seven species, l'~l;I ,,~~? - but 
from where would we know that a blessing must be recited 
before eating [the food]? 

The Gemara answers the "furthermore" question (in the same 
way it answered an identical question above):[481 
.K?l¥i2 .K·i, .Kl] - This, in itself, is not a difficulty, 7j2:;i .K?J;l.t<1 
i)?1MJ - for if it could be established that a blessing must be 
recited afterwards, it could be derived through the following 
kal vachomer that a blessing must be recited beforehand as well: 
0:,'1;i,;> ll:;)fE.' .K1Mo/=? - For if when he is satiated, he recites a 
blessing, l~o/ i,~ .K·i, ::iv.1 .K1Mo/=? - is it not certain that he 
must do so when he is hungry?[49J 

The first question, however, remains unanswered: How can the 
law for other species be derived from that of seven species, which 
have the special feature of being subject to bikkurim? Further
more, the Gemara asks: 
,31;i1 311,,'1~ '~J;l11.KJ.;1?1 - And even according to the one who 
teaches the Mishnaic texts that deal with the fourth-year fruits 
as reading THE FOURTH-YEAR fruit of a SAPLING, and who thus has 
the word hillul available to teach the blessing requirement with 
regard to the fruit of all trees,rso1 Mi't;I~ i;1 i,~ m'.tt .Kl] -
granted that this is an acceptable source for reciting a blessing 
on anything that is subject to planting, which is the context of 
the passage in which the word hillul is written. Mi't;I~ ,~ i.K?.1 -
But foods that are not subject to planting, tl'!f'~ itv;i 11l=? 
tl',?.11 - such as meat, eggs and fish, :,,f;? .K~)? - from where is 
it known to him that they require a blessing? 

Having shown that no Scriptural source - according to any 
view - adequately accounts for the requirement to recite a 
blessing on all foods, the Gemara concludes: 
.KtM .K"J;i'? .K?~ - Rather, [this requirement] is based on reason, 
n;,1:;i .K·i,:;i MflJ t1?131v ll;I n~v!W tl'Jtc? 17 ,n,,te - which dictates that 
it is forbidden for a person to derive benefit from this worldr511 

without first reciting a blessing.rs21 

NOTES 
be, then, that the requirement to recite a blessing applies only to those 
foods that are put on the Altar. 

41. Olive oil is mixed with meal offerings (Rashi to Bava Metzia 87b). 

42. The challenger has just stated that the blessing requirement for 
olives could be derived from the common characteristic. The Gemara 
objects that this derivation, though incontestable, would be unneces
sary, as there is seemingly a more·direct way to learn that the law 
applies to olives. 

43. Judges 15:5. [The verse describes how Samson burned the Phil
istines' fields by tying torches to the tails of foxes.] Thus, since we 
derive through agezeirah shavah that the "produce" referred to in the 
hillulim verse is "kerem produce," it is as if the verse states explicitly 
that the law of revai and the associated requirement of reciting a 
blessing when eating it applies to the fruit of the olive grove (kerem 
zayis). 

44. The term kerem by itself means exclusively "vineyard." Only when 
the word zayis is added does it mean "olive grove." Hence, the gezeirah 
shavah, which is based on the words "and the produce of the kerem 
(unmodified)," teaches only that the laws of revai and the associated 
requirement of reciting a blessing apply to kerem, unmodified, i.e. a 
vineyard. That a blessing must be recited when eating olives, however, 
must be derived from the common characteristic. 

45. There are seven species for which the Land oflsrael is praised in the 
verse: A land of wheat, barley, grape, fig and pomegranate; a land of 
oil-olives and date-honey (Deuteronomy 8:8). 

46. As the Torah states two verses later (v. 10): And you will eat and be 
satiated and bless Hashem, your God (Rashi). [The Gemara here fol
lows the Tannaic view (below, 37a; 44a) that the blessing requirement 

stated in this verse refers to all seven species. See also Rashba to 44a 
p:1,, n",.] 
4 7. Bikkurim: The Torah obligates landowners in Eretz Yisrael to bring 
the first fruits of each year's crop to the Temple and give them to the 
Kohen (see Deuteronomy 26:1-11). The Gemara in Menachos 84b derives 
by means of a gezeirah shavah that this mitzvah applies only to the 
seven species for which the Torah praises Eretz Yisrael (see Rashi). 
Perhaps, the blessing the Torah mandates when one eats the seven 
species is related to the bikkurim obligation, which does not apply to 
other foods. How, then, can we derive the blessing requiremfnt with 
regard to other foods by comparing them to the seven specie#. 

48. See Tzlach and Sheleimah Mishnaso, who discuss why the Gemara 
repeats the same question and answer. 

49. See above, note 31. 

50. And according to whom the Gemara above asserted that hillul is an 
acceptable source for the requirement to recite a blessing when eating 
any type of food - an assertion the Gemara will now challenge. 

51. The reference is to bodily pleasures, such as eating, drinking and 
smelling, where the benefit actually enters the body (see Ramban's 
comments below to the eighth chapter; see also Darchei Moshe, Orach . 
Chaim 216:1 and Magen Avraham 216:1). 

52. Because by neglecting the blessing, one thereby violates the com
mon-sense notion that it is only fitting to acknowledge and thank the 
One Who created the item from which one is about to derive pleasure 
(see Rashi ). 

Accordingly, the verse cited above (hillulim) for the blessing prior to 
eating is not the true source, but rather a linkage to a Scriptural verse 
[1<JJ:;i~915] of the requirement based on reason (Tosafos ), which has the 
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The Gemara cites a Baraisa that expands on the concept just 
mentioned: 
H;"l m; - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: D1-te7 ,r, ·m,,tt 
n;,1;, x·',::;i l'lftl D?1litf ll;l l'l~tt!W - rr IS FORBIDDEN FOR A PERSON 

TO DERIVE BENEFIT FROM TlllS WORLD WITHOUT first reciting A 

BLESSING. n;,,; x·',::;i l'lftl tl?1litf ll;l l'l~\;Htl ',;,1 - AND WHOEVER 

DERIVES BENEFIT FROM TlllS WORLD WITHOUT first reciting A 

BLESSING 7l7)? - HAS COMMITl'ED AN ACT OF ME'ILAH. f53J ,xi, 
M'.tl~j2l;I - WHATISIDSREMEDY? o;," ',~~ ':}7! - HESHOUWGO 

TOA SAGE. 

Gemara asks: 
o;,,:i ',~~ ':}7! - He should go to a sage? What kind of remedy is 
that? n,7 ,,::,i'? ,xi, - What can [the sage] do for him now? 
J<')\tl'l:C n,7 ,,::,i'? x:, - Why, he has already committed the 
transgression! - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
x;,1 ,i,,tt X?,tc - Rather, Rava said: X'J?.'li" o;," ',~~ ':}7! 
n1::i1::;i Uj)?7'1 - The Baraisa means that one should go to a sage 
initially, and [the sage] will teach him the laws of the 
blessings, M?'li)? '".!'? X':l? x·vw '".!!;) - so that he should not 
come to commit me'ilah by deriving benefit without first reciting 
a proper blessing.£541 

The Gemara cites a related statement: 
',x,nw ,nx n,,n, ::i, ,nx - Rav Yehudah said in the name of 
Shm~el: - • n;,1; 'x·',~ ni~ 071,:, 1,;, n~m::i ',; - Whoever derives 
benefit from this world without first reciting a blessing ,v,l:C:;, 
o,i,iv 'IP.i?.l;I n~m - is regarded as if he has derived benefit from 
the consecrated property of God in Heaven. •n7,, ,,,~,iv 
"n,tt,r,l?, Y':Jtttt - For it is stated: To Hashem belongs the earth 
and its fullness. [55J 

The Gemara elaborates further: 
'"1 '17 ':l;l"l - R' Levi contrasted two verses, noting an apparent 
contradiction and presenting the resolution: Y':JtttT •n7,, ::l'J:1!;1 
"n,tt,',l?, - In one verse it is written: To Hashem belongs the 
earth and its fullness, which implies that man's use of the earth 
and its fullness would constitute trespass on God's property. 
"01,tt"'~!?? 1.IJ~ Y':Jttttl •n7 o,i,iv o,i,iv::i,, !:l'J:I;,, - But in another 
verse it is written: As for the heavens - the heavens are 
Hashem 's, but the earth He has given to mankind, £561 which 
implies that the earth is man's to use. How are these two verses to 
be reconciled? X?l!-'i? x·', - We must say that there is no 
contradiction: n;,1::;i tlj1i' TX~ - Here (in the verse which 
states that the earth belongs to Hashem), it refers to before one 
recites a blessing, 

NOTES 
force only of a Rabbinic directive (Rashba; see Peirush HaRashbatz, and 
Tzlach below ?.K1nw ,n.K ;,,m, :i, ,n.tc ., .. ,; see, though, Pnei Yehoshua). 

53. Me'ilah is the unauthorized use of Temple property [which is conse
crated to God] (see Leviticus 5:15-16). Since to Hashem belongs the earth 
and its fullness (Psalms 24:1), one who derives pleasure from anything 
in this world without reciting a blessing has in effect made unauthorized 
use of God's property, a crime akin to the unauthorized use of conse
crated Temple property (see Rashi, based on the Gemara below). 

54. Accordingly, when the Baraisa asks: "What it his remedy?" it does 

not inquire about the remedy for one who has already eaten without a 
blessing. Rather, it inquires about the remedy for someone who does not 
know the laws of the blessings. Since such a person cannot eat without 
committing me'ilah, what remedy is there so that he may be able to eat? 
To this the Baraisa replies that the remedy for him is to go to a sage and 
learn the laws of the blessings (Rabbeinu Yonah; see also Cheifetz 
Hashem andMeromei Sadeh). 

55. Psalms 24:1. 

56. Ibid. 115:16. 
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ll,?1:;i 11J~7 TX~ - whereas here (in the verse which states that 
Hashem has given the earth to man), it refers to after one recites 
a blessing.r11 

The Gemara cites a related statement: 
x~~ ,; x~,~q ,:;i1 ii,,tc - R' Chanina bar Pappa said: :,~;_n;:i r,~ 
l"l,?1:;i x",:;i l"lfu D?1llty Tl? - Whoever derives benefit from this 
world without first reciting a blessing 11,~ tu1iv.u7 7I1l 1',,,~:p 
7,!flif.', n~~:;i1 x1:, - is regarded as if he robs the Holy One, 
Blessed is He, and the Assembly of Israel.f2l ,,:;i,tc 7I1l,, ii,~~~ 
"n,r:n!f>, u;,~7 x1:, ,~r:r llW~·1,~ ,,,,x, 1t.1~, - For it is stated: He 
who robs his father and his mother and says, "It is no crime," 
is a companion to a destructive man. r3i tu1iv.u x'?~ .. ,,:;i,tc,, 1,~, 
x1:, ,~,; - Now, his father is a reference to none other than 
the Holy One, Blessed is He, "~?. ;,:;i,tc x1:,-x;',q,, ,i,~~lf-' - as 
it is stated: Is it to Hashem that Jou do this ... ? Is He not your 
Father, your Master . .• ?l4J r,~,lf.'~ n~~!? X?,t( "113~,, 1,~, - And 
his mother is a reference to none other than the Assembly of 
Israel, "i'?~ n11n IUWT:1"7~1 ;,:;i,tc 19u:, ,~:p ll>,tfi,, ii,~11f-' - as it 
is stated: Heed, my son, the discipline of your father, and do 
not forsake the instruction of your mother,C5l x1:, i~r:r,, ,xi, 
"n,r,tfi>, u;,~7 - What is the meaning of he is a companion to a 
destructive man? x~~ ,; x~,~q ,:;i1 ii,,tc - R' Chanina bar 
Pappa said: o;~ T!l! c~:;i1?7 xm i:;r:r - It means that he is a 
companion to Yarovam hen Nevat, r,~,w, n~ n,r,~n:rw 
D~>,W!;}lf,' Dtf,:;i~'? - who destroyed the loyalty of Isra~l to theh
Father in Heaven.[6! 

The Gemara cites another exposition of R' Chanina bar 
Pappa: 
,,,, x~~ ,; x~,~q ,:;i1 - R' Chanina bar Pappa contrasted two 
verses, noting an apparent contradiction and presenting the 
resolution: " •i.:11 1n"7:;i ,~~"! ,T:ll'.li2?1" ::i,i:t:;i - In one verse it is 
written: and I will take [back] "My" grain in its time etc.,[7) 
which indicates that the grain is God's, and not for man to use. 
"•,.:1, ':JH"! .1))?9,tc1,, ::i,i:t:;i1 - But in another verse it is written: 
And you will gather in ''your" grain etc.,rsi indicating that the 
grain is yours (i.e. man's). How are these two verses to be 
reconciled? 
X?tfiR x-C, - We must say that there is no contradiction: 1x; 
D1?1;1 7'¥ ,mr1 l'W1ll r,~w·w 1i,1:;i - Here, in the verse which 

states that "you will gather your grain," it refers to a time when 
Israel does the will of the Omnipresent, 7~1if.'' 1'~1¥ 1i,1:;i 1x~ 
D1i'l;I 71f-' m:q l'W1l7 - whereas here, in the verse which states 
that the grain belongs to God, it refers to a time when Israel 
does not do the will of the Omnipresent,[9! 

The Gemara cites a relevant Baraisa: 
u;i1 m, - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: "im tll?9-tel" -
The verse states: AND YOU WILL GATHER IN YOUR GRAIN. :,i, 
ii,;', ,,n~.13 - For WHAT reason did SCRIPTURE have TO SAY 

this?[JOJ ;,':J,!;11? l"lfu M11l'lu 1~1;! tu1n?"X7,, 1>,~,lf-' '!;17 - FORSINCE 

IT IS STATED: THIS BOOK OF THE TORAH SHALL NOT DEPART FROM 

YOUR MOUTH, [Ill l,?t):;i:;i D'"!;"7 71.::l? - IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE to 
think that THE WORDS of Scripture here are meant literally AS 

THEY ARE WRITTEN, i.e. that one must study Torah every waking 
moment and would thereby be precluded from earning a liveli
hood. "i~n ti'?9-tel,, ,i,,r, ,,n7u - THE TORAH therefore 
STATES: AND YOU WILL GATHER IN YOUR GRAIN, which bids us to 
r,~ 111 li'J~l? 19; li'J~u - LEAD, together WITH [TORAH STUDY], a 
life CONDUCTED IN THE WAY OF THE WORLD, i.e. Torah study 
should be combined with the earning of a livelihood.r121 ,:;i1,1:;i1 
',x~1;1tfi, - These are THE WORDS OF R' YISHMAEL. T~ T1ll'?W ,~'1 
,,,,x 'IJ1' - R' SHIMON BEN YOCHAI SAYS: 1"')?~ - CAN IT BE as 
you say? l"l"''"!t! n~tfi!;l tu'l,n D'!,tc - If AMANPLOWSATTHETIME 

OF PLOWING :,,;,11 n~tfi!;I ~,n, - AND sows AT THE TIME OF 

SOWING n,,~? n~tfi!;I ,~,i', - AND HARVESTS AT THE TIME OF 

HARVESTING M"''"! n~lf'!;I IU'!l - AND THRESHES AT THE TIME OF 

THRESHING IJ11lJ n~!!f!;I n,,i, - AND WINNOWS AT THE TIME OF 

THE blowing WIND, v'?~ Xttl;I M>, M11l'I - WHAT WILL BECOME OF 

THE study of TORAH if people will be so preoccupied with their 
livelihoods?! Certainly, then, the ideal situation meant by the 
Torah cannot be the combining of Torah study with the earning of 
a livelihood. D1?1;1 71f-' 1l1!1'1 l'W1ll r,~'llf.'!o/ 1i,p;1 x'?~ - RATHER, 

the literal meaning of the verse in Joshua can be reconciled with 
the verse in Deuteronomy as follows: AT A TIME WHEN the people of 
ISRAEL DO THE WILL OF THE OMNIPRESENT, 7~ n,w~~ Tti:;iX?'? 
D'"!IJ~ ''J? - THEffi WORK IS DONE for them BY OTHERS, ,,,~,~ 

" •m 1:1;;,~x·!I' 13111 D'"!! ~.,'?~, .. - AS IT IS STATED: AND STRANGERS 

WILL ARISE AND SHEPHERD YOUR FLOCKS etc,,U3l and the people of 
Israel will thus be able to devote themselves exclusively to Torah 

NOTES 
1. Everything in the world was created for the glory of Hashem [see 
Isaiah 43:7]; thus, man may not make use of anything until he blesses 
Hashem for it, thereby fulfilling the function for which it was created in 
the first place (see Maharsha to end of 35a). 
2. The person who neglects to make the blessing robs God of the blessing 
due Him (Rashi; see Pnei Shlomo ). [Alternatively, he has stolen from 
God because, as the Gemara has just stated, the property from which 
one benefits belongs exclusively to God until the blessing is recited 
(Maharsha ibid.; see also Rashi to Sanhedrin 102a 1':JK l'K it",).] And he 
also robs the Assembly of Israel (i.e. the Jewish people) of their crops, 
which fail as the result of their imitation of his sin [see end of note 5] 
(Rashi). 

3. Proverbs 28:24. 
4. Deuteronomy 32:6. Thus, God is called our "father." 
5. Proverbs 1:8. [The Torah, which Deuteronomy 33:4 calls the heritage 
of the Congregation of Jacob (the entire Jewish nation), is here referred 
to as the instruction of your mother (see Rashi to Proverbs ad Joe.). Thus, 
mother is a metaphor for the Jewish nation, the Assembly of Israel.] 

The person who treats the blessing obligation lightly (he says, "It is no 
crime") causes others as well to treat it lightly and neglect it. Thus, not 
only does he sin, but he causes many others to sin as well (see Rashi). 

6. Yarovam hen Nevat was the first king of the Ten Tribes of Israel, 
which broke away from the Kingdom of Judah during the reign of 
Rechavam, son of Solomon (see I Kings 12:20). Yarovam had a deep fear 
that his subjects would return to the rule of Rechavam if they would 
continue to serve God in the Temple in Jerusalem. He therefore out-

lawed the tri-annual festival pilgrimage to Jerusalem, for which he 
substituted pilgrimages to idolatrous centers in his own kingdom (ibid. 
verses 28-33; II Kings 17:21). 

Just as Yarovam led Israel astray by inducing them to worship idols, 
so does one who eats without pronouncing a blessing lead others astray 
[see end of note 5] (Rashi ). 

7. Hosea 2:11. In this verse, God says that He will take back His grain and 
wine etc. from His faithless nation. 
8. Deuteronomy 11:14. 
9. For then God takes the grain away from them, demonstrating to them 
that He is its true owner (Rashi). 

10. The verse states: And I will give the rain of your land in its time . · · 
"and you will gather in" your grain, your wine and your oil. Why does 
the verse not state simply: And I will give the rain of your land in its time 
... grain, wine and oil? Is it not obvious that one would gather in the 
produce of his fields? (Tzlach). 

11. Joshua 1:8. 
12. This verse and you will gather in your grain is evidence that one 
should engage in work that provides him with sustenance. For if one will 
rely on others for his sustenance, he will eventually abandon his Torah 
study [altogether] (Rashi; see Avos 2:2). [Thus, engaging in a livelihood 
is not at all precluded by the verse this Book of the Torah shall not depart 
from your mouth, for, on the contrary, this verse obligates one to do what 
is necessary to ensure his continued study of Torah.] 
13. Isaiah 61:5. 
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study.[14! D1j'~ 7lf,i 1lt?l") 1,W-1317,te"lifl, 1,-l:Clf,i 1>,J!;n - BUT AT A TIME 

WHEN the people of ISRAEL DO NOT DO THE WILL OF THE OM

NIPRESENT, 1~¥~ ,,, ',~ r,,w~~ 1.r;i:;ix'?,;i - THEffi WORK IS 

necessarily DONE personally BY THEM, "1Hi tll?Q,tcT,, ii,~~lf,i -
AS IT IS STATED: AND YOU WILL GATHER IN YOUR GRAIN. u51 x"',, 
,;s, - ANDNOTONLYTHAT, 11? ',~ r,,w~~ c,,o~ n;,.K?,)?lf,i .K?~ -
BUT even THE WORK OF OTHERS IS DONE BY THEM, ,,,~~lf,i 
"•n, 1,;,,·J<·n~ 2'1:;.llJT,, - ASITSAYS:ANDYOUWILLSERVEYOUR 

ENEMIES etc.C161 
The Gemara records the remarks of Abaye and Rava on this 

matter: 
,!i.t< ii,,tc - Abaye said: 7l<~l?1¥, ,~,:;, 1tlll} ni1tr - Many did 
as R' Yishmael advocates, combining Torah study with a live
lihood, l"!?il MlJ?lJT - and were successful,[17l l131)?1V ,~,:;, 
11!!;1 MlJ?lJ l<-C,) ,i:,;, 1~ - while others did as R' Shimon hen 
Yochai advocates, devoting themselves exclusively to study, and 
were not successful.u51 m117 J<;"l m7 ii,,tc - Rava would 
say to the Rabbis (his disciples): 1::i,,~,~ l<lJ1U)?:;, - I beg of 
you, ,"!1¥l:I ,,,;,:;i119,~ ,,,;,:;i - during the days of Nissan and 
the days of Tishrei,r191 ,l<~j;! nqi;i.1;1 l<-C, - do not appear 
before me,r201 xi,w J<71:.i 1::i,,~;1,;i:;i ,,,1,1.i:i l<·',, ,:;i,tr ,~ - so that 
you will not be preoccupied with your sustenance the entire 
year.r211 

The Gemara cites an observation made by R' Yehudah the son 
of Il'ai: 
,l<~?.K ,~,:;i n11n~ ,~, cwm no,, ,~, ,i,,tc l"l~O ,; ,; n:n ,i,,tc -
Rabbah bar bar Chanah said that R' Yochanan reported in 
the name of R' Yehudah the son of R' Il'ai:r221 J<"'i71f,i M.t<"!1 l<°:.I 
c,~;iq.t<tr n,,,, c,~,tul<"!tr n,,,,:,;, - Come and see that the later 
generations are unlike the earlier generations, i.e. the level of 
piety has greatly declined. s,:;.i~ llJ"lit-1 1tlll} c,~;tul<"!l) n,,,, 
,l<,~ ltl;"Jl<'?I?' - The earlier generations made their Torah 

study their main occupation and their work incidental, ;,i 11 
l"!?!il M)?,!im~ - and both this [their Torah knowledge] and this 
[their financial means] remained with them. c,~,,t!l<tr n,,,, 
,l<,~ llJ"lil'iT 31:;.I~ 1.r;t;"Jl<'?)? 1tlll}lf,i - In the case of the later 
generations, however, who made their work their main occupa
tion and their Torah study incidental, m:;, l"l)?,!?-J;I~ x-C, 113 11 -
neither this [their financial means] nor this [their Torah 
knowledge] remained with them. 

Another observation ofR' Yehudah the son ofR' Il'ai: 
,l<~?.K ,~"l!jl n11n, ,, DWj~ no;, ,~, ii,,tc M~O i; i; n;i i>,,tc) -
And Rabbah bar bar Chanah said that R' Yochanan reported 
in the name of R' Yehudah the son of R' Il'ai: l<·'i71f,i M-!.(11 l<°:.I 
c,~;iq.t<tr n,,,, c,litul<"!tr n,,1,:,;, - Come and see that the later 
generations an/ unlike the earlier generations. n,,,, 
lit.l~R"lt;i 111 1:;i,t11,,~ 1,1;1,~:;ii, 1,;:r c,~,tul<"!tr - The earlier 
generations, in their eagerness to fulfill mitzvos, would bring 
their crops into their houses via the normal router231 ,,:;, 
iw~i,:;i 1;,!IJ? - in order to subject [the crops] to the obligatio~ 
of tithes.C241 111 n,a~ 111 1:;i,m,,~ 111;1,~:;ii, c,~;,q.t<;:r n,,,, 
nil:11!,'1"!?- 111 n,,~q - The later generations, however, bring 
their crops into into their houses via the roofs, via the 
courtyardsr251 and via the storage yards adjacent to their houses, 
rather than via the main entrance, ,w~~tr 1~ 111?~? ,,:;, - in 
order to free [the crops] from the obligation oftithes.r251 

The Gemara explains the basis of this distinction: 
,l<~! ,~, ii,,tc"T - And what is the Scriptural source for the law that 
the Biblical tithing obligation is activated only by normal en
trance of the produce to the house? For R' Yannai said: 1,l< 
n!itr ,~!ii "~"!'W ,~ ,w~i,:;i ::i,!IJJ;I~ ',;,ytr - Untithed produce 
does not become subject to the obligation of tithes until it 
"sees" the face of the house, i.e. until it is brought in via the 
main entrance,f27J "n,;tr·1~ ILij°ptr ,.1;11~~" ,i,~~lf,i - as it is 

NOTES 
14. [This is the ideal way oflife described by the verse in Joshua - a life 
in which Israel does the will of God and merits that their work is done 
for them by others. It is only in this ideal situation - where this Book 
of the Torah shall not depart from your mouth literally - that true 
Torah scholarship can be achieved.] 
15. This is the less-than-ideal situation in which Israel must personally 
labor for its sustenance. This preoccupation with the mundane will 
undoubtedly impair their ability to achieve true Torah scholarship. 

[The commentators find difficulty with R' Shimon's assertion that 
this verse refers to a time when "they do not do the will of the 
Omnipresent." For the preceding verse (v.13) states clearly: And it will 
be that if you will surely hearken to My commandments that I command 
you this day, to love Hashem, your God, and to serve Him, with all your 
heart and with all your soul! Ritua answers that R' Shimon means to 
divide v. 14 into two parts. And I will give the rain of your land in its time 
... refers to the complete state of Israel's devotion described in the 
previous verse. And you will gather in your grain ... refers to a time 
when Israel fulfills the will of Hashem, but to a lesser degree, which R' 
Shimon characterizes as "when they do not do the will of the 
Omnipresent." See also Maharsha.] 
16. Deuteronomy 28:48. 
17. [I.e. they achieved both Torah scholarship and financial indepen
dence.] 
18. Thus, R' Shimon bar Yochai's approach is not for the masses (see 
Orach Chaim 156:1). [Individuals, however, have succeeded by adopting 
his approach (see Beur Halachah ad loc.). See also Chasam Sofer here.] 
19. The grain is harvested during Nissan, and the grapes and olives are 
pressed during Tishrei (Rashi; see Mitzpeh Eisan). 

20. Tend to your work during these months and do not come before me 
to learn Torah. 
21. Rava apparently meant that the opportunity to earn a livelihood pre
sented itself during these months. Would they neglect that opportunity, 
they would not have the means to support themselves the rest of the 
year. 

Meiri, however, explains Rava's advice to be that it is better to devote 
a small part of the year almost exclusively to one's livelihood and 
thereby be free to study Torah undisturbed the rest of the year than to 
spread the workload over the entire year and thus be burdened 
constantly with the concerns of livelihood. 

22. When an Amora's report of another Sage's view is introduced by the 
expression .... , D1Wl;l •••• , ,"G/S, [R' So-and-so] reported in the name of [R' 
So-and-so], it indicates that the Amora knew the view of the second sage 
through tradition, but did not hear the teaching directly from him. 
When recording what the Amora personally heard from the second sage, 
the Gemara uses the expression ... ,"QIS ... ,"QIS, [R' So-and-so] said in the 
name of [R' So-and-so] (see Rashi to Chullin 113b il'::i,, Xil n",; see also 
Preface to Seder HaDoros ). [Here, R' Yochanan is reporting a teaching 
of R' Yehudah bar Il'ai - the famous Tanna R' Yehudah - who 
preceded R' Yochanan by several generations.] 
23. [Rashi to Gittin 81a; cf. Tosafos there.] I.e. through the courtyard 
gate and the door to the house (Rashi). 

24. As the Gemara will soon explain, the Biblical tithing obligation (to 
separate terumos and maasros) applies only to produce that has been 
brought into the house through the main entrance. 
25. See next note. 
26. By bringing the produce in through an abnormal route. 

The word n1,¥q, courtyards, used by the Gemara above seems out of 
place, since the produce is normally taken into the house via the front 
courtyard; moreover, R' Yochanan (who is citing this teaching) holds, in 
the Gemara below, that normal entry into the courtyard alone effects 
the Biblical tithing obligation (see Tzlach). Indeed, the word n1,::(q, 
courtyard, does not appear in our editions of the parallel text recorde~ 
in Gittin 81a, nor in other editions of our text here (see Dikdukei 
Soferim; see also Chazon [sh, Maasros 5:15). See, however, the defense 
of our reading offered by Tzlach. 
27. The [main] entrance through which people come and go is called the 
"face" of the house (Rashi). Produce that entered the house through a 
skylight in the roof or through a back entrance, however, does not, 
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stated: I have removed the sacred from the house. 12s1 
The Gemara adds: 

,,,,te 1Rl1' '::;11) - But R' Yochanan says: n~:;;,1? ,~r:, ,r,,l;l~ -
Even the courtyard of the house1291 establishes the tithing 
obligation, "U7:;;,l{T) ':J'"P!lfi!;I ,r,:;,,te),, ,,,~~w - as it is stated: and 
they shall eat within your gates and be sated. 13o1 

The Gemara discusses the part of the Mishnah which states: 
•1:n l'!tl 1~ y,n - EXCEPT FOR WINE etc. [for on wine he says: the 
One Who creates the fruit of the vine]. 

The Gemara asks: 
1~! .tc~lfi ,x,, - Why is wine different from other "fruits of the 
tree" in that it alone is assigned its own blessing, specifying the 
type of tree that produces the fruit? x?,r,l!? '~l.:11¥.1:C1 tmu~ .K~'?'l:C 
n;,1:;,? '~l.:11¥.1:C - ff you say that because it has changed for the 
better, it changes with regard to the blessing as well, l~W '1:::n 
.K?t',ll? '~l.:11¥.1:C1 - why, there is the case of olive oil, which has 
also changed for the better, n;,1:;i? 'mlfi.t:e x·r,, - yet it does 
not change with regard to the blessing! The Gemara documents 
this last assertion: 7,tct~lfi ,,,,te n1,ni :::i.1 ,,,,te1 - For Rav 
Yehudah said in the name of Shmuel, ,,,,te ?r:r:,, '::;11 ,,,,te 1:;;,1 
HIJ1' '::;11 - and so said R' Yitzchak in the name of R' 
Yochanan: Y~tr '1!? x11:.i 1'?'1 1'!;1");1? n,1 l~W - On olive oil, 
one recites the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the 
tree. Why, then, does wine have its own, specific blessing and not 
olive oil? 

The Gemara answers: 
'11?-te - They say in answer to this question: c.i,i:r - There, in 
the case of olive oil, though it has changed for the better its 
blessing does not change, itfi~-tl x·r,1 cnu~ - because it is not 
possible to formulate for it a blessing that specifies the type of 
tree. 1''1;~ '!;!'ti - For how should we recite the specific 
blessing for olive oil? n~ttt '1!? x11:.i ,,,;~ - Should we recite 
as the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the olive 

[tree]?l311 '1?,J:C n,1 ;,r,gu .K')'~ - This would not be possible, 
because the fruit itself is also called "olive." ·Thus, this 
formulation of the blessing would be unacceptable, since it admits 
the interpretation that God creates the fruit of the olive fruit, 
which is untrue, as God creates the olive, but it is man who 
produces the olive's "fruit" (i.e. the oil).1321 

The Gemara rejects this answer: 
n,1 y~ '1!? x11:.i i'l'?P. 1''1;~, - But let us recite on [olive oil] the 
blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the olive tree 
(mentioning "tree" explicitly)f133J - ? -

The Gemara therefore introduces a different factor to account 
for the distinction between wine and oil: 
.K')\'n ,,, ,,,,te .K?-tl - Rather, Mar Zutra said: .KIJ!fi~ 1'!! .K')~IJ 
1'!! x-C, - Wine sustains, whereas oil does not sustain.1341 · 

The Gemara refutes this answer as well: 
1'!! x-C, .K!Jlfi~' - But is it so that olive oil does not sustain? 
Ui;ttrl - Why, we have learned in a Mishnah:1351 t1T~tt 1~ 1'J13tt 
n'?~:;,, c,,,:;i ,.p,~ - ONE WHO vows TO ABSTAIN FROM SUSTE

NANCE IS PERMITTED to partake of WATER AND SALT. ;,r; n,,tt, -
And in the traditional discussion regarding this Mishnah,1381 ~e 
raise the following difficulty concerning it: x-C,1 x,n M?l.;lt c~i, 
111~ '1?,J:C - The Mishnah implies that only water· and sait are 
not called sustenance, 111~ '1ii1.1:C ,~,~ r,~ .KIJ - but all other 
[foods] are called sustenance.1371 :::i.i"T .tcl'l:::i.,,l'I ,,n,l'I .tc~'l 
7,tc1~1fi' - Let us say that this is a r~futati~n' of-fu;v ~d 
Shmuel, l'~'l;itt nW>.;1Q; .tc?~ nm,,;i '~'~ x11:.i 1':;,");,;i 1',tc '11?tc1 
,;7:,;i - who say that we recite the blessing the One Who 
creates species of sustenance only on foods made from the five 
species of grain.r3s1 x~,n :::i.i ,,,,tel - And, as recorded there, 
Rav Huna says in answer to this question: '?'! Utt r,~ i>.;11x:;i -
There is no refutation, because the Mishnah is not referring to 
someone who vowed to abstain from that which is called "sus
tenance," but rather to someone who made a vow saying: "Any· 
thing that sustains is prohibited to me."l39J 1'!! .KIJ!fi~ .K~?.te -

NOTES 
require tithing on the Biblical level. See further details in Meiri here, 
and in Rambam, Hil. Ma,aser 3:1-4; 4:1-2. 

R' Y annai agrees that one is Rabbinically forbidden to make a regular 
meal (ll:;i~ n'z,:;,~) of produce brought into the house in an abnormal 
manner unless one first tithes the produce (Rashi; see also Tosafos' 
citation of Rashi ). One is permitted, however, to continue to snack from 
such produce, or to feed it to his animal unreservedly. 

28. Deuteronomy 26:13. This verse forms part of the declaration that the 
Torah bids a farmer in Eretz Yisrael to state after the third year and 
sixth years of the shemittah cycle, after fulfilling his obligation to 
separate and distribute the requisite tithes. The person declares before 
Hashem: I have removed the sacred from the lwuse, and moreover I have 
given it to the Levi and to the convert, to the orphan and to the widow, in 
accordance with Your entire commandment that You have commanded 
me ... The words from the house indicate that the tithing obligation 
takes effect when the produce enters the house. [Actually, from this 
verse alone, we can derive only that the produce must "enter the 
house" but not that it must do so through the "main entrance." That 
essential component of R' Yannai's exposition is supplied by the 
Gemara in Bava Metzia 88a, which states that R' Yannai derives it from 
the preceding verse (cited by R' Yochanan below - see note 30), which 
makes mention of within your gates (see also Rashi to Gittin 81a ,,::i i1"1 
,:i.,,n',).] 

29. "Courtyard" in this context refers to an enclosed area [in front of 
the house] with specific residential features (see Ma,asros 3:5; Rambam, 
Hil. Ma,aser 4:8). 

30. Deuteronomy 26:12. The verse states: When you have finished 
tithing every tithe of your produce in the third year, the year of tithing, 
you shall give to the Levi, to the convert, to the orphan, and to the widow, 
and they shall eat within your gates and be sated. R' Yochanan 
expounds the expression "you shall give to the Levi . . . within your 
gates" to indicate that the tithing obligation takes effect as soon as the 

produce enters "the gate" (Rashi to Bava Metzia 88a), i.e. the entrance 
to the courtyard in front of the house (Rambam, Hil. Ma,aser 4:7; 
Rashba, cited by Shitah Mekubetzes to Bava Metzia 88a). 

31. The Hebrew word n'!, olive, can refer either to the olive itself or to 
the olive tree. (see Deuteronomy 28:40 with Rashi ). [The same is true of 
other fruit names in Hebrew - e.g. il~t(l;l, fig [tree] (Genesis 3:7), IJ1!ll3, 
apple [tree] (see Shir HaShirim 2:3).] 

32. Rashi. In the case of the blessing on wine, however, the word 
1~~. vine ( which is used in the blessing) refers specifically to the vine; 
the fruit of the vine is the grape, which is indeed God's creation 
(ibid.). 

33. Evidently, then, it is not for lack of a suitable formulation that a 
specific blessing was not designated for olive oil. Thus, we return to the 
original question: Why was a specific blessing designated for wine 
(because it was changed for the better) and not for oil (which was also 
changed for the better)? 

34. Since [in addition to having changed for the better (Meromei 
Sadeh)] wine sustains, it is significant enough to deserve a blessing 
that is specific to it (Ras hi ) . 

35. Eruvin 26b. 

36. Ibid. 30a. 

37. Since they are forbidden to the person as a result of his vow to 
abstain from "sustenance." 

38. Wheat, barley, oats, spelt and rye. [Foods processed from these 
grains carry the special blessing nilin;i 'J'l;l 1qt,1, the One Who creates 
species of sustenance (see details in Ora.ch Chaim 208:2 ff; see also 
ArtScroll's The Laws of B'rachos 8:5).] 

39. All foods other than water and salt sustain a person to some de~ee 
and are therefore prohibited when one vows to abstain from anythi_ng 
that "sustains." However, only the five grains, which provide man with 
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Evidently, oil does sustain.14o1 - ? -
The Gemara proposes another answer: 

,,3,79 x"', Xt'llf'l;I• ,,3,79 X'J)?IJ X?,tt - Rather, the difference between 
wine and oil is that wine satiates, whereas oil does not 
satiate.1411 

The Gemara challenges this assertion: 
,,3,79 ,,;i X'JJ?IJl - But does wine indeed satiate? nm x;, xi:r, 
Xt'I'?!;>"! X)?i' ,7~i, ',~ ''1l?IJ 'lJIV - Why, Rava would drink wine all 
day long on Pesach eve r-r,~',', r-r,,,.;n ,:;,,tr,:;, - so that he 
would whet his appetitei42i ,~~ M¥>, ~.~,~, - and thereby eat 
the matzah in the evening with more relish. 1431 - ? -

The Gemara answers: ,,,a x;n, - A lot of wine whets the appetite, ,,3,79 xz,;,1•!3 -
whereas a little bit satiates.1441 

The Gemara persists: 
??!? ,,3,79 ,,;i, - But does [wine] satiate at all (i.e. under any 
circumstances)? 1im~·::i;i7 cr;r'n ... wu~·::i;i7 ni,w) 1~~,,, ::i,t1:;,i:r, 
" •u, 'Tl/'?' - Why, itis written: And wine gladdens the heart of 
man ... and brea,d, the heart of man it does satiate etc.,145! 

which implies that 'T'l,79 x"', X'J)?IJ 'T'l,791 Xm X)?m - it is only 
bread that satiates, but wine does not satiate. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
ni,w)?~ ,,3,79 ,.1::11t1 r-r,~ n,i:t X'J)?IJ X?,tt - No, do not infer this 
from the verse. Rather, the verse means that wine has two 
qualities - it satiates and gladdens. 'IJU!!W ,,3,79 'tl7'?l;I X)?tJ~ 
ni,w)? x"', - Bread, however, only satiates, but it does not 
gladden. 

The Gemara persists: 
,:;,;:r 'i:t - But if so, that wine satiates, nt:l'l~ w·',w r-r,7~ ':J''1;~ -
we should recite after drinking it the three blessings of Birca,s 

HaMazon 1461 as we do after eating bread!l47l - ? -
The Gemara answers: 

M'l?l,7 •l"l')tli•SI'? ,w~,l:t 'l7!?R x·', - People do not establish their 
meal around [wine].14a1 

This prompts the Gemara to inquire: 
x;17 i't'l=I'' ,~ ll?r;t~ :ii r-r,7 ii,tc - Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak 
said to Rava: ,xi, M'lJ11SI'? M'l?l,7 Sl;lR 'l:t - And if one did 
establish his meal around wine, what would be the law? Would 
he be required to recite the three blessings of Bircas HaMazon 
afterwards? 

Rava replies: 
r-r,7 ii,x - He said to [Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak]: x-=i•w::i', 
xi;nsi,:;,?, X?liJ 'i:t ii,x,, •l1?7~ - When the prophet Elijah·~ 
come and tell us whether it [the establishing of a meal around 
wine] is considered the establishment of a meal, we will consider 
the issue. t11-tC ',~ ?::f ~ i.1'13/":! M?t;,~ x;:r,,;i XJ,;,lf'iJ - As for now, at 
any rate, his attitude in establishing a full meal around wine is 
considered abnormal by almost any other person.1491 And since 
it is not normal for people to consider the drinking of wine to be a 
bona-fide meal, the three blessings of Bircas HaMazon are not 
recited afterwards, even though the person is satiated. 

The Gemara now analyzes the previously quoted ruling regard
ing the blessing on olive oil: 
X!:lU - [The text] itself cited above stated: il:lx ni•n, :ii il:lx 
',~•l:lo/ - Rav Yehudah said in the name of S~uei, ' i~tc 1:i, 
Hi:ti, ,:;ii ii,tc i't'I!/'~ ,:;i, - and so said R' Yitzchak in the name of 
R' Yochanan: Yl7v '1!? Xji:l 1'?l! p:n;J? n~I l~o/ - On olive oil, 
one recites the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the 
tree. 

The Gemara analyzes the ruling: 
,,,, ,:;,,tr - What is the circumstance referred to in this ruling? 
(l"IJ,;,o/l;ll r-r,7 ,JJW XR"! X)?'?'l:t - If we say that the ruling refers 
to where one is drinking the [ olive oil] as is, 15o1 r-r,7 ?,,,, ,jlmx 
- why, drinking it as is surely harms him!1511 X?~JJ"! - For it 
was taught in a Baraisa: M)?m;1 ?o/ t~W t'l.!;lilDiJ - ONE WHO 

inadvertently DRINKS OIL OF TERUMAH u,~, 11~iJ n,tt tl?.Wl? 
lli~intt n,tt tl?.Wl? - PAYS THE PRINCIPAL AND DOES NOT PAY THE 

NOTES 
his basic sustenance, are called by the name JiTY,l, sustenance [i.e. the 
primary sources of sustenance]. Therefore, the blessing of 'J'Y,l 1<j\!I 

n\lin;i, the One Who creates species of sustenance, is recited only on the 
five grains (see Ras hi and Rosh Yosef; cf. Ras hi to Eruvin 30a ,mx:i i1"1 
,',y llil ',:i). 

40. Since all foods other than water and salt are prohibited when one 
vows to prohibit anything that sustains, it is evident that olive oil also 
provides sustenance. Evidently, the reason a specific blessing was 
designated for wine and not for oil cannot be because only wine provides 
sustenance. 

41. Although olive oil indeed sustains, it does not satisfy one's appetite 
as does wine (see Rashi ). 

Thus, the Gemara concludes that the reason for wine's special 
blessing is that it has changed for the better and it also satiates (see 
Meromei Sadeh). 

42. Literally: draw his heart. 

43. It is a mitzvah to eat matzah on the first night of Pesach (Exodus 
12:18), and the general obligation to beautify mitzvos (see Shabbos 
133b, Bava Kamma 9b) applies to the mitzvah of eating matzah as well. 
One should therefore build up his appetite before eating the matzah so 
that he eat it with relish - a beautification of the mitzvah (see Rashi 
and Rashbam to Pesachim 99b ',::,x, x', i1"1 and Rambam, Hil. Chametz 
U'Matzah 6:12). It was Rava's practice to drink wine throughout the 
day of Erev Pesach in order to build up his appetite for eating matzah 
that night. Evidently, wine does not satisfy one's appetite, but on the 
contrary makes one hungry! 

44. See Tosafos ,,,1 1<::111, i1"1; cf. Ravyah §150, cited by Kovetz Shitos 
Kamai; see Drach Chaim 4 71 with Mishnah Berurah 6-8 and Beur 
Halachah 1"1 i1"1. 

45. Psalms 104:15. 

46. Bircas HaMazon [the Grace After Meals] originally consisted of 

three blessings, derived by the Gemara below (48b) from Scripture. 
[Though the Rabbis subsequently added a fourth blessing (ibid.), Bircas 
HaMazon is still referred to as "three blessings" since only three of 
them are based on Scripture.] 

47. If wine satisfies one's appetite as bread does, Bircas HaMazon 
should be recited after wine as it is after bread. The Sages in the Baraisa 
cited below (37a), however, rule that on wine as well an on the other 
seven species (see above, 35a note 44) only the one-blessing abridgment 
of three is recited (see Rashi ). 
48. [That is, they do not make wine the basis of a full meal. And the 
obligation to recite the three blessings of Bircas HaMazon, derived from 
the verse (Deuteronomy 8:10): And you will eat and be satiated and bless 
Hashem your God ... , applies only to foods on which one establishes bis 
meal, viz. the five species of grain. See Mishnah and Gemara, 44a, and 
Gemara 38a.] 

49. [The principle of D1)S ',;i ',¥15 il'llfl n7i;,~. his opinion is considered 
abnormal [literally: is nullified] by [almost] any [other] person (found 
throughout the Talmud), states that (in most situations) normal 
behavior is defined by the prevailing attitude, not by the behavior of the 
individual in question.] 
50. The word m;11;1,;i (enclosed by parentheses in our editions) is s~ 
to the reading l<!l;1o/l;l, which is the text found in Rif and Rabbe_inu 
Yonah. In Nimukei Yosef the reading is i11Jo/l;l7 'lJlf!, where he drinks 
the oil. 
51. And a blessing should therefore not be recited altogether (Rashi; cf. 
Rambam, Hil. Berachos 8:2 with Kesef Mishneh; see also Peirush 
HaRashbatz to 36a). For a blessing on food is required only when o~e 
consumes food in a manner classified as "eating" (or "drinking"), as it 
is written (Deuteronomy 8:10): And you will "eat" . . . and ble~s 
Hashem, your God. Consequently, the harmful drinking of olive ?il, 
which cannot be classified as "drinking," does not warrant a blessmg 
(Rashi). 
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additional FIFTH. ill;ni r;, ',~ l~~ ':}!?ti - ONE WHO inadvertently 
ANOINTS HIMSELF WITH OIL OF TERUMAH D?.W)?l t,~tl n,tc D?.W)? 
Ui~1nti n,tc - PAYS THE PRINCIPAL AND PAYS THE ADDITIONAL 

FIFTH.r52i n; ''l! ',t7 n,7 ',,:;i,tc X?.1 X?,tc - Will you say, rather, 
that the ruling that one recites borei pri ha'eitz on olive oil refers 
to where one eats it by means of eating bread on which the oil is 
smeared as a condiment?l53J ',;iy Xlil) ,?.'S.7 n; l"I'? X?)tl ,:;ii, '.l:C -
But if so, then the bread is the primary food and [ the oil] is but 
a subordinate food, l~J;ll - and we learned in a Mishnah:1s4J 

',?!pt! ilf - THIS IS THE RULE: il?;!I? \13S,7) i?.'S.7 Xlil~ ',·:., - In 
WHATEVER case you have a food that IS PRIMARY AND A SUBORDI-

NATE food IS eaten WITH IT, il?;!lf'tl n,tc ,~\Dl ,?.'S.ltt ',t7 ":t'l;~ -
ONE RECITES THE BLESSING ON THE PRIMARY food AND this 
DISCHARGES his blessing obligation for THE SUBORDINATE as well. 
Why, then, should any blessing be made on the oil smeared on the 
bread? tti~,~-1:$ ''l! ',t7 l"I'? 'ti"' X?.1 X?,tc - Rather, we must say 
that the ruling refers to where one drinks [the olive oil] by 
means of drinking anigaron into which it is mixed,155l ii.;i,tci 
',,tel~lfl ,~ il;'l - as described by Rabbah bar Shmuel, who said; 
X?.?1;11 X!tl t\i~,~-1:$ - Anigaron is a soup made from the water of 
cooked beets; X!tl 11,~,1;1:;,,te - oxygaron is a soup made from 
the water 

NOTES 
52. A non-Kohen who eats terumah inadvertently must repay the [see Rambam, Hil. Terumos 10:8]. Rather, the one who drinks the olive 
terumah he has eaten plus a fifth (see Bava Metzia 54a), as it states oil is considered as merely destroying it, for which he is liable to the 
(Leviticus 22:14): And if a man will eat of the holy [i.e. terumah] principal [Rabbinically (Tos. HaRosh)] but not the additional fifth (see 
inadvertently, he shall add its fifth to it and shall repay the holy to the Rashi). 
Kohen. The "eating" referred to here in the Torah refers to eating or 53. Eaten in this way, the olive oil is not harmful but beneficial 
drinking, as well as "anointing [in the case of oil]," which Scripture (Mishnah Berurah 202:28; see also Tos. HaRosh). 
includes in the category of "drinking" (see Terumos 6:1 and Tos. 
Yom Tov there). The Baraisa cited here indicates that whereas a 54. Below, 44a. 
non-Kohen who anoints himself inadvertently with terumah oil is 55. Anigaron, mentioned several times in Mishnaic literature (see 
considered to have "drunk" it and thus pays the principal plus a Rashi and Hagahos Yavetz; see Rashi to Yoma 76a 11il'lK i1"1), is a kin? 
fifth, one who actually drinks the oil does not pay the additional of [beet] soup [see Gemara below] into which olive oil is added (Rashi; 
fifth, since the "eating" mentioned in the verse refers to the normal, see also Rashi to Yoma ibid.). When eaten as an ingredient in anigaron, 
beneficial act of eating, whereas the drinking of olive oil is harmful the olive oil is not harmful but beneficial (Tos. HaRosh). 
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'i?.71¥ ,:,7,::s1 - of all varieties of cooked vegetables. 
The Gemara objects to this answer as well: 

7l;IIJ l~'Vl ij?'l! y,,~,~~ l'I'? l'lli:J y:i;i c~ - But if so, then the 
anigaron is the primary food and the oil is only a supplement, 
u.1;n - and we learned in a Mishnah: ,7;,;:r l'IJ - THIS IS THE 

RULE: l'l7!;1Y 1l!ll!l ij?'3' x,:,1¥ ',-:, - In WHATEVER case you have a 
food that IS PRIMARY AND A SUBORDINATE food is eaten WITH IT, 

l'l7!;11?lJ n~ ,\?nn ij?'3'v ,v. ':1'1;i)? - ONE RECITES THE BLESSING ON 

THE PRIMARY food AND thereby DISCHARGES his blessing obliga
tion for THE SUBORDINATE food as well. Why, then, should the 
blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the tree be recited on the 
oil? 

The Gemara answers: 
U'?.l?V. ,xi,;, l9v - What are we dealing with here in this ruling? 
m,~:;1 ww,n;, - We are dealing with one who feels pain in his 
throat, and drinks anigaron mixed with olive oil in order to soothe 
his sore throat.[11 X?~t11 - And that which anigaron mixed with 
a lot of oil is drunk to soothe a sore throat is as was taught in the 
following Baraisa: m,~:;1 IUIP.1Mtr - ONE WHO FEELS PAIN IN ms 
THROAT n;iw;, l'l?r:tl;I 1~1¥:f? Ul;J")ln x·', - MAY NOT INITIALLY 

BATHE [IDS THROAT] WITH OIL ON THE SABBATH,£21 l~o/ T.1)1l ',;i~ 
V.?1::S, 11i~,~~ 11n7 :,:i;i1tr - BUTHEMAYPOURALOTOFOILINTO 

ANIGARON AND SWALLOW it.(31 
The Gemara objects: 

XIJ'W!/1 - But if Shmuel and R' Yochanan refer to where one drinks 
the olive oil when mixed into anigaron, then it is obvious that one 
recites the One Who creates the fruit of the tree when drinking this 
mixture, since the oil is primary. Why did Shmuel and R' Yochanan 
have to teach us this?14l 

The Gemara answers: 

X~'t11 mi, - It is not obvious, for you might have said that ll':i;I 
l'~;,;i Xj? l'l-tC,D1?1 - since his intent in drinking this mixture 
is for a remedy and not for pleasure, ,7;, l'I'?~ 1,,;i7 x·, -
he should not recite a blessing on it altogether.151 17 31i,lf'i,j? 
,;,,;i 'V.;i :,,~,~ l'l-te~tJ M'? n,~1 ll':i;I - Therefore, he [the one who 
states this ruling - i.e. Shmuel and R' Yochanan] informs us that 
since one derives pleasure from it, one must recite a blessing.151 

The Gemara cites an Amoraic dispute on which the ruling cited 
above will be brought to bear: 
'~'r:t1 XIJ)?j? - Regarding the blessing on wheatflour,111 l'l1m? ::,1 
l'l~1~v '1!/1 Xj1::I ii,-te - Rav Yehudah says one recites: the One 
Who creates the fruit of the ground, [BJ l'l?:;t~ 7":llJo/ ,,,-te T~m ::S1l 
1,;i;:;1 - whereas Rav Nachman says one recites: that every
thing came into being through His word. 191 ::, 1? x;i 1 :,,7 ii,-te 
1~r;r~ - RavasaidtoRavNachman: l'l1,l'I? :l11l'I'?~ .:11,i;iT:1 x·, -
Do not dispute the ruling of Rav Yehudah, ,.i:m~lfl, HIJ1' ':;111 
l'l'.l)iJ;, '"'?i? - for both R' Yochanan and Shmuel take the 
same stand as he does in this matter. 7J:C,~l!i ii,-te l'l1'l'I? ::, 1 ii,-te1 
- For Rav Yehudah said in the name of Shmuel, ii,-te 1;1 
T~IJ1' ':;11 ii,-te i'IJ¥' ':;11 - and so said R' Yitzchak in the name of 
R' Yochanan: YV.v '1!/1 xi1::i ,,7~ y,::,1;i,;, n,1 T~o/ - On olive oil, 
one recites the blessing: the One Who creates the fruit of 
the tree. '~.l.:11¥~1 ::,~ 7V. qtc X~?J:C - Evidently, even though [the 
olive] has been changed from a solid into a liquid, 'J:Ci? l'l'tl?~:f? 
- it retains its original status with regard to blessings. ,r;,~ x;i;:r 
- Here, with regard to wheat flour, too, 'mt¥~1 :ii ,v. qtc -
even though it has been changed from a solid to a powder, 
'J:Ci? l'l'tl?~:f? - it retains its original status with regard to 
blessings. 

NOTES 
1. Since it is the oil that produces this soothing effect, a large quantity 
of oil must be added to the anigaron, which makes the oil the primary 
food and the anigaron but a supplement (Rashi ). Therefore, one recites 
ha'eitz on the mixture [rather than haadamah, which is usually recited 
on anigaron (see below, 39a)]. 

[Rashi's comments here suggest that he concurs with the view of 
HaRav Yosef (cited in Tur, Orach Chaim 202) that what makes the 
oil the primary food is the fact that it is present in large measure, not the 
fact that one needs the oil as an emollient. The Gemara mentions the 
fact that the person has a sore throat only because that is the usual 
situation in which one would add large amounts of oil to anigaron. But 
even if one were to drink such anigaron for non- therapeutic purposes, 
the oil would be considered the primary food and one would recite 
ha'eitz. Other Rishonim (also cited by Tur there), however, disagree 
and maintain that the oil is considered primary only when the mixture 
is drunk to relieve a sore throat. See Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 
202:4.] 

2. That is, one may not sip oil in order to hold it on the affected area and 
then spit it out (Rashi, as explained by Divrei David). For since he does 
not swallow the oil, it is clear to all that he is engaging in a therapeutic 
procedure to relieve his sore throat. And the Rabbis forbade the 
performance of obvious therapeutic procedures on the Sabbath to relieve 
minor aches and pains, so that one not come to violate the Biblical 
prohibition against grinding in preparing medicines (Rashi ). 

3. I.e. he may drink the oil (after mixing it into anigaron - see end of 
note), and hold it on the affected area before swallowing. For since he 
swallows the oil in the end, it is not apparent that he is performing a 
therapeutic procedure. And the Rabbis forbade on the Sabbath only 
procedures that are obviously intended for therapy. But procedures 
which are not obviously intended for therapy are permitted even when 
they are indeed being done for such purposes (see Rashi ). By the same 
token, one would be permitted to drink pure oil, hold it on the affected 
area and then swallow it. The Baraisa mentions mixing the oil with 
anigaron only because that is the usual case in which one would drink 
the oil, because drinking pure olive oil is harmful, as mentioned in the 
Gemara above (Divrei David in explanation of Rashi; cf. Tosafos et al.). 

4. Tzlach asks that perhaps the main thrust of Shmuel and R' Yocha-

nan's ruling was to teach that one recites the blessing the One Who 
creates the fruit of the tree rather than the more specific blessing the One 
Who creates the fruit of the "olive" tree suggested by the Gemara above 
(35b). He answers that this could not have been the purpose of their 
ruling, since this is already known from our Mishnah, which states that 
the One Who creates the fruit of the tree is recited on all fruit products 
with the sole exception of wine. [Accordingly, the Gemara above could 
have in this way proven from the Mishnah itself that no special blessing 
was instituted for olive oil. Nevertheless, the Gemara there chose to cite 
the ruling of Shmuel and R' Y ochanan as proof. for reasons explained by 
Tzlach here.] 

5. The blessing for food or drink was instituted only when one's 
consumption of the food is deemed "eating" or "drinking" (see 35b note 
51). Accordingly, when one takes a medicine from which he derives no 
pleasure whatsoever, no blessing is recited (see Tosafos Jl':J n",). One 
might think, therefore, that even when one takes a medicine whose 
consumption is pleasurable, he still does not recite a blessing, since his 
main intent is for medical purposes and not for "eating" or "drinking." 

6. Even though the person's primary purpose in drinking it is for 
medicinal reasons rather than for pleasure. 

7. According to Rashi, Rif and Rav Hai Gaon, the Gemara is discussing 
regular wheat flour. [Tosafos and Rosh, however, maintain that since 
regular flour is barely edible, all would agree that shehakol is recited on 
it, since it is certainly not in the usable state for which it was originally 
planted (see below). Rather, they assert, the Gemara is referring either 
to coarse or toasted flour, which is more edible than regular flour. See 
also Rabbeinu Yonah and Rashba.] 

8. Just as one would recite before eating raw wheat kernels, whose 
blessing is haadamah, as taught in a Baraisa below [37a]. The fact that 
the kernels have now been ground does not change their status with 
regard to the blessing (see Rashi ). [Ras hi 's comments here in imwx, ;, .. , 
reflect a different reading in the Gemara - see Rashash.] 

9. Rav Nachman holds that since the flour has been ground and thus 
changed from its original state, it is no longer classified as "the fruit of 
the ground," and that specific blessing is no longer appropriate. 
Therefore, the general shehakol blessing is recited instead. 
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The comparison is rejected: 
,,.n ,~ - Is it [the case of wheat flour] comparable to the case of 
olive oil? X~'1t!-l:.C X?l?l/' i'I'?. n,'7. ci:,;:r - There, in the case of olive 
oil, it does not have another improvement that is destined to be 
done to it, i.e. it has assumed the final usable form for which it was 
originally planted. nl!~ X~'1t!-l:.C X?1?l/' ;,r,'7. n,J:C x;,;:r - Here, in 
the case of wheat flour, it has another improvement destined to 
be done to it by being processed into bread.11°1 

The Gemara challenges Rav Nachman's position: 
X?~ i1)?1-t$v '1!? Xjt.l i'l'?.P. 1~1:;,1;,,;, x·', X~'1t!-l:.C X?l?l/' i'I'?. n,J:C ,:;,7 
',~lJ!f,i - But is it so that when it has another improvement 
destined to be done to it, we do not recite on it the blessing the 
One Who creates the fruit of the ground but rather the general 
shehakol blessing? 7-!:_CU~lfi 'ii,,tc x~i;ii, !l':! 'ii,,tc X")'! ,:;i, 'ii,,tc x;:r7 
- Why, R' Zeira said in the name of Rav Masna, who said in 
the name of Shmuel: '':!P.¢71 XIJl??7 X'?JJ X")R-1:.C - On raw 
pumpkin and on barley flour 1,;,1:;i i1?;;t~ ',~lJW 1i1'!?.P. w:;,1;,,;, 
- we recite the blessing that everything came into being 
through His word. i1)?1-t$v '1!? xit:i '1?'1'.'11 ix?. ,xi, - Is it not 
implied that on flour of wheat we recite the blessing the One Who 
creates the fruit of the ground?1111 

The Gemara replies: 
x"', - No, do not draw this inference. 1,;,1:;i n?m ';:i:,lJ!f,i ,r;,~ '1?'1'.'11 
- Rather, Shmuel agrees that on flour of wheat, too, one recites 
that everything came into being through His word. 

The Gemara asks: 
'':!P.¢71 1:;,W ',;,7 '1?'1'.'11 H'll'l?o/?.7 - But then let him teach us that we 
are to recite a shehakol on the flour of wheat, and we would know 
that certainly the same applies to the flour of barley!l12l - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
'1?'1'.'11 H'li'l?o/-1:.C 'l:C - Shmuel could not have formulated his ruling 
the way you propose. For if he had taught us that shehakol is 
recited on the flour of wheat, and said nothing about barley, 
'li''l'.'11 '?.'~ '~v X~'~-t$ i1Jt'/ - I would have said that this applies 
only to the flour of wheat, ',7~ i'l'?.P. l''"li? x"', '':!P.W"! ',;,-t$ - but 
on the flour of barley, one does not recite any blessing at all. 
17 lli,tfii,?. - Therefore, he informs us, by specifying barley flour, 
that even barley flour requires a shehakol. 1131 

The Gemara challenges this answer: 

n,~17 n?.~~ ll':!~ ,~i - But why would anyone think that no 
blessing is recited on barley flour? Is it less of a food than salt or 
brine, which requires a blessing? T~i;t"! - For we learned in a 
Baraisa:U4l n,~!lJ ',~7 n?.~lJ ',~ - ON SALT AND ON BRINE,1151 
1,;,1:;i i1?;;t~ ',~lJ!f,i .,,,,x - ONE RECITES the blessing THAT 

EVERYTHING CAME INTO BEING THROUGH HIS WORD. - ? -
The Gemara defends its answer: 

l'1\'!fl:C - No, it was indeed necessary to teach that barley flour 
requires a blessing, and this could not have been derived from the 
fact that a blessing is recited even on salt or brine. ltll!"I X?.?1;.l 
x~,~~ - For it might have entered your mind to say that M?.)? 
;,r,1;m:i7 '1l{i1 lli~'l:C ,,:;i3,7 n,~17 - a person is apt to throw some 
salt or brine into his mouth and swallow it; therefore, eating it is 
constdered a normal pleasure, on which one must recite a 
blessing. '':!P.Wi XIJ)?? ',;,-t$ - But barley flour, i1lf,i?.7 ',,J:C1i1 
'~X?i?1i'? - since it is bad for one's stomach, as it causes 
intestinal worms, ',7~ i'l'?.P. l'':!;,7 x"', - people are not apt to 
eat it and one should therefore not recite a blessing on it at 
all.1161 17 lli,tfii,?. - Therefore, he informs us that n'J:C1 n,:;, 
,:;,i,;i 'l!;i ;,r,~,~ n,tc~t'/ i'I'?. - since one derives pleasure from 
eating the [barley flour], one must recite a blessing on it.1171 

The Gemara cites an Amoraic dispute regarding the blessing on 
palm shoots: 
Xj1i' - On palm shoots,UBJ i1)?1-t$v '1!? Xj1ll .,,,-te i111"? !lj -
Rav Yehudah says one recites the One Who creates the fruit of 
the ground. 1,;,1:;i i1?;;t~ ',~lJ!f,i ,~,tc 7,tclllo/1 - But Shmuel says 
one recites that everything came into being through His word. 

The Gemara explains the rationale for each position: 
i1)?1-t$v '1!? X':!1ll ,~,tc i111i1? !'11 - Rav Yehudah says one recites 
the One Who creates the fruit of the ground on the palm shoot, 
x1n X")'~ - because it is considered a fruit.1191 ,~,tc 7-l:.C1llo/1 
1,;,1:;i i1?;;t~ ',~lJ!f,i - But Shmuel says one recites that everything 
came into being through His word, n1lll?lJ? 1!:1107 7'J:C1i1 -
since it eventually hardens and becomes inedible; therefore, 
even now it is not considered a "fruit." 

Shmuel finds merit in his disputant's position: 
i1'!1i1? !l':!? 7-!:_C1lllfi i'I'?. ,~,tc - Shmuel said to Rav Yehudah: 
X"J~tl'I?~ l-tiiJ~ XH'W - Sharp one,1201 it seems more reasonable 

NOTES 
10. Rav Nachman argues that a fruit changed from its natural state is 
classified as a "fruit" only if it has been changed to the state in which 
the purpose of its being planted is achieved. Thus, olive oil is deemed a 
"fruit" (warranting the blessing the One Who creates the "fruit" of the 
tree), though it is no longer in its natural state, because it is in the state 
for which it was originally planted. Flour, however, is not a "fruit," 
because it is neither in its natural state (wheat kernels) nor in the state 
for which it was originally plantec!J(bread). Therefore, the blessing the 
One Who creates the "fruit" of the ground is inappropriate, and Shehakol 
is recited instead (see Rashi). 

11. For by specifying barley flour, which is inferior to wheat, Shmuel 
implies that in the case of the superior wheat, the flour retains the 
blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the ground (Rashi). 

12. For if even on the superior wheat flour we recite only the general 
shehakol rather than the specific the One Who creates the fruit of the 
ground, it goes without saying that on the inferior barley flour only a 
shehakol would be recited. 

13. [And it is also for this reason that Shmuel did not mention simply 
"flour" without specifying which type. For had he not mentioned a type, 
we would naturally have interpreted it as meaning wheat flour, and we 
would have thought that no blessing at all is recited on barley flour.] 

14. Mesoras HaShas emends this to read K'Jn1, since what follows is a 
Baraisa, not a Mishnah. [Usually, H);l, we h~~~ learned, introduces the 
citation of a Mishnah, and K'.llJ, it was taught, the citation of a Baraisa.] 
However, it is possible that the Gemara will sometimes use the word tJT;l 
to introduce a Baraisa - see Tosafos to Chullin 87b pn il", and Rashba 

to Chullin 14a npi'm pn, n··,. 

15. See Hagahos HaBach §I and Targum HaLaaz x","1Y.17l!l 'll; cf. Ritva. 

16. [For eating it is not considered a normal "pleasure," that a blessing 
should be required.] 

17. [This is different from the case of olive oil that is drunk as is, where 
no blessing at all is recited (according to Rashi) because of the oil's 
harmful effects (see 35b note 51). For the harmful effects of drinking 
plain oil pervade the entire body, so that ingestion of the oil is not deemed 
to be "drinking" at all. Eating barley flour, on the other hand, does 
provide essential food benefits, albeit with limited side effects. Thus, its 
ingestion is indeed deemed "eating" and a blessing is therefore required 
(see Divrei David to 35b ,r.i, ':l'il il",).J 

18. As the branches of the palm tree grow each year, the new growth is 
soft and edible. By the following year, it hardens into wood (Rashi). 
[Other Rishonim, however, explain that Kj1p refers to palm hearts, a 
white pith that grows at the top of the tree and hardens during the 
winter (see Rav Hai Gaon and Rambam, Commentary to Uktzin 3:7; see 
also Rash, Rosh and Rav there, and Aruch ;p 'll).J 
19. Since it is edible'and it grows from the ground, it is considered a 
"fruit" of the ground. [However, it is deemed to be only a fruit of the 
ground, and not a fruit of the tree, since it is not the tree's primary fruit 
(Divrei David; see also below, note 28).J 

20. Shmuel often called his disciple, Rav Yehudah, by this name because 
of the latter's sharp analytical abilities (Aruch Jl!l 'll, first explanation; see 
another explanation there [cited by Mesoras HaShas to Chagigah 15b]). 
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to rule as you say. nnui?tr7 ini'o Til¥ .Kv1 - For a radish, too, 
eventually hardens if left in the ground to full maturity,121i 
l"ll?'!~v '")l;') .K1i::I l'l'?.P, w:;i·r~i;n - yet we recite on it the blessing 
the One Who creates the fruit of the ground when eating it in its 
edible state. The same should apply to palm shoots. 

The Gemara, however, rejects the comparison: 
.K'::t .K?) - But in truth this comparison made by Shmuel between 
palm shoots and radishes is not valid. .K,tll:71-te 'IP.~'.t:< 'l!I,'~ Til¥ 
x',.:i~n, - For people plant radishes with the intent of eating 
th~ s~n radish.122i .K1ii'1 .K,tll:71-te 'IP.~'.t:< 'lll,'~ .K·r, .K?i?1 - But 
people do not plant palm trees with the intent of eating palm 
shoots.123J 

The Gemara challenges this premise: 
l"l'?.P, H':;11!?1? .K? ':;lv1 .K,tll:71-te 'IP.~'.t:< 'l!I,'~ .te·r,1 .K!?':::t ',;,1 - But is it 
indeed so that wherever people do not plant with the intent of 
this particular part of the plant being used as food, we do not 
recite on it a blessing that is specific to it, but rather the general 
shehakol blessing? .KIJ")~1 .K,t13?1-te 'IP.~'.t:< 'll'1n CJ?¥ '1t1l - Why, 
there is the caper bush, which people plant only for the sake 
of the caper berry,124l ui;n - yet we learned in a Baraisa:12oi 
l1'i)¥; ,~,r,, 7)! - Regarding the blessings recited ON the VARIOUS 
TYPES OF CAPER produce,126] ni,,;il;ltr 7l!11'7l!:;t 7)! - ON THE 
LEAVES AND THE DATE-LIKE OUTGROWTHSl27l '1!;'1 .K1i::I ir,,i.K 
l"l)?'J~V - ONE RECITES THE ONE WHO CREATES THE FRmT OF THE 

GROUND. [2BJ l'l;)'"))?~tr 7l/1 nili!:;J~v ',l/1 - AND ON THE BERRJESl29l 

AND ON THE HUSKS covering them Yllv '1!;'1 .K1i::I ir,,i.K - ONE 
RECITES THE ONE WHO CREATES THE FRIDTOF THE TREE. Thus, we 
see that one does recite haadamah on the caper leaves and 
date-like outgrowths, though they are not the edibles intended 
when the bush is planted! - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
i'IJ¥' i!;! Tl?r;t~ !:I') ii,,tc - Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak said: CJ?¥ 
.KJ;tllli1 .K,ttl:71-te 'IP.~'.I:< 'lll,'~ - People do indeed plant the caper 
bush with the intention of eating all that sprouts,c3oi .K·r, .K?i?1 
.K1ii'1 .K,tll:71-te 'IP.~'.t:< 'V.I,'~ - but people do not plant the palm 
tree with the intention of eating the palm shoots,131l 

The Gemara concludes: 
:i1~:,~ :::i17 ',tcnl)¥ l'l'1?~i21 :::i~ 7l! CJ.tel - And even though Shmuel 
praised Rav Yehudah for his position in this matter,[32l .KJ;t;,7::t 
7-tCUlo/"J l'l't\J:ll - the halachah accords with Shmuel, who says 
that one recites shehakol on palm shoots. 

The Gemara cites a ruling regarding the caper bush, which it 
will challenge from the Baraisa cited above: 
:::i1 ii,,tc :,7~:,~ :::i1 ii,,tc - Rav Yehudah said in the name of Rav: 
Y1tc? :i;ln~ :i'?il! r,1¥ CJ?¥ - In the case of a caper bush of orlah 
outside the Land of Israel,l33l n~ 7:;,i.K1 nm,:;i~::i n~ i''liT 
1'1;1'1l?~tr - one throws away the berries and eats the husks.£34l 

The Gemara asks: 
'1';,> i.te'?. 1'1;1'1l?i21 '1';,> nili•:;i~1 .K1J?'r,17 - Is this to say that the 
berries are considered a fruit of the tree and the husks are not 
considered a fruit of the tree? i:,~,r,,11 - But note the 
contradiction between them [this ruling and the Baraisa cited 
above]: :,~;; ,~,r,, 7)! - Regarding the blessings recited ON the 
VARIOUS TYPES OF CAPER produce, nii)?l;ltr r,l/1 D'7l!:;t 7l! - ON 
THE LEAVES AND THE DATE-LIKE OUTGROWTHS '")!;'I .K1i::I ir,,i.K 
:i)?'J~v - ONE RECITES THE ONE WHO CREATES THE FRmT OF 

THE GROUND. l'l;l'"))?~tr 7l!1 nili•!;l~v 7)!1- ANDON THE BERRIES 
AND ON THE HUSKS covering them YV.v '1!;'1 .K'Ji::I ir,,i.K - ONE 
RECITES THE ONE WHO CREATES THE FRmT OF THE TREE. From the 
Baraisa's ruling that one recites ha'eitz on the husks, we see that 
they too are considered the tree's "fruit," and by the same token 
they should be encompassed by the orlah prohibition. - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
.K!?'P.P. 'Z\1~ i>,,tc"J .Kl:i - While it is true that this Baraisa 
contradicts Rav Yehudah in the name of Rav, he is not refuted by 
it, for he has said his ruling in accordance with the view of R' 
Akiva. Ui;t1 - For we learned in a Mishnah:135l ,w,7~ 'Z11 
ir,,i.K - R' ELIEZER SAYS: l'l;)'"))?j2) nili!:;1~1 nii)?l;I ilq)!J;lr,I CJ?¥ 
- THE CAPER BUSH REQUIRES TITHING of its DATE-LIKE OUT
GROWTHS, BERRIES AND HUSKS. ir,,i.K .K!?'P.P, 'Z\1 - R' AKIVA 
SAYS: ,!?7Z\ nili!!;I~ .K?~ itP.V.J;'lr,1 l'-tC - IT DOES NOT REQUIRE 

NOTES 
21. Radishes that are left too long in the ground will eventually harden 
[to the point that they are no longer edible] (Rashi). 

22. Pugla is the Aramaic name for radishes at the edible stage (Rashi ). 

23. [The Gemara rejects Shmuel's proof to his disputant by arguing that 
shehakol should be recited on palm shoots on different grounds. Even if 
the palm shoots would not eventually harden, haadamah would not be 
recited, because the tree is not planted with the intent to eat the shoots. 
Hence, the shoots are not deemed a "fruit," and the blessing Who creates 
the "fruit" of the ground is inappropriate (see Rabbeinu Yonah end of 
imp ol"1; Tur, Drach Chaim 204).] 

24. The Gemara presently assumes that just as people plant palm trees 
with the sole intent of eating their dates, so too do people plant caper 
bushes with the intent of eating only the berries. 

25. See above, note 14. 

26. The words ri't!( and o1!;1¥~ are synonymous, both referring to the caper 
bush. The "various types of caper" refers to the various edibles that 
grow on a single caper bush [and not to different varieties of caper] 
(Rashi). 

27. The n1,,;ir;, [literally: dates] are edible date-like protuberances that 
grow on the caper leaves, similar to those that develop on willow leaves 
(Rashi). 

28. Although they grow on a tree, the blessing the One Who creates the 
fruit of the "tree" is not recited on them, as only the tree's primary fruit 
is called "the fruit of the tree." The secondary "fruits," however, can 
indeed be classified as the fruits of the ground (see Rashba below '::!'1 n··, 
'1Tll'?.K). 

29. [The terms n1J1':;ll:$ and .KIJ")!;l both refer to the caper berry.] 

30. [Although the primary fruit of the caper bush is indeed the berry,] 

one plants the bush in order to eat the leaves and the date-like 
outgrowths as well, since removing them does not reduce the eventual 
size and output of the bush (see Rashi ). 

31. Since removing the shoots reduces the tree's branches (Rashi). 
Hence, the shoots are not deemed to be "fruit," and shehakol is recited 
on them. 

32. By saying, "Sharp one, it seems more reasonable [to rule] as you 
[say]." 

33. Where the prohibition against orlah is only Rabbinic (Rashi). 
[The Torab commands (Leviticus 19:23): When you will come to the 

land and pwn.t any food tree, you shall treat its fruit as forbidden - for 
three years they shall be forbidden to you, they shall not be eaten. Though 
this verse refers specifically to Eretz Yisrael [as it states: When you come 
to the land - see Kiddushin 36b-37a], we are taught that orlah applies 
even outside Eretz Yisrael by force of "a halachah" (Orlah 3:9). The 
Gemara in Kiddushin 38b cites an Amoraic dispute as to whether this 
"halachah" is Rabbinic or whether it is a Biblical Halachah LeMoshe 
MiSinai. Rashi explains this sugya here according to the view that this 
"halachah" is Rabbinic - see Pnei Yehoshua and Tzlach.] 

34. The laws of orlah apply only to the fruit of a tree (see verse cited in 
previous note). Rav Yehudah holds that although the caper bush pro
duces many different edible foods, only the berry, which is the prqnary 
fruit of the tree, is considered its fruit (see above, note 28). All the other 
edible growths of the caper bush (including the husks that cover the 
berries) are not deemed to be fruits of the tree and are therefore not 
encompassed by the orlah prohibition. [The Gemara below will explain 
why Rav Yehudah in the name of Rav stated this ruling specifically with 
regard to a caper bush that grows outside of Eretz Yisrael.] 

35. Maasros 4:6. 
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. TITHING of anything OTHER THAN THE BERRIES ALONE, ,~,l? 

.. ,,, imn; - BECAUSE [THE BERRY] alone IS considered the 
FRUIT.£361 

The Gemara asks: 
J<;'?.11 ,~,~ :#?t1 .K);>'~l - But then let him [Rav Yehudah in the 
name of Rav] say simply that the halachah follows R' Akiva (in 
the matter of his dispute with R' Eliezer).l37l Why did Rav 
Yehudah in the name of Rav formulate an independent ruling? 

The Gemara answers: 
J<;'?.11 ,~,~ n;t?t:J ii,te '.l'.C - If he had said, "The halachah 
follows R' Akiva," Y1te; ,r.,,!;>~ .i<;'l?~ nm - I would have said 
that he means that the halachah follows R' Akiva even with 
regard to orlah in the Land of Israel. By formulating an 
independent ruling with regard to orlah of the caper bush outside 
of Eretz Yisrael, 1? s,i,ivi,?. - he [Rav Yehudah in the name of 
Rav] informs us that it is only with regard to orlah of the caper 
bush outside Eretz Yisrael that he follows R' Akiva, 7j?.'~tl ',~ 
rite~ - because of the principle that whoever holds the lenient 
position in a dispute with regard to orlah in the Land of Israel, 
Yite? n;,n~ 1Ml~ n;t?t:J - the halachah follows him with regard 
to orlah outside the Land oflsrael.l38l ,1<1, V,te~ ',;~ - But with 
regard to orlah of the caper bush in the Land of Israel, Rav 
Yehudah in the name of Rav does not follow R' Akiva.ra91 

The Gemara is not satisfied with this answer and asks: 
Yite? n¥'"~ .i<;'?.11 ,~,~ n;t?t:J .K);>'~l - But then let him [Rav 
Yehudah in the name of Rav] say simply, "The halachah follows 
R' Akiva with regard to a caper bush that grows outside the 
Land of Israel," V,te? n¥,n;i 1n1!3~ :i;'?q Y1te~ 7j?.'~tl 7:;t1 -
and we would understand that this is because of the principle 
that whoever holds the lenient position in a dispute with 

regard to fruits that grow in the Land of Israel, the halachah 
follows him with regard to fruits that grow outside the Land of 
Israel, and that the halachah does not follow him with regard to 
fruits that grow in Eretz Yisrael. Why did Rav Yehudah in the 
name of Rav formulate an independent ruling? 

The Gemara answers: 
,~;:i ii,te '.l'.C - If he had said this (i.e. simply that the halachah 
follows R' Akiva with regard to a caper bush that grows outside 
Eretz Yisrael), 1?'.l'.C itv?:7i, ,~~ '?.'l? ,~;:i .1<;,l?~ nm - I would 
have said that this (that the halachah follows R' Akiva outside 
Eretz Yisrael) applies only with regard to the tithe of trees,r401 
U~"l1l? .K~U Y1te;1 - which in the Land of Israel itself is 
required only by Rabbinic decree.[4ll nte;1 n'?·p, ,~~ ',;~ 
.KJ)'?"l1.K1l? - But with regard to orlah, which in the Land of 
Israel is prohibited by Biblical law, ,,,~~ 'l?~ nte? :i;,n~ .K);>'J:.C 
- I would say that outside the Land of Israel, too, we should 
decree it forbidden.[421 1? s,i,ivi,?. - He [Rav Yehudah in the 
name of Rav] therefore informs us (by formulating an indepen
dent ruling stating specifically that caper husks of orlah outside 
Eretz Yisrael are permitted) that we adopt R' Akiva's lenient 
position with regard to fruits outside Eretz Yisrael even in the 
case of orlah, which is Biblically forbidden in Eretz Yisrael. 

The Gemara cites an incident relevant to this matter: 
l'Q'"!l??- r,,~te?.l nm,~~ i''"!l X?.1 'WJ:.C :ii ,~ ii,7 n,tt~!VJ:.C x;,~1 -
Ravina once found Mar bar Rav Ashi throwing away the caper 
berries and eating the husks of an orlah tree outside Eretz 
Yisrae}.[431 i1'?. ,i,te - [Ravina] said to him: ':J.1;1':'".! ,xi, -
What is your opinion in this matter, as reflected by your eating 
the husks? 7j?.'"1 X;t'?.11 '~"l~ - Is it not that you are acting in 

NOTES 
36. Since R' Akiva considers the berry alone to be the fruit, he would rule 
that the berry alone is subject to orlah [as Rav Yehudah rules in the 
name of Rav], and that only on the berry is ha'eitz recited [unlike the 
Baraisa, which rules that ha'eitz is recited on the berries and on the 
husks] (see Rashba). 

[As just explained, the Baraisa certainly does not reflect the view of R' 
Akiva. Apparently, then, it reflects the view of R' Akiva's disputant -
R' Eliezer - who rules that the caper's berries, husks and date-like out
growths must be tithed, but not the leaves. The date-like outgrowths 
might not be considered the tree's fruit (as the Baraisa rules that haada
mah rather than ha'eitz is recited on them), yet require tithing Rabbin
ically just as vegetables do. And though the Baraisa rules that one recites 
haadamah on the leaves as well, this does not mean that the leaves re
quire tithing, for the Rabbis might have been lenient in the Rabbinic 
matter of "vegetable tithes" and excluded the tree's leaves from this 
law, though not its date-like outgrowths (see Rashba; see also Ramban ).] 

[It emerges from this Gemara that whatever is considered a "tree 
fruit" with regard to orlah is considered one with regard to the ha'eitz 
blessing as well, and vice versa. The tithing obligation, however, can 
apply even to things that are not "tree fruits." (See Ramban, who 
explains why R' Akiva does not subject the non-fruit parts of the caper 
to the law of "vegetable tithes," as R' Eliezer does.)] 

37. Had Rav said simply that the halachah follows R' Akiva (that only 
the berries of the caper bush are subject to tithes), we would have known 
that with regard to orlah only the berries are forbidden, but the husks 
are permitted. 

38. Since orlah that grows outside Eretz Yisrael is forbidden only 
Rabbinically, we follow the lenient position (Rashi). [See Chazon Ish, 
Kilayim 1:8 and Orlah 11:7, who considers whether this is a different 
rule from the general principle of 1<?~i'? H~1l l<P.'ll1i', one may act leniently 
in unresolved questions of Rabbinic law.] 

[Although R' Akiva's ruling says nothing directly about the law of 
orlah, it emerges from that ruling that only the caper berry and not the 
husk is forbidden as orlah. Hence, he is the one who "holds the lenient 
position with regard to orlah in the Land."] 

[This rule "whoever holds the lenient position in the Land ... " 
applies not only to uncertainties regarding orlah, but also to uncertain-

ties regarding other laws that Biblically apply only in Eretz Yisrael but 
were Rabbinically extended to lands outside Eretz Yisrael (see Shabbos 
139a).J 

39. Though the general rule is that the halachah follows R' Akiva in his 
disputes with a colleague [Eruvin 46b], Rav finds R' Eliezer's position in 
this matter more reasonable and therefore conforms to it by forbidding 
[as a stringency] even the husks of the orlah caper berry that grows in 
Eretz Yisrael (see Ramban ). 

40. Which is the case being discussed by R' Akiva and his disputant, who 
argue about which parts of the caper bush must be tithed. 

41. Biblically, only grain, wine and olive oil must be tithed (see 
Deuteronomy 12:17, 14:23, 18:4). The tithing of all other fruits and 
vegetables is only Rabbinic (see Rashi ). [Though most Rishonim agree 
with Rashi in this matter, others hold that the tithing of all fruit trees 
is Biblical (see, for example, Rambam, Hil. Terumos 2:1,6 and Hil. 
Maaser 1:9). Though our Gemara here seems clearly to support the 
former view, the proponents of the latter view will explain that the 
Gemara here does not refer to the tithe of trees specifically, but means 
rather that all tithes are only Rabbinic nowadays even in Eretz Yisrael, 
in the absence of the Beis HaMikdash (see Tzlach).] 

Thus, had Rav Yehudah in the name of Rav said only that "the 
halachah follows R' Akiva with regard to trees that grow outside Eretz 
Yisrael," one might have thought that he adopts R' Akiva's leniency 
outside Eretz Yisrael only with regard to exempting the husks and 
date-like outgrowths from tithes, as even if one were to come to 
mistakenly extend this leniency to capers that grow in Eretz Yisrael, no 
Biblical violation would be involved. 

42. Even in matters of uncertainty like the husks of the caper bush. For 
if one were to act leniently with regard to the husks of orlah capers 
outside Eretz Yisrael (which is technically permitted because it is the 
lenient position in a matter of Rabbinic law), people might come to adopt 
the same leniency even in Eretz Yisrael and thereby be in possible 
violation of a Biblical prohibition (as R' Eliezer forbids the husks as 
orlah). Thus, I would think that Rav's leniency does not extend to 
permitting the caper husks of orlah outside Eretz Yisrael. 

43. [These sages lived in Babylonia, not in Eretz Yisrael.] 
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accordance with the view of R' Akiva, who is lenient in this 
matter?c441 '~t? '1'i?l?1 ,x~q; n,;:;, 11,;1 ,,::;1~7, - But then let 
master (i.e. you) also act in accordance with the view of Beis 
Shammai, who are even more lenient and would permit even 
the berries, as will now be demonstrated: 
W;t1 - For we learned in a Baraisa:c451 CJ?¥ - With regard to 
THE CAPER BUSH, tl'")l;ll.K '.K~!p n,~ - BEIS SHAMMAI SAY: 

c,~~ c,~7:;i - It constitutes KILAYIM when planted IN THE 

VJNEYARD)46J tl'"))?l.K 71;:t n,;, - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY: 1'~ 
D'J~~ c~~'?:;i - It does NOT constitute KILAYIM when planted IN 
THE VINEYARD.C471 M?il!:;> !:l'?IJ'P c,,,n ,r,~l ,r,~ - Both THESE 

AND THOSE [Beis Shammai and Beis Hillel] AGREE THAT [THE 

CAPER BUSH] IS SUBJECT TO the laws of ORLAH. 

Ravina develops his argument by first analyzing the Baraisa: 
X?'VP- x~,a x;:i - Now this Baraisa is inherently difficult! 
c1~~ c~~'?:;i c,-,,;,,x ,x~w n,~ CJ?¥ l;l'll?tc - First you say in 
the Baraisa: With regard to THE CAPER BUSH, BEIS SHAMMAI 

SAY: It constitutes KILAYIM when planted IN THE VINEYARD. 

x,M ?1? T'r.> X)??~ - Evidently, in their view, [the caper bush] 
is a type of vegetabJe.c451 '~,ti 1'Jv1 - But then it states: 
M?il!:;> !:l'?IJ'P c,,,n ,r,~, ,r,~ - Both THESE AND THOSE [Beis 
Shammai and Beis Hillel] AGREE THAT [THE CAPER BUSH] IS 

SUBJECT TO the laws of ORLAH, x,l"l l?'l'.C 1'1;1 X)??~ - from which 
it is evident that in Beis Shammai's view it is a type of tree!C491 

In order to reconcile Beis Shammai's two rulings, we must say 
that X?!VP- x'7 x::i - this in fact poses no difficulty, n,~ 
,M7 Xj?!;l91? '?.UilQ ,x~w - for it must be that Beis Shammai 
are uncertain whether the caper bush is a tree or a vegetable. 
X"J,;>,n'? x;1::i1 X"J,;>,n'? x:;i;:i ''J!?l/1 - Therefore, they rule that one 
must act here (with regard to kilayim) stringently, and treat 
the caper bush as a vegetable, and that one must act here 
( with regard to orlah) stringently, and treat the caper bush as a 
tree. 

Ravina concludes his argument: 
Clj?)? ,~r,, - In any event, M?il! i'~9 l'I'?. l"lll'.1 ,x~w n,;7 -
according to Beis Shammai, it [even the caper berry] is but 
questionable orlah, c5o1 ni;n - and we learned in a Mish
nah:c511 l"l?il! i'~9 - QUESTIONABLE ORLAH[52] '~"JI¥' Y1-l;C:;> 
,n,tc· - that grew IN THE LAND of Israel IS FORBIDDEN;[531 

i,tt,n X?1,o:;i, - AND if it grew IN SYRIA,[541 IT IS PERMITTED;[551 

,,,, Y1-te? M¥,n:;i, - AND ifit grew IN a place OUTSIDE THE LAND of 
Israel, further away than Syria,[561 ONE MAY GO DOWN to an 
orchard that contains orlah and non-orlah trees and is owned by a 
Jew whose observance of the orlah laws is suspect,[571 

NOTES 
44. I.e. because R' Akiva holds the lenient position in this matter, and 
the halachah follows the lenient position with regard to orlah outside 
Eretz Yisrael. (Accordingly, Mar bar Rav Ashi was simply following the 
ruling above of Rav Yehudah in the name of Rav.) Alternatively, Mar 
bar Rav Ashi held entirely with R' Akiva, and would have eaten the 
caper husks even in Eretz Yisrael (see Divrei David 1"1<: '"11<: ;, .. , at 
length; see also 36b note 34). 

45. Tosefta, Kilayim 3:14 [see above, note 14]. 
46. The Torah (Deuteronomy 22:9) forbids the planting of grain or 
vegetables in a vineyard. It is, however, permitted to plant fruit trees in 
a vineyard (see Rambam, Hil. Kilayim 1:6 and 5:6). Beis Shammai 
apparently regard the caper bush as a vegetable [because of its 
diminutive size (Rabbeinu Yonah)], and therefore consider it kilayim 
when planted in a vineyard (see Gemara below). 

47. Beis Hillel hold that since the caper is a perennial, with the plant 
regrowing each year from the same roots, it is classified as a tree [see 
below, 40a note 55] despite its diminutive size, and hence does not 
constitute kilayim in a vineyard (Rabbeinu Yonah ). 
48. See note 46. 
49. As only a tree is subject to orlah - see above, notes 33 and 34. 

50. Since the orlah prohibition applies only to the fruit of trees, and Beis 
Shammai are uncertain whether or not the caper bush is classified as a 
tree. 

51. Orlah 3:9. 

52. I.e .. a fruit that might or might not be orlah. For example, it is 
unknown whether the tree on which it grew is more than three years 

old. Alternatively, a non-Jew picked and brought fruit from an orchard 
containing orlah and non-orlah trees and it is unknown whether the 
fruit before us is from the orlah or non-orlah trees (Rashi to Kiddushin 
38b 17 'llU, ll";J ;J",). 

53. Since orlah is a Biblical prohibition in Eretz Yisrael, we must act 
stringently in a case of doubt, in accordance with the general rule that 
Kj)?1n? KIJ'.111<:') KP.'tlli', one must act stringently in unresolved questions 
of Biblical law. 

54. Syria is Aram Tzovah, which was conquered by King David and 
annexed to the Land oflsrael (Rashi). Despite the annexation, it does 
not have the halachic status of Eretz Yisrael, because (in the opinion of 
this Mishnah) the conquest of an individual (e.g. King David) does not 
have the legal force of a national conquest to confer the status ofEretz 
Yisrael on the conquered territory (Rashi to Kiddushin 38b K'110J n°,). 
[Regarding what constitutes "individual" or "national" conquest, see 
Rashi to Gittin Sb 1'n' IUlJ'J ;, .. , and Tosafos to Sa there IUlJ'J ;,",.] 

55. This Mishnah rules that questionable orlah outside of Eretz Yisrael 
is permitted. [This permit of "questionable orlah outside Eretz Yisrael" 
is readily understandable according to the view that orlah which grows 
outside ofEretz Yisrael is forbidden only by Rabbinic decree (see above, 
note 33). The Mishnah's permit, though, holds true even according to 
the view that orlah is Biblically forbidden outside Eretz Yisrael by force 
of a Halachah LeMoshe MiSinai (ibid.), as that Halachah LeMoshe 
MiSinai specifically excepts questionable orlah (see Kiddushin 39a).] 

56. Rashi to Kiddushin 38b y11<:', mnn:i, ;, .. ,. 
57. Rashi; cf. Rashi to Kiddushin 38b ,1,, ;, .. ,. 
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ljj?171 - AND BUY fruit from him, Uj?17 U~1' l<"~o/ ,~7:;i~ -
PROVIDED THAT BE DOES NOT SEE [THE SELLER) GATHER the fruit 
from the trees.c1J Accordingly, argues Ravina, you (Mar bar Rav 
Ashi) should eat even the caper berries of the young bush outside 
of Eretz Yisrael, since Beis Shammai ( who are uncertain whether 
orlah applies to the caper bush altogether) would permit them 
outside of Eretz Yisrael as questionable orlah ! - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
l'l'·ttl~ U,1:;ill 1!):1'?~ '::,l'J D1j,)?::,l x;'j?"' ':i,l'J - When the view ofR' 
Akiva is in contrast to that of R' Eliezer, we can act in 
accordance with [R' Akiva], since R' Eliezer's opposition does 
not render R' Akiva's view null and void.C2l n,; D1j,)?::,l ,x~w n,~l 
M~)¥~ n~,.15 7?,;:t - But the view of Beis Shammai in contrast to 
that of Beis Hillel is of no authority,cai 

The Gemara questions the permit of eating the husks of an 
orlah caper berry outside Eretz Yisrael: 
'"!~?. ir,mu MW"'n ;,i,7. j,l!3'·!:11 - But let it emerge that the orlah 
husk is forbidden because it is deemed a protector of the fruit, 
"1'1$"1l~ 1n'z1~ Dl)?'J,,,],, ir.i~ x~~t!'Jl - and the Merciful One 
says in His Torah: and you shall treat its fruit (es piryo) as 
forbidden. C4J 1'")!;37 7!;1lptt "n~ .. - The word es comes to include 
in the prohibition that which is auxiliary to its fruit,C5J '.Kt,ll 
lM'~ - And what is this auxiliary that is referred to? '"!!ii? it,111£/ 
- It is the protector of the fruit,C6l Thus, the Gemara asks, 
granted that the husk is only a questionable fruit, let it be 
forbidden because it is a defmite protector of the fruit! How, then, 
can Rav Yehudah and Mar bar Rav Ashi permit eating the orlah 
caper husks that grow outside the Land of Israel? 

The Gemara answers: 
x;1 ,r.i~ - Rava said: '"!!ii? 1t,111U nw"'n H'"!l?.15 .K~'tl - In 

what case do we say that it [something protecting the fruit] is 
deemed a "protector of the fruit"?m 1£/l7,tl~ 1'; l'l'l:'.l'.t:C"J x~,:::r 
i;nn)?::,l l'; - Only where it is present on the fruit both when the 
fruit is detached from the tree and when it is attached to the 
tree. l'l'l:'.I'?. 1£/l7,tl~ l'l'l:'.l'.t:C i;ln)?::,l x~:;r .,- Here in the case of the 
caper berry husk, however, it is present on the fruit when the 
fruit is attached to the tree, but when the fruit is detached from 
the tree [the husk] is no longer present on the fruit.r8l Hence, 
the husk - since it does not cover the detached berry - is not in 
the category of a "protector of the fruit" to which the orlah 
prohibition applies. 

The Gemara challenges Rava' s definition of what qualifies as a 
"protector of the fruit": 
'!;.15 l'l'~'V,.15 - Abaye challenged him from the following 
Mishnah:(9] 1l!?11.?¥~ 11~") ',tp .I(~~'$ - THE PITAM[lO] OF THE 

POMEGRANATE COMBINES with the pomegranate with regard to 
the tumah of foods.llll q'JT,?¥~ l'.15 1~lp Ym1 - BUT ITS NEITZl12l 

DOES NOT COMBINE with it. q11,?:,~ l'.15 1~o/ Y~tt it.i~R"J~ - Now, 
from the fact that [the Mishnah] says that the neitz does not 
combine with the pomegranate to complete requisite volume 
with regard to the tumah of foods, .KIM ',;_:;,1.K 1.K1?"J .K~?.15 - . it is 
evident that [ the neitz] is not deemed to be a food. ,;i ui;n 
M?"!~ - Yet we learned in a Mishnah regarding orlah: '''?i? 
,~1q rm, 11~1 - RINDS OF POMEGRANATE AND ITS NEITZ, '''?i? 
l'~'l!'1;tt1 D'J1l~ - WALNUT SHELLS AND THE PITS of fruits l':;1'!1:t 
M?1~~ - ARE SUBJECT ro THE ORLAH PROHIBITION. If the neitz is 
not a food (as evident from the Mishnah in Uktzin ), then its being 
subject to orlah must result from its being deemed a "protector of 
the fruit."Cl3J Now, the neitz dries and falls off the detached fruit, 
yet it is deemed a "protector." Does this not disprove Rava's 

NOTES 
1. Not only is questionable orlah permitted in these lands (as it is in 
Syria), but one may even approach the orchard owner and request 
fruits, though he is in effect instructing the owner to pick the fruits 
from his orchard and create a condition of questionable orlah. [No doubt 
surrounds the fruits before they are picked, since it is known which 
trees are less than three years old and which are older.] However, one 
may not buy fruit that he actually sees the owner pick from an orlah 
tree (see Rashi here and to Kiddushin ibid.; cf. Hagahos HaBach there 
and Bach, Yoreh Deah 294; see also Meiri, Ran and Tos. Ri HaZaken 
there; see also Chazon lsh, Kiddushin §148). 

[In Syria, however, it is permitted only to buy fruits that have already 
become questionable orlah (e.g. the orchard owner is selling fruits from 
his stand). But it is forbidden to ask the owner to initially create a 
situation of doubtful orlah (Rashi to Kiddushin ibid.). The law for Syria 
is more stringent than for the rest of the Diaspora, because Syria is the 
land closest to Eretz Yisrael, and thus most easily confused with it 
(Rashi ibid.).] 

2. [This explanation assumes that Mar bar Rav Ashi followed R' Akiva 
only with regard to orlah outside Eretz Yisrael (see 36a note 44). If, 
however, Mar bar Rav Ashi ruled entirely in accordance with R' Akiva 
(ibid.), then the meaning here would be that in disputes between R' 
Eliezer and R' Akiva, the halachah follows R' Akiva unequivocally 
(Divrei David cited there).] 

3. [In general, the halachah unequivocally accepts Beis Hillel's view 
over that ofBeis Shammai, so that for us the disputed issue is no longer 
considered a matter of uncertainty.] Therefore, the status of the caper 
berry as a tree fruit is not in doubt at all, but is considered to be definite 
(Rashi). 

4. Leviticus 19:23. 

5. We find throughout the Talmud Tannaim who expound the word n1:5, 
es (whose simple function is to designate the object of the predicate), as 
coming to include something additional in the stated law. The Gemara 
here is citing a tradition that in this verse 1,1;1 ··nw·, the word es comes 
to include the fruit's auxiliaries (see Pnei Yehoshua). 

6. Such as the inedible peels, shells or husks. The verse thus teaches 
that the "protector of the fruit," though not a fruit in its own right, is 

also subject to the orlah prohibition. 
7. [That is, an "auxiliary to the fruit," which is subject to the orlah 
prohibition.] 

8. The husk falls off the caper berry when the berry begins to ripen 
(Rashi). 

9. Uktzin 2:3. 
10. The pitam is the sprout atop the pomegranate, similar to the one 
atop an apple or a quince (Rashi). [Rav (to Uktzin ibid.), however, 
explains that the pitam is the pestle-like protuberance at the top of the 
pomegranate, similar to the protuberance atop an esrog. ] 

11. In order for a tamei food to convey tumah further (to another food 
or drink), its volume must be at least that of an egg (see Rambam, 
Hil. Tumas Ochalin 4:1). [According to some Rishonim, an egg-volume 
is also the minimum size the food must be in order to initially con
tract tumah (see Tosafos to Pesachim 33b nr.i•x, ;J"'1).] This 
Mishnah teaches us that a pomegranate (or section thereoO that has 
the volume of an egg only in combination with its attached pitam 
does indeed have the requisite volume with regard to the laws of food 
tu mah. 

12. The neitz, which grows around the pitam (see Rashi to Chullin 118b 
XY.ltJ'!ln n"'i; Rash and Rav to Uktzin ad loc.), is to the pomegranate what 
the husk is to the caper berry [both protect the fruit but fall off while 
the fruit is still attached] (Rashi ). 

13. Which are included in the orlah prohibition, as indicated by the 
Torah's expression "ess" piryo (Rashi; see above, note 5). [This status 
of "protector of the fruit" also accounts for the Mishnah's inclusion of 
the inedible pomegranate rinds and walnut shells in the orlah 
prohibition. As to why the orlah prohibition applies to pits, though they 
do not protect the fruit, see Rosh §4 and Rashba '!l'?i' ;,••,.] 

[Though the neitz is a protector, and protectors do combine with the 
fruit with regard to food tumah ( which is why the pitam combines; see 
Uktzin 1:1), the Mishnah in Uktzin rules that the neitz does rwt 
combine, because it is a protector on top of another protector (the 
pitam ). Only the direct protector of the fruit, such as its peel or shell or 
pitam, combines to make up the requisite egg-volume (Rashi above ;,"1 

']11:JYY.l px, from Chullin 119b).] 
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contention that the husk of a caper berry is not deemed a 
"protector" because it falls from the fruit after the fruit is picked? 

Rava concedes this objection, and therefore modifies his qualifi
cation: 
1<;1 ,,,,tc 1<?~ - Rather, Rava said: 1n7 Mf¥P.n U,1)?.\'..C 1<!;1,tl 
,,,~'? ,~;u; - In what case do we say that it [something 
protecting the fruit] is deemed a "protector of the fruits"? 
1<1,!\I ,~~ nl1'¥Z\ rr,ti,1<11<!;1,tt - Only where it is present on the 
fruit at the time of the fruit's completion (i.e. ripening). ,1<;:r 
1<1,!\I ,~~ nl1!¥Z\ rr,ti,?. t>'1!;1i? - This caper husk, however, is not 
present on the fruit at the time of the fruit's completion, as it 
falls off before the fruit ripens)I4J 

The Gemara challenges this answer as we!l: 
,~,.\'..C - Is this indeed so that a protector th~ ralls from the fruit 
before ripening is not deemed a "protector"? l~r;'I~ :ii i~-te::t1 
trt::it$ ,~ n~i ,,,i:c - Why, Rav Nachman said in the name of 
Rabbah bar Avuha: ,,,01< nC,,n ,l;innr.i ,3n - These ca
lyxesU5l that cover dates of ~;lah. ~ p.:.;hibit~d, ttuP,~1 ',,.Kin 
,,,~? ,~;u; - since they are deemed "protectors of the fruits." 
,1;:r ri,,,.\'..C ,,,~'? i~ilU1 - Now, when are they protectors of the 
fruits? 1<1i;,1::i:;i - At the date's immature stage, before it 
ripens. ,,,~'? ,~;u; rr,?. ,'1i? 1<i?1 - Yet, [Rav Nachman] calls it 
a "protector of the fruits"! - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
,Q;, ,Z\i;, rr'? ,~9 l~r;'I~ :ii - Rav Nachman, who considers the date 
calyx a "protector of the fruit," though it falls off before the date 
is mature, holds as does R' Yose,U6l W;,"J - For we have 
learnedinaMishnah:[!7] ,~;1<,Qin:.;i1- R'YOSESAYS: ,,~,;, 
,,ip 1<1n~ ,~!pt.I ,10,tc - A GRAPE Bun11s1 on an orlah vine IS 
PROHIBITED BECAUSE IT IS considered A FRUIT.lllll Just as R' Yose 
considers the unripe grape to be "fruit," so too does he consider 
the unripe date to be a fruit, and its calyx, therefore, a "protector 
of the fruit." rr,?.l!, H~i ,~,?!;ll - But the Rabbis [i.e. the Tanna 
Kamma of that Mishnah] disagree with him and permit budding 
fruit of orlah, not classifying them as "fruits."1201 

The Gemara challenges this answer as well: 
1<l711mr.i ,r.i,w :ii rr'? q,?i;," - Rav Shimi ofNehardea objected 

to it: rr,?.l!, l~~i ,~,?Ip ,r.i ,h,.K i,tct¥~l - But do the Rabbis, who 
dispute R' Yose with regard to grape buds, disagree with him 
with regard to fruits of other trees? Hi;t::t1 - Why, we have 
learned in a Mishnah:1211 nil?,.K::t n~ 1,;~ii' 1,.te ,tt~,.\'..C~ 
n,l,1,~tfi~ - FROM WHEN MAY WE NOT CUT DOWN fruit TREES 
DURING THE SEVENTH [YEARJ?l221 c,1)?i1< ,l<r.,11/ n,; - BEIS 
SHAMMAI SAY: 11<,:fi'Wt.1 nil?,.K::t ',~ - ALL TREES may not be cut 
FROM WHEN THEY BRING FORTH the incipient fruits.(231 C,1m n,:;i, 
c,,)?il< - BUT BEIS HILLEL SAY:l24l ,,1¥111/!Wt.1 p~1,r:m - THE 
CAROB TREES may not be cut FROM WHEN THEY FORM CHAINS,(251 
Uli~!Wt.1 c,~lil~tr1 - AND THE GRAPEVINES may not be cut FROM 
WHEN THEY FORM grapes the size of a GERU'A. 1251 ,::ir,~?Wt.1 c,.i:,,m, 
- AND THE OLIVE TREES may not be cut FROM WHEN THE NEITZ 

DEVELOPS around the fruit.1271 11<,:fi''¥tl nll?,.K::t ',~ i,tc!¥1 - AND 
ALL OTHER TREES may not be cut FROM WHEN THEY BRING FORTH 
the incipient fruits. ,~.\'..C :ii ,,,,tel - And to explain the term 
"geru'a" mentioned in the Mishnah, Rav Assi said: iQl:i 1<1:, 
1;i'?tr C,;n 1<1n lit,~ 1<1n - Boserl28l is the same asgeru'a, ~hich is 
the same as the white bean. 

The Gemara interrupts to explain Rav Assi's statement: 
':'(ti'?:! .Ki?7Q 1;i'?tr C,;n - Can it enter your mind to say that Rav 
Assi means literally "the white bean"? Why, he is discussing 
grapes, not beans! l!;l?tr 71!:I;, ii1si,w 1<~,.\'..C 1<7~ - Rather, say 
that Rav Assi means that its size is like that of the white bean. 
Rav Assi thus teaches that the terms boser and geru'a are 
synonymous, and refer to developing grapes when they have 
grown to the size of a white bean. 

We see, then, from Rav Assi's explanatory comment, that the 
geru 'a (or boser) stage mentioned in the Mishnah is a later stage 
than the sema,dar stage (as the grape bud, when the blossoms first 
fall off, is much smaller than a white bean). Accordingly, Rav 
Shimi presents his challenge: 
1<·', ,,~i;, l,.\'..C i)?i:I i~,tc"! rr,?. T;llll?IV 1.K" - Now, about whom have 
you heard that he says that baser - yes, it is considered a fruit 
- but a grape bud is not considered a fruit? H~i - You have 
heard this about the Rabbis who dispute R' Yose with regard to 
orlah. Thus, it is their opinion - and not R' Yose's - which is 

NOTES 
14. [Rava postulates that a "fruit" is not classified as such until it ripens. 
Hence, any "protector" - such as the caper husk - that falls off before 
the ripening stage is not deemed "a protector of the fruit" and is thus 
not subject to orlah. The neitz of a pomegranate, on the other hand, is 
a protector of the fruit, since it is still on the pomegranate during the 
ripening stage.] 

15. The calyx is to the date what the husk is to the caper berry (Rashi ). 
[Both fall off the fruit prior to the ripening of the fruit.] 

16. Who classifies dates as "fruit" even before they ripen. In his view, 
then, the calyxes - which protect the unripened dates - are indeed 
deemed "protectors of the fruit" (Rashi). 

17. Orlah 1:7. 

18. That is, the developing grape after the blossoms fall off and each 
grape is individually discernible (Rashi; see Shir HaShirim 2:13,15 and 
7:13). 

19. R' Yose argues with the Tanna Karnma, who states earlier in the 
Mishnah that the orlah prohibition does not apply to grape buds 
[because they are not yet considered "fruits"]. 

20. And the halachah follows the Rabbis, the majority view (though Rav 
Nachman rules differently). Therefore, Rava rightfully explains that the 
caper husks are permitted because they fall off before the caper berry 
ripens and are thus not considered protectors of the fruit (Rashi ). 

21. Sheviis 4:10. 

22. Though there is a general prohibition against destroying fruit
bearing trees (see Deuteronomy 20:19-20), it is permitted to cut them 
down if they produce but a small amount of fruit, or if the wood of the 
tree is more valuable than its fruit, in which case such cutting is not 

considered "destructive" (see commentaries to Sheviis ad loc., and 
Tosafos here). With regard to the shemittah [the seventh, "Sabbatical" 
year], however, the Torah commands that the crops of Eretz Yisrael not 
be cultivated, but only eaten (Leviticus 25:1-7). It emerges from this 
command that during shemittah one may not cut fruit trees on which 
young fruits are growing even under these normally permitted 
circumstances. For by cutting the trees one destroys the fruit that is 
growing on them [as he prevents them from maturing to the edible 
stage]. This is a violation of the Torah's directive (ibid. v. 6): And the 
Sabbath produce of the land shall be yours "to eat," which implies: but 
not to destroy (see Rashi and Tosafos ). Once the fruits have matured to 
the edible stage (defined in the Mishnah ibid.), though, the tree may be 
cut under the normally permitted circumstances, as this no longer 
prevents the fruits from being eaten (Mishnah ibid.). 

Thus, during shemittah a fruit tree may not be cut from the time its 
budding fruits are classified as "fruit" until those fruits ripen. The 
Mishnah now defines, with regard to various fruits trees, the points at 
which the budding fruits are classified as "fruit." 

23. Rashi; cf. Rashi to Pesachim 52b l.K':ll'l'l!l!J ., .. ,. 

24. [Beis Hillel hold that with regard to certain trees, the fruits must be 
further developed for the prohibition against cutting the tree during 
shemittah to apply.] 

25. From when the tree appears to be forming chains of carob (Rashi ). 

26. The Gemara below will define this size. 

27. From when the neitz grows around the olives (Rashi). 

28. The grape is called boser at a certain early stage of its development 
(see, for example, Isaiah 18:5 and Jeremiah 31:28). 
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reflected by this Mishnah in Sheviis. r29i n1l?'.1'.Ctl ',;, i,tct¥ '~ti?., 
,1<,~1'W~ - Yet the Mishnah states that all the other trees may 
not be cut during shemittah from when they bring forth the 
incipient fruits, as this would constitute destroying shemittah 
fruits. Evidently, it is only with regard to grapes [and carobs and 
olives] that the Rabbis do not consider the fruit bud to be a fruit. 
But with regard to other fruits, such as the date and the caper 
berry, the Rabbis agree with R' Yose that the immature fruit is 
considered a fruit from the moment it is brought forth. This 
refutes Rava's contention that the caper husk is not considered a 
"protector of the fruit" because it falls from the berry before the 
berry reaches the "fruit" stage! - ? -

Rava concedes this objection as well, and offers yet another 
reason to account for why the caper husk is not considered a 
"protector of the fruit": 
1<;i1 i,;i,tc .K?~ - Rather, Rava said: ,,;i,w 'ltli U,11?-l( 1<;,;:r 
,,~1 - In what case do we say that it [something protecting the 
f~it] is deemed a "protector of the fruit"? ;,i,7 T;l7i?W ,:;i11<;i,;:r 
.K'l'~ n,!i., ,i,1w7 - Inacasewhereifyouremovetheprotector, 
the fruit dies. l<'l'~ n,!i., 1<", ;,i,7 T;l7i?W ,:;, 1<;::i - Here, in the 
case of the caper husk, however, if you remove it the fruit does 
not die.raoi 

The Gemara adds: 

1<1;m1 n30 - There was an incident w:;m 1<~1n11 Y~? tf'',i?W' 
1<~1n1 - where they removed the neitz of a pomegranate and 

the pomegranate withered, tl'!?-'1'.C' .K,tl'l.'':;11 1<Qi~? tf'',i?Wl 
.K,tl'l.''!\1 - and they removed the husk of the caper berry and 
the berry survived.ra11 

In conclusion:r32i 
('IV-!.( :ii ,~ i,;i:p 1<JJ:;>?i'.'11 - And the halachah accords with Mar 
bar Rav Ashi, T'1i''11??-tt n,te ,,:;i,tc, nm,:;i.!:$::i n,te ?'1!1 - who 
would discard the caper berries of orlah and eat the husksP3l 

,n~,~ .K'l'~ ,1<7 n'z1l! ,~371~, - And since with regard to orlah 
they [the husks] are not classified as fruits of the tree, ,~~? 

m~,~ .K'l'~ ,1<7 ,,;,~ n1:i1:;i -. with regard to the laws of blessings 
as well they are not classified as fruits of the tree, H'!;!'l;i~ 1<",, 
Ml,1'l.t$tl ,,, 1<11!.I .K?,te Y~tl ,,, 1<11!.I r.!'7l1 - and we do not r~cit~ 
on them the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the tree, 
but rather the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the 
ground. r34l) 

The Gemara cites an Amoraic dispute regarding the blessing on 
peppers: 
,7~7~ - Regarding the blessing on pepper berries,rasi nww :ii 
',-:.ii:iw i,;i,tc - Rav Sheishess says: One recites that everything 
came into being through His word. rasJ ti,,:;, 1<", i,;i,tc 1<;i 'l - Rava 
says: One recites nothing at all,f37l r.t'>.;ll!~? 1<;i 'l l<"!J-l(, - And in 
ruling so, Rava follows his opinion expressed elsewhere as well. 
1<;i1 i,;i,tc1 - For Rava said elsewhere: ''1U>!;!"J '>.;ll'!\\ ,7,'?~ o;, 
in,, - One who chews and swallowsr361 pepper berries on Yom 
Kippur is exempt,f39l ,n,, ''1U3!;!'7 .K),11'!;1 1<7,:;im o;, - Similarly, 
one who chews and swallows ginger on Yorn Kippur is exempt • 
Just as Rava does not consider the consumption of pepper berries 
to be "eating" with regard to liability for eating on Yom Kippur, 
so too does he not consider it "eating" with regard to the laws of 
blessings, and he rules that one does not recite any blessing when 
"eating" pepper berries. 

The Gemara challenges Rava's ruling: 
,~,i:,,>.;1 - They challenged Rava's ruling that the pepper berry is 
considered inedible from a Baraisa, which states: ,,1'.C>.;l '!\11 tt?tt 
i>.;11.K - R' MEIR WOULD SAY: 1n?1l! t1J;1?1l/],, i>.;l.\'.$!W Sl>.;1!¥1'~ 
,,,,,1rn1< - FROM THE IMPLICATION OF THAT WHICH IS STATED: 
Yo~ ~HAiL TREAT ITs FRUIT AS FORBIDDEN. r401 ,;i.!:$>.;1 r~W n,, ,~,,te 
1<,n - DO I NOT KNOW THAT IT IS speaking about A FOOD TREE?[4!] 

u',;i,!:$>.;1 y~,, i>.;11t, in~?~ M>.;11<?,tC - THEN WHAT DOES THE TORAH 

mean to TEACH BY STATING explicitly: "FOOD" TREE? y~ l<':;lv? 
MJW ,,,i;n t:,~ tl~~w - It comes TO INCLUDE in this law A TREE 

WHOSE WOOD AND FRUIT ARE EQUAL IN TASTE.r42J ,np-l(, - AND 

NOTES 
29. [Were it not for Rav Assi's statement, however, one could suggest 
that thegeru'a is the same as the grape bud, and that this Mishnahdoes 
reflect R' Yose's opinion (Rashi to Pesachim 53a).) 
30. Rava now maintains that a covering can be deemed a "protector of 
the fruit" only if its presence is essential to the viability of the fruit. 
While this is true of the date calyxes and the pomegranate neitz, it is not 
true of the caper husk (as the Gemara will soon show), which is why it 
does not qualify as a "protector of the fruit." 
31. [Above (36a), Rashi explained that the word XQ'J!;l refers to the caper 
berry, whereas here it apparently refers to the caper husk. Rashash 
there addresses this issue, and also observes that the reading of Aruch 
here is: Xl)'1;)1:l 'lOJ XQ1!;11 X¥'~? i'l'?P.Wl, one removed the protector of the 
berry and the fruit matured (see Peirush HaRashbatz to end of 36a). 
According to this reading, the word XQ'J!;l here as well refers to the 
berry.] 

32. The following segment appears in parentheses in our editions. The 
Rishonim note that it is not part of the actual Talmudic text, but rather 
the Geonic ruling of the Baal Halachos Gedolos which became 
incorporated into the text (see Rosh and Rahbeinu Yonah). 
33. In consideration of R' Akiva's opinion (above, 36a) that the caper 
berry husks are not classified as "fruits of the tree." 
34. Some Rishonim (see Tosafos and Rosh) reject this Geonic ruling, 
arguing that it is only with regard to orlah outside Eretz Yisrael that 
Mar bar Rav Ashi adopts the lenient position and follows R' Akiva (see, 
though, 36a note 44). Since with regard to orlah in Eretz Yisrael, 
however, the halachah follows R' Eliezer, who does consider the caper 
husk to be a fruit, that is the position we follow with regard to blessings, 
and we recite ha'eitz on the caper husk - both in Eretz Yisrael and 
outside of it - as ruled by the Baraisa cited on 36a. Rabbeinu Yonah, 
however, maintains that the halachah follows R' Eliezer in Eretz 
Yisrael not because the matter is conclusively decided in favor of his 
view, but because the matter remains one of uncertainty and we must 

therefore adopt the stringent position with regard to Biblical law. And 
since the matter is one of uncertainty, we should indeed recite 
haadamah on the caper husk (as the Geonim rule), because even those 
who consider the husk a fruit agree that if one recited haadamah on it, 
he has fulfilled his obligation (as taught by the Mishnah below, 40a). 
Rambam (Hil. Maaser Sheni 10:3) rules in accordance with R' Akiva 
(that the husk is not a fruit) even with regard to the Biblically 
prohibited orlah in Eretz Yisrael (and this appears to be Rif s ruling as 
well - see Tzlach; cf. Rabbeinu Yonah). According to his ruling, it is 
definite that haadamah is the proper blessing to be recited on caper 
husks. See Orach Chaim 202:6, and Beur HaGra there and Beur 
HaGra, Yoreh Deah 294:1; see also 36a note 44 and Divrei David cited 
there. 
35. The reference here is to those peppers that are used as spices rather 
than eaten plain, and not to peppers generally eaten as vegetables. 

As the Gemara below concludes, the dispute here is with regard to the 
blessing on dried pepper berries (see Rabbeinu Chananel ). 

36. Rav Sheishess considers the dry pepper berry [when eaten as is) to 
be changed for the worse from its original state. Hence, its blessing is 
shehakol, as Rav Nachman said above with regard to wheat flour [see 
36a notes 9 and 10) (Ramban). 

37. For Rava considers the pepper berry by itself to be inedible. 

38. An abnormal eating is referred to as ilQ'O'.?, chewing (Rashi). 

39. He does not thereby incur kares (excision) which is the punish
ment for "eating" on Yorn Kippur (Rashi; see Leviticus 23:29; Kereisos 
2a). 

40. Leviticus 19:23. The verse reads: When you will come to the land and 
plant any food tree, you shall treat its fruit as forbidden - for three years 
they shall be forbidden to you, they shall not be eaten. 

41. The modifier "food" is apparently superfluous, as it is evident from 
the context of the passage that a food tree is meant. 
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WHICH tree IS IT? p?~?!;ltr il! - THIS IS THE PEPPER tree. 
il1?'')l!:;i l'!;l'!IJ 1'?~7!;ltrW 1"'!1?'27 - THIS comes TO TEACH YOU THAT 

PEPPERS ARE SUBJECT TO ORLAR. 1431 ',,tc1if'' Y"),tc 1'.\'.CW 111?'27~ 
1:n',:.i il1tm - AND it also comes TO TEACH YOU THAT THE LAND OF 

IS~L· i~ NOT LACKING ANYTHING, J{', 1W.t$ Y"),tc,, ii,~~W 
"::I~ ',·:.i iQr;rl)"'l<'', tllj?, :,~ ',:;,i.1<'.r-1 n~:;it;n;i=?, - ASITIS STATED:ALAND 

IN WHICH YOU WILL EAT BREAD WITHOUT POVERTY, YOU WILL NOT 

LACK ANYTHING IN IT. 144! Evidently, pepper berries are edible; 
otherwise, the orlah prohibition would not apply to them. Does 
this not contradict Rava's ruling that one who eats pepper berries 
on Yorn Kippur is exempt? 

The Gemara answers: 
l<?o/?- .1<", - It is not difficult. l<J:1=?,'1.'1:,1 l<iJ - This Baraisa, 
which considers the pepper berry a "food" to which the laws of 
orlah apply, deals with moist [i.e. fresh] pepper berries, l<i:, 
l<J;lo/!;i'!i,l - whereas this ruling of Rava, which considers it 
inedible, deals with dry pepper berries, which are used as spices 
and are not fit to be eaten alone. 

The Gemara now challenges Rava's second ruling: 
1~'11?? H~1 :,,'7. '11?,t( - The Rabbis said to Mereimar: ti:g 
in,~ ,1u1:;,1 .1<~1,:;i J<7'!;1H! - Did Rava really say that one who 
chews and swallows ginger on Yom Kippur is exempt, because 
it is inedible? l<!?1 ii,,t( l<i:,' - Why, Rava said elsewhere: 'l<t'I 
.1<,,v; 'l<~"llil ,:.i~ .1<,n.1<"1 .1<.n',~il - This electuaryl451 that comes 
fr~~ the l~d ~f th~ ~d~i~GJ is permitted,1471 i:,'7,l/ 1'!;11!?)?~ 
il~'!.t$v ,.,~ .1<11:.i - and we recite on it the blessing the One Who 
creates the fruit of the ground. Evidently, Rava does consider 
raw ginger edible, as he does not forbid the cooked paste as "food 
cooked by a gentile."14s1 - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
l<?o/?- .1<·', - It is not difficult. l<J:1=?,'1.'1:,1 l<iJ - This second 
ruling of Rava, which considers raw ginger edible, deals with 
moist ginger, l<l;lo/!;i'!i,1 l<iJ - whereas this first ruling of Rava, 
which considers ginger inedible, deals with dry ginger. 

The Gemara cites an Amoraic dispute regarding the blessing to 
be recited on certain other foods: 
il11i? y,:;iq - Regarding the blessing on potted chavitz, 1491 1:;.i, 
.1<9,~1 - and similarly, regarding the blessing on daissa, 15o1 ::i '1 
ii,~ il'!~il! - Rav Yehudah says: 11;1:,i il?i;I~ ',·:.i::rw - One 
recites that everything came into being through His word. ::i1 
ii,,t( l<~Q~ - But Rav Kahana says: n\l\T)? ,~,t,l .1<11:.i - One 
recites the One Who creates species of sustenance. 15n 

The Gemara explains the case that is in dispute: 
l<'!'1~ l<9')1:;i - Regarding plain daissa, ,~,?~ .1<", J<~?l! ,~~:.i 
n\l\Tt,l ,~,t,l .1<1\!:l"J - all agree that one recites the One Who 
creates species ~f sustenance. ,~,?~ ,:,i - When do they 
disagree? il11i? y,:;iq l'V.:;i l<9'!1:;i - With regard to daissa that 
is made similar to potted chavitz, in that it is mixed and cooked 
with a large amount of honey. ',':.!trW ii,,t( il'!~il) ::::,.1 - Rav 
Yehudah says that one recites that everything came into being 
through His word, 1R'll l<lq=?,~"1 1;9 - because he holds the 
honey to be the primary ingredient of this food.1521 ii,,t( J<~Q~ ::i '1 
n\l\T)? ,~,t,l .1<1\!l - Rav Kahana says that one recites the One 
Who creates species of sustenance, 1R'l? l<'!'l;lt;' ,~9 - because 
he holds the flour to be the primary ingredient. 1531 

qQ,, ::::,.1 ii,,t( - Rav Yosef said: .1<1:;it1t;,t,> .1<~Q~ ::i11 ;:i,m:;i - It 
seems more reasonable to rule in accordance with Rav 
Kahana in this matter. 1il')l1.tl '11?,t(1 ',.\'.C1~o/1 !:111 - For Rav 
and Shmuel both say: l'~'l?tr nw~o~ ,:.i Vi!W ',:g - In the case of 
any food that contains something of the five species of grain,1541 

n\l\T)? ,~,t,3 .1<11:.i T'7l! 1'!;11!?1? - we recite on it the blessing the 
One Who creates species of sustenance. 

The Gemara now turns its attention to the ruling of Rav and 
Shmuel just quoted: 
l<~U - [The text] itself stated: 1il')l1.tl '11?,t(1 ',,tc~~o/~ !:11 -
Rav and Shmuel both say: l'~'l?tr nw~o~ ,:.i Vi!W ',·:.i - In the 
case of any food that contains something of the five species of 

NOTES 

42. The term food tree is expounded as teaching that the orlah 
prohibition applies even to the fruit of that tree whose wood is itself a 
kind of food, as it tastes like its fruit. 

43. Were it not for this special Scriptural indication, one would have 
thought that the pepper is classified as a "vegetable" rather than a 
"tree" and is thus not subject to orlah (Rashi to Succah 35a p::t"n n"1 

n':>1:v:i; cf. Tosafos there). 

44. Deuteronomy 8:9. And Leviticus 19:23, which speaks of planting 
"food trees" (i.e. peppers) in Eretz Yisrael, teaches us that you will not 
lack anything includes peppers (Rashi to Succah 35a; see Sifsei 
Chachamim here). 

45. A paste made with ground ginger and honey (see Rashi to Yoma 81b; 
see also Rabbeinu Yonah here and Mordechai §116). 

46. Rashi renders ,~r:ii;:1 as Cushim (see also Rashi to Yoma 81b), which 
is usually translated as Ethiopians. Many scholars, though, identify the 
Cush mentioned in Scripture as an area in the vicinity of present-day 
India. This appears to be the opinion of Rashi in Succah 36a 17 Kn n"1 

in':, Kill, where he states that Cush is closer to Bavel than it is to Eretz 
Yisrael. See also Schottenstein ed. of Megillah, lla note 60. (See also 
Rashi to Avodah Zarah 16a nK11J'n K?T1!l::t i1"1, who renders i1K11J'il as 
India.) 

47. It is not forbidden as "food cooked by a gentile" [0,1:;iJ ':,1w:;i] nor is 
there the concern that it absorbed non-kosher flavors when cooked in 
the Hindu's utensils (Rashi). 

In order to erect a barrier against excessive socializing with gentiles, 
which might lead to intermarriage, the Rabbis forbade Jews to eat food 
cooked by a gentile (see Mishnah, Avodah Zarah 35b and Rashi there). 
This prohibition does not apply, however, to foods that can be eaten raw 
(see Avodah Zarah 38a). Rava rules that ginger can be eaten raw, and 
the ginger electuary cooked by a gentile, therefore, is not forbidden as 
"food cooked by a gentile" (Rashi to Yoma 81b). 

There is no concern that the ginger electuary absorbed non-kosher 
flavors from the utensils used in its preparation, because the manufac
turers generally prepare the electuary with utensils reserved exclu
sively for such use. Alternatively, even if standard utensils were used, 
they are assumed not to have been used previously on that day [see 
Tosafos toAvodah Zarah 38b Oll!lt.l 'K n"1, who explain the rationale], in 
which case whatever non-kosher flavors they might have absorbed 
previously are already rancid when the new food is cooked in it. And 
there is also no concern that the gentile mixed in wine or other 
forbidden substances, since a manufacturer would not do so for fear of 
compromising his reputation (Mordechai §116). 

48. Rashi to Yoma Ioc. cit. 

49. [Literally: congelation of the pot.] Chauitz is a porridge made of 
flour, honey and oil (see Rashi). [Rashi remarks that this explanation 
appears in the text below. The passage Rashi refers to is absent from 
our texts (see also Aruch 1w11:iK ·:v with Mussa[ HaAruch ), but appears 
in other editions as a marginal addition from Halachos Gedolos (see 
Dikdukei Soferim to 37a and §30 there). The word '1l!l11::tK (read: 
llll11::tK - see Dikdukei Soferim toe. cit.) in Rashi is an Aramaic word 
used in the passage referred to by Rashi. ] 

50. This is a porridge made of coarse wheat grits, the wheat being 
pounded in a mortar rather than ground into flour (see Rashi). 

51. See 35b notes 38 and 39. 

52. The honey is the main ingredient [by volume]. Alternatively, one 
eats this dish primarily for its honey content, and the flour is added 
simply to flavor and enhance it (see Rashba [printed in some editions on 
37b]). 

53. Rav Kahana holds that wherever flour is mixed into a dish to 
enhance it (and not merely as a binder), the flour is considered the 
primary food, as Rav and Shmuel rule below (Rashba here and to 37b). 

54. See 35b note 38. 





36b5 KEITZAD MEVARCHIN CHAPTER SIX BERACHOS 

grain, nmt)? ,~,~ x1t,1 ,,'?l! y,:;,i~l? - we recite on it the 
blessing the One Who creates species of sustenance. ,~.r;,,.i:c1 
,!?~ - And it was also stated: 1:,,?,11JJ ,,l?tc17,tcllllfil ::ii - Rav 
and Shmuel both say: y,~,l?u nt¥l.;lt!l.;I .KlMW ',·:;, - In the case of 
any food that is of the five species of grain, x1t.1 ,,'?l! y,:n~l? 
nmt)? ,~,~ - we recite on it the blessing the One Who creates 
species of sustenance. 

The Gemara explains the need for these seemingly identical 
rulings: 

x;,,~, - And it was necessary for Rav and Shmuel to teach us 
both rulings. xmw 7"!ll H,l!l?!fi.te ,.i:c1 - For if he [i.e. Rav and 
Shmuel] had taught us only the rule that mezonos is recited on 
"any food that is of the five species," x~,~.tj: l"llt! - I might 
have said that mezonos is recited :,i,~,~~ ::i,i:,,.i:c1 ClUI~ - only 
because it [the grain] is present in its pure form.£651 ,,? r,~ r,~.tj: 
x·r, ni::ii,l!JJ - But where the grain is present only as part of a 
mixture,l66J I would say that the grain is not considered primary 
and mezonos is not recited. 

NOTES 
55. [I.e. it is the primary component (by volume) of the food, and all 
other elements are merely subordinate (see Rosh §7 and Maadanei Yom 

Tov there §6).J 
56. [And the grain is but a minority component of the mixture.] 
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11 i,i,1!fi, 1'Cj? - Therefore, he [i.e. Rav and Shmuel] teaches us as 
. well that mezonos is recited on i:ll lli!W 7':ll - "any food that 
contains something of the five species of grain," even though the 
grain is but a minority component.111 i:.i lli!W 7':ll 1~'l1)?1!f .te '.1:Cl -
And if he [i.e. Rav and Shmuel] had taught us only the rule that 

. mezonos is recited on "any food that contains something of the 
• five species of grain,"121 1'C~'~t$ rim - I might have said on the 
basis of this ruling alone as follows: 1'.te o,~,~tr nWl;;lt! ;:.i lli!W r,-:, 
- On any food that contains something of the five species -
yes, we recite mezonos - even though the grain is but a minority 
component; 1'C°? ltri"'ll 1';!i1'C 7;it$ - but on a similar food contain
ing orez or dochan as its grain, 131 - no, we do not recite mezonos, 
n;i"'lll.l) ,,~ 7ll"J tll'W~ - because it is present only as part of a 
mixt~e ~d n~t in its pure form. :,,;,l[~ :,,t,,.t:e r,;t$ - But ifit 
[the orez or dochan] is present in its pure form, 1';!i1'C ,r,,~t$1'Cl:l'; 
,~~ ltli"'ll - then we would say even with regard to orez and 
dochan, too, niliT)? ,;,~ 1'C'Ji:ll ,,7,; p:;i1;,;i - that we recite on 
it the blessing the One Who creates species of sustenance. 141 
11 l1l;;lo/l;;li? - Therefore, he [i.e. Rav and Shmuel] teaches us the 
ruling of tl'~'~tl nwl;;lt!l;;l 1'C1MW r,·:, - any food that is of the five 
species - nili1)? ,~,~ ·1'C'Ji:ll ,;7,; N");)?"J 1'Clrt - it is on it alone 
that we recite the blessing the One Who creates species of 
sustenance. 151 ltri"'ll qi.K 'j?.1!:l.tC7 - This is to exclude orez or 
dochan, :,,;,l[~ :,,t,,.t:e ,;,~WJ - for even if it is present in its 
pure form, nili1)? ,;,~ 1'C'Ji:ll H':;J");)? 1'C·r, - we do not recite on 
it the blessing the One Who creates species of sustenance. 

The Gemara asks: 
nili1)? ,;,~ .K'Ji:ll H':;J");)? .K'? [ltri"'lll T';!i.Kl - But is it so that on orez 
[and dochan] we do not recite the blessing the One Who 
creates species of sustenance? .K?~tlvl - Why, it was taught in 
a Baraisa: ltri"l n~, Tji.K m~ ,,~i;,7 1.K':;lv - If THEY BROUGHT 
BEFORE HIM OREZ BREAD OR DOCHAN BREAD, M?l:11;'1 1'1li 11;)? 
M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I~ l:)itlJ - HE RECITES ON IT A BLESSING AT THE 
BEGINNING, before eating, AND AT THE END, after eating, AS one 
does when eating PORRIDGE made from one of the five species of 

grain. .K?~JJ M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I ,~~, - And regarding porridge made 
from one of the five species of grain, it was taught in a Baraisa: 
niliT)? ,;,~ .K'Ji:ll ,,7,; 11;,;i M?r:tl;I~ - AT THE BEGINNING, before 
eating, ONE RECITES ON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO CREATES 

SPECIES OF SUSTENANCE, w·71f l'lll;;I ntr.te rt:n~ 1'1li 11;)? l:)it,~71 
- AND AT THE END, after eating, ONE RECITES ON IT THE ONE
BLESSING ABRIDGMENT OF THREE.161 - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I:;> .K·r,, M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I:;, - When the first Baraisalikens orez 
bread and dochan bread to porridge, it does not mean to equate 
them entirely. Rather, it means that they are like porridge yet 
unlike porridge. l:)itll M?r:tl;I ,,7,; 1':;l");)?"J M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I:;, - They 
are like porridge in that we recite on it at the beginning and at 
the end a blessing different from the one recited on bread.171 .K·r,, 
M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I:;> - Yet they are unlike porridge M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I~ ,;,.l:C1 
- in that whereas in the case of porridge ,;,~ .K'Ji:ll M?r:tl;I~ 
niliT~ - at the beginning one recites the One Who creates 
species of sustenance lli7W l'lll;;I ntr.te ri;1~ l:)it1~71 - and at the 
end one recites the one-blessing abridgment of three, ,;,.1:Cl 
.K;il] - here, in the case of orez and dochan bread, on the other 
hand, ii;i1zi M?l;I~ 7':lltrW ,,7,; 11;,;i M?r:tl;I~ - at the beginning 
one recites on it the blessing that everything came into being 
through His word, Ml;;! 7i3 7ll Hi"'ll?IJl ni:.11 niw~~ 1'C'Ji:ll l:)it1~71 
.K'li3~ - and at the end one recites the One Who creates 
numerous living things and their deficiencies; for all that He 
has created etc. 1s1 

The Gemara persists: 
.Klrt M'l':!i? MWP,l;;I 1.K7 T';!i.Kl - But is a cooked orez dish not con
sidered like actual grain porridge with regard to its blessing? 
.K?~tlvl - Why, it was taught in a Baraisa: M'l':!i? MWP,l;;l ltl 1',.te 
- THESE ARE the PORRIDGES on which one recites mezonos and 
Al, HaMichyah :191 .Ki?7'r:t - A porridge made of GRITSl101 SPLIT 
INTOHALVES, t,,~,i;, - orofGRITSSPLITINTOTHIRDS, n7iti -
or of FINE FLOUR,1111 ,,..)! - or of GRITS SPLIT INTO QUARTERS, 
l9")lll - ORofGRITSSPLITINTOFIFTHS,1121 T';!i.KJ - ORofOREz.U3] 

NOTES 
1. Because of its significance, the grain is automatically considered the 
primary ingredient, and the blessing is therefore recited on it (see 
Rashba here, and 36b note 53). 

2. Seemingly, this ruling alone would have been sufficient, for if mezonos 
is recited on any dish containing one of the five species, certainly it is 
recited on a dish that is made primarily of such grain. Why, then, did 
they state the second ruling? 

3. Rashi here translates orez as "millet," and dochan as ''panic grass." 
Tosafos, however, identify orez as "rice" [which is the generally 
accepted definition (Beis Yosef, Orach Chaim 208 ::in:, pl ll':11 lU"lJl o"1 

1110; Mishnah Berurah 208:25)], and dochan as "millet." 

4. That is, we might have thought that Rav and Shmuel specify the "five 
species of grain" because those are the only grains that are considered 
the primary food with regard to blessings even if they are a minority 
component. Orez anddochan, however, are not that significant that they 
should be considered primary when they are but a minority component 
of a much larger mixture. But if they are indeed the sole or primary 
component of a food ("in its pure form"), then indeed one would recite 
mezonos when eating them. 

5. Which is the prior blessing instituted for Jill?, a term that denotes a 
primary source of sustenance (see 35b note 39). 

6. This is Al, HaMichyah, which is a one-blessing abridgment that 
synopsizes the three Biblically indicated blessings of Bircas HaMazon 
[as well as the fourth, Rabbinically ordained, blessing of HaTov 
VeHaMeitiv] (see Rashi, and Gemara below, 44a). 

7. And the main thrust of the Baraisa's comparison to porridge is to 
teach us that one does not recite hamotzi or Bircas HaMazon on orez 
bread or dochan bread [for it does not have the status of "bread" but 
rather of porridge and the like] (see Pnei Yehoshua; see also Tzlach and 
Meromei Sadeh; see also Chidushei HaGra). 

8. This is the general blessing (Borei Nefashos) said after all foods other 
than those for which the three blessings of Bircas HaMazon or the 
one-blessing abridgment of three is recited (see Gemara 44b and Orach 
Chaim 207). 

Tosafos explain the expressions in this blessing as follows: "Their 
deficiencies" refers to those things that supply a creature's fundamental 
needs, such as bread and water. "All that He created ... " refers to the 
extras, such as apples and similar fruits, that are not essential for life 
but which God created for His creatures to enjoy. [Rashba (Teshuvos 
§823), however, explains ]li1QIJ, their deficiencies, as referring to the 
needs themselves rather than to that which supplies those needs, and is 
apparently the source for the alternative explanation cited in Tur, 
Orach Chaim 207; see there for the exact text of the full blessing.] 
9. See Rashi. 
10. Of wheat [or one of the other species of grain] (see Rashi here, and 
above n11p nwyr.i::, o"1). 

11. [Although it is indeed true that one recites mezonos on a porridge 
made of fine flour, its inclusion here seems out of order. See Hagahos 
HaBach who deletes it from the text. See also Dikdukei Soferim.] 
12. Rabbeinu Yonah here (folio 26a, top) asserts that mezonos is recited 
on grain porridges only if the kernels are split and thus bind together in 
cooking. Where the kernels are whole and do not bind together in 
cooking, however, haadamah is recited, just as the Baraisa below rules 
with regard to raw kernels (see also Rabbeinu Yonah 's remarks further 
on, end of J'lUllllU mm, 0"1; see also Tosafos, end of 001::,n o"1). [This 
assertion is actually found in a passage of Halachos Gedolos that 
appears in some Talmud manuscripts as a marginal note - see above, 
36b note 49.J See further on this matter in Magen Avraham 208:2 and 
Mishnah Berurah 208:4. 
13. That is similarly processed (see details in Orach Chaim 208:7 with 
Beur Halachah 1Yl:lnllU 1y o"1). 
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Thus, we see that one does recite the grain porridge blessing on 

orez porridge! - ? -
The Gemara answers: 

,~i, XlJ - Whose authorship is reflected in this Baraisa? WJi"~ '1 
x,i:t ,,,l 1!? - It is authored by R' Yochanan hen Nuri, who 

considers orez a grain like the five species. X?~t'11 - For it was 

taught in a Baraisa: ii,iX '1U 1!? W:li' '~'1 - R' YOCHANAN BEN 
NORI SAYS: x,l"t Wl 1'~ Tjtl< - OREZ IS A SPECIES OF GRAIN like 

the five species, ni:p i:nr.ir:r 'll l'~'?tll - AND ONE IS LIABLE TO 

KARES FOR EATING ITS CHAMETZ on Pesach, '".!? ;::i x;;, tl1-tcl 
nt>D::I il'l!lin - ANDAPERSONCANFULFILL WITHITWSOBIJGATION 
t~ ;~t m~tzah ONPESACH.U4l x", lrn ',;~ - Butthe Rabbis hold 
that one does not recite the grain-porridge blessing on rice 
porridge, for they do not consider rice a grain like the five 

species. 1151 

The Gemara persists: 
x", H:P "ll - But do the Rabbis hold that mezonos is not recited on 
cooked or baked orez? xm~trl - Why, it was taught in a 
Baraisa: l"l~Ml"I nx t>t>i!lll"I - ONE WHO CHEWS and swallowsl16l 

raw WHEAT • ~~,~~ ,.;~ ~,,::i tl'?V ':')'1;)? - RECITES ON IT THE 
BLESSING THE ONE WHO CREATES THE FRUIT OF THE GROUND. 

l'l?lf~' l'l-tc~~ n~r,y - If HE GROUND IT into flour, BAKED IT into 
bread AND then COOKED IT in a pot, the law is as follows: 1i,T~ 
nilll'?i? nio,,~tt~ - WHEN THE PIECES of bread ARE INTACT,117J it is 

still considered "bread" and therefore X'~illltt tr'?V ':')'1;,;> l"l?r:tl;li 
f1-tclJ 1~ t1r,7 - AT THE BEGINNING HERECITESONITTHEBLESSING 
THE ONE WHO BRINGS FORTH BREAD FROM THE EARTH, C)it>~?' 
l'li!l")~ lll"',W lJ'?S., ':')'1;)? - AND AT THE END HE RECITES ON IT the 
THREE BLESSINGS of Bircas HaMazon. l'lilll'??- nit>~i~tt l'J:C ti~ -

IF THE PIECES of bread ARE NOT INTACT any longer, having 
dissolved in cooking, it is no longer considered "bread" and 

therefore nm,,;, ,~,~ .K".!i!ll tr'?V ':')'1;1? l"l?r:tl;li - AT THE 
BEGINNING HE RECITES ON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO CRE

ATES SPECIES OF SUSTENANCE, l'll" l'ltll'.C M;")~ lJ'?i ':')1;)? C)it>~?~ 
w",W - AND AT THE END HE RECITES ON IT THE ONE-BLESSING 
ABRIDGMENT OF THREE.1181 TjiXlj l'l,tc t>~illtt - ONE WHO CHEWS 

and swallows raw OREZ l"ll;l'!~tr ,,, xi;::i ,,1s., ':')'1;)? - RECITES 
ON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO CREATES THE FRUIT OF THE 

GROUND. ;',iu::i~ iXDX \lMt, - IfHE GROUND IT into flour, BAKED 

IT into orez b~~ad ~ then COOKED IT in a pot, '!;l 'll qi:c 
l'lilll'?i? nit>~i~tt~ - EVEN THOUGH THE PIECES of the orez bread 
ARE INTACT and it is therefore still considered orez "bread," 

l'liliT)? '~'~ X".!i!ll i'?i ':')'1;J? l"l?t:ll;I~ - AT THE BEGINNING HE 
RECITES UPON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO CREATES SPECIES OF 

SUSTENANCE, tu·,w l'll>, l'ltl~ M:?j~ i'?V ':')'1;)? C)11.l~?~ - AND AT 
THE END HE RECITES ON IT THE ONE-BLESSING ABRIDGMENT OF 
THREE. ,,,, - Now whose authorship is reflected in this 

Baraisa, which states that mezonos is recited on orez bread ("even 

though the pieces are still intact")? X'l'.I ,,~l 1!? Hr:ti' '~ 1 X)?'?.'~ 
- If you wish to say that it is authored by R'Yochanan hen Nuri, 
X~l"I H"l 1'~ Tji.K ii,-tc1 - who says that orez is a species of grain 
like the five species, ,:;i~,; 'll:P n,::i,~ tu",Wl f1-tctr 1~ t1t;r? x,~illltt 
- this cannot be, because in his view one would have to recite 
the blessing the One Who brings forth bread from the earth 
beforehand and the three blessings of Bircas HaMazon after
wards even in the case of orez bread that was cooked (provided that 
its pieces remained intact).(191 X'l'.I H:P"l ix~ X?,tc - Is it not, 
rather, clearly authored by the Rabbis, who rule that orez is not 
a grain like the five species,1201 and yet the Baraisa states that one 
recites mezonos on orez bread!l211 ,-ti:~lll'Vl !l11 x,t1:;i1,.1;n - And it 
thus represents a refutation to the ruling of Rav and Shmuel, 
who say that mezonos is recited only on the five species of grain. 
The Gemara concludes: x,ti:;i~'l;I - Indeed, it is a refutation.1221 

The Gemara now analyzes the Baraisa just cited: 
ii, ii,-tc - The master stated in the Baraisa: l"l'et:rtt n,tc t>~\:.itt -
ONE WHO CHEWS and swallows raw WHEAT '1~ xit.i tr'?V ':')'1;)? 
l"l)?'!~lJ - RECITES ON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO CREATES THE 

FRlRT OF THE GROUND. 

The Gemara asks: 
X?~t'ltrl - But it was taught in a different Baraisa: ,~,~ xii::i 
tl'V"lT - One who chews and swallows raw wheat recites the 

NOTES 
14. One can fulfill his obligation to eat matzah on the first night of 
Pesach by eating orez matzah. 

R' Yochanan hen Nuri holds that orez is as much a grain as the five 
species, and all the laws applying to those five species (see .Challah 
1:1-2) apply to orez as well. Accordingly, one would recite hamotzi and 
Bircas HaMazon on orez bread, and mezorws and Al HaMichyah on orez 
porridge. 

15. And Rav and Shmuel's ruling, excluding orez and dochan from the 
blessings instituted for the five species of grain, was said in accordance 
with the majority view of the Rabbis who dispute R' Y ochanan hen Nuri 
(see Challah 1:4, 3:7, and Pesachim 35a). 

16. See 36b note 38. 

17. That is, they did not dissolve as a result of cooking (Rashi, see 37b 
note 34). Some explain "the pieces are intact" to mean that they remain 
firm enough so that they can be taken out without falling apart 
(Tosafos). [Other Rishonim, however, explain this to mean that the 
bread did not break up into pieces less than the size of an olive (see 
Rabbeinu Yonah, citing Yerushalmi; Tosafos to 37b KlPJn n"i; see also 
Drach Chaim 168:10, and below, 37b note 14).] 

18. [As one would make on a porridge made of the five grains.] 

19. For in his view, orez is a grain just like the five grains. 

20. Which precludes orez bread from being classified as bread on which 
hamotzi and Bircas HaMazon are recited. 

21. [For although orez is not a grain like the five species, it does, 
nevertheless, satisfy one's hunger and provide basic sustenance like the 
grains. Therefore, the blessing the One Who crea~ species of suste-
nance is appropriate. (See Meromei Sadeh. )] · 

22. In practice, then, we follow the Baraisa and recite mezorws on 

cooked rice. [Though the Baraisa speaks of a case in which the orez was 
first made into bread, the same would apply even if it was prepared as 
a porridge to begin with. This is indicated by the Baraisa's statement 
that mezonos is recited "even though the pieces of orez bread are 
intact." This implies that the same applies if they have dissolved, which 
is no better than orez made into porridge to begin with (Beis Yosef, 
Drach Chaim 208 1,,x 7:Jlxn n"1).] 

Though the Baraisa also states that Al HaMichyah is recited after 
eating cooked rice, the Gemara below will emend that ruling of the 
Baraisa. 

Rif notes that this Baraisa (which states that mezonos is recited on 
orez bread) refutes only the second ruling of Rav and Shmuel ("any
thing that is from the five species ... ," which implies that mezonos is 
,wt recited on a dish made of orez or dochan ). But the Baraisa does not 
refute their first ruling ("anything that contains something of the five 
species ... ," which implies that mezonos is not recited on foods that 
contain orez or dochan as a minority ingredient). The Baraisa states 
only that mezonos is recited on a food made primarily of orez. With 
regard to a food that simply contains some orez, we remain with Rav 
and Shmuel's first ruling, which indicates that mezonos is not recited on 
it. See Magen Avraham 208:11. 

Tosafos (xn::i,,n n"i) also note that the Baraisa refutes Rav and 
Shmuel's position only with regard to orez. The Baraisa says nothing, 
however, about dochan, and it may be that the halachah indeed follows 
Rav and Shmuel with regard to mezonos not being recited on dochan. 
This is indeed the view of Rif, and Rambam, Hil. Berachos 3:10. See, 
however, Rabbeinu Yonah and Rosh §8, who maintain that dochan is 
equated with orez; thus, just as one recites mezonos on orez (as stated in 
the Baraisa), so too on dochan. See Drach Chaim 208:8 and Beur 
Halachah there. 
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blessing THE ONE WHO CREATES SPECIES OF SEEDS. - ? -
The Gemara answers: 

x?!fi?- x·, - It is not difficult. n1,n? 'Z11 l'(l] - This second 
Baraisa, which rules that the blessing for wheat kernels is the One 

Who creates species of seeds, follows R' Yehudah, who requires a 
greater specificity of blessings.[231 H;i1 l'(l]l - And this first 
Baraisa, which rules that haadamah is recited on wheat ker
nels, follows the Rabbis, who maintain that the general 
blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the ground suffices for 
all fruits of the ground. uir, - As we learned in the 

Mishnah:l24l Ml?'!t$v '"!!i' l'(1i:I ,,;,,il'( nii'1? 7l7} - AND ON 
VEGETABLES ONE SAYS the blessing: THE ONE WHO CREATES THE 

FRUIT OF THE GROUND. tl'l:t)V1 ,~,~ l'(1i:I ,,;,,il'( l"l'Jm? 'Z\1 - R' 

YEHUDAH SAYS one recites: THE ONE WHO CREATES SPECIES OF 

HERBAGE. l251 

The Gemara further analyzes the Baraisa cited above: 
,i, ,i,.t;c - The master stated in the Baraisa: Tjil'(l] n~ o~i:itr -
ONE WHO CHEWS and swallows raw OREZ '"!li' l'(1i:I l'?~ -;r,;)? 
Ml?'!t$v - RECITES ON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO CREATES 

THEFRUITOFTHEGROUND. il;,!f:;ii il'()?t$ il0l? - If HE GROUND IT 

into flour, BAKED IT into orez bread AND then COOKED IT, ,v. l:J~ 
nill'??- n;o,,li'trl¥ '!ii - EVEN THOUGH THE PIECES of the orez bread 
ARE INTACT, liiliT)? ,~,~ l'(1i:I 1'?~ ':!1;)? M?r:tl;l; - AT THE 
BEGINNING HE RECITES ON IT THE BLESSING THE ONE WHO 

CREATES SPECIES OF SUSTENANCE, w"'.,)V l'V.l;,I ni:,~ :i;i,:;i t'jit,:;i7, 
- AND AT THE END he recites THE ONE-BLESSING ABRIDGMENT OF 
THREE. 

The Gemara asks: 
l'(?~l.:lvl - But it was taught in a different Baraisa regarding this 
very case of orez: i:n,:;i l'(·;l qit,:;17 - AT THE END one recites 
NOTHING AT ALLJ26l - ? -

The Gemara answers: 
nww ::i1 ,i,.t;c - Rav Sheishess said: l'(?IV?- l'(·; - It is not 

difficult. '.,~'?'?~ 1;i1 l'(l] - This Baraisa which rules that the 

one-blessing abridgment of three is recited after orez is the 
opinion ofRabban Gamliel, . H;i1 l'(l]l - whereas this Baraisa 
which rules that "nothing at all" is recited after orez is the opin
ion of the Rabbis, who dispute him in the following Baraisa:l27l 

l'(?~lJ1 - For it was taught in a Baraisa: l;,7:;itr l"lf - THIS IS THE 
RULE: tl'~'l?tr nv.:;iw~ l'(m)¥ '.,~ - Regarding the blessing to be 
recited after eating ANY food THAT IS OF THE SEVEN SPECIES,[281 

,i,il'( "~'?'?~ 1~1 - RABBANGAMLIELSAYS: n,::i,:;i w"',)V - One 
recites the THREE BLESSINGS of Bircas HaMazon. 1:1,~~m 
tl'"!)?il'( - BUT THE SAGES SAY: w·,iv l'V.t,1 ni:,~ n~,:;i - One 
recites the ONE-BLESSING ABRIDGMENT OF THREE.[291 MfqV.t,ii 
tl'mtrl '~'?'?~ 1~1:;i - AND there was AN INCIDENT INVOLVING 
RABBANGAMLIELANDTHEELDERS, ;n,,,; l"I'??~; l'Zl'Ol? ''vW -
WHO WERE RECLININGl3o1 IN AN UPPER STORY IN JERICHO, ,l'(,:;iti, 
i'.,:;,.t;cl n;::ii;i;:i 1:1::;r,~i;,? - AND THEY BROUGHT BEFORE THEM 
DATESl31lANDTHEY ATE, ':)1;7 l'(;,j?~ 'Z117 n,w1 "~'?'?~ 1:e11JJ~l 
- AND RABBAN GAMLIEL GAVE R' AKIVA PERMISSION TO RECITE 

THE BLESSING after eating.1321 nr:r~ n;i,:;i l'(;,j?~ 'Z11 ':)1~, Ytli? 
w"'.,)V l'V.t,1- R' AKIVAHASTENEDTORECITE[33l (".\'ithout consulting 
Rabban Gamliel) THE ONE-BLESSING ABRIDGMENT OF THREE, in 
keeping with the Sages' view and in contrast to that of Rabban 

Gamliel. '~'?)?31;1 l'I'?. ,r,i.t;c - RABBANGAMLIELSAIDTOHIM 
in rebuke: Mj?i't)llltr p; ~'Vl'(·, o,~:;,r,, l"l.l;I~ 'lJl? ,v. l'(;'j?~ - AKIVAI 
UNTIL WHEN WILL YOU continue to POKE YOUR HEAD INTO a matter 
of DISPUTE between me and my colleagues?l341 ;'., ,r,,.t;c - [R' 

AKIVAJSAIDTOHIM: tl'"!)?il'( ~,,~m 1~ ,r,,il'( l"l.l;l~W '!ii '.,v. r:i~ u,~1 
1~ - OUR MASTER, EVEN THOUGH YOU SAY THUS AND YOUR 

COLLEAGUES SAY THUS, 1:11:;11:;i M;>?t! D'Z\ 1} ,,r:t? il,; 1 il.1;11lll? -
YOU HAVE TAUGHT US, OUR MASTER, that in matters of dispute 
between AN INDIVIDUAL AND A MAJORITY, THE HALACHAH AC
CORDS WITH THE MAJORITY. 

The Baraisa continues: 
ill!f~ ,t,>il'( l"l'Jil"I? 'Z\1 - R'YEHUDAHSAYSIN[RABBANGAMLIEL'SJ 
NAME:l35J tl'~'l?tr nv.:;iW~ l'(lt1)¥ l;,,;i - After eating ANY food THAT 
IS OF THE SEVEN SPECIES 

NOTES 
23. "Fruits of the ground" is a general category that also includes the 
subcategories 0,:1711, seeds [e.g. grains and legumes, whose seeds are 
eaten, rather than the plant itself] and nii'17, herbage [in whose case the 
plant itself is eaten] (see 35a note 8). R' Yehudah holds in our Mishnah 
(as the Gemara will soon cite) that the herbage subcategory requires its 
own blessing, because (as the Gemara explains on 40a) he requires a 
specific blessing for a subcategory. Similarly, he holds that the seeds sub
category requires the specific blessing th.t!1Jne Who creates species of 
seeds (see Rashi ). 

24. Above, 35a. 

25. The Rabbis, who do not require so great a specificity of blessings and 
therefore state in the Mishnah that the more general the One Who 
creates the fruit of the ground is the blessing instituted for the subcate
gory of herbage, would also hold that this is the blessing recited on the 
subcategory of seeds. R' Yehudah, who states in the Mishnah that the 
more specific blessing the One Who creates species of herbage was insti
tuted for the subcategory of herbage, would also hold that the more 
specific blessing the One Who creates species of seeds was instituted for 
the subcategory of seeds. 

26. I.e. one recites nothing at all of the blessing instituted for the fruits 
for which Eretz Yisrael is praised [i.e. the three blessings of Bircas 
HaMazon or the one-blessing abridgment of three]. Rather, one recites 
afterwards simply the Borei Nefashos blessing, as one does after other 
foods that are not among the seven species for which Eretz Yisrael is 
praised (Rashi; cf. Teshuvos HaRashba §823, who presents a different 
explanation of why Borei Nefashos is called "nothing at all"). 

27. [That the dispute between Rabban Gamliel and the Rabbis pertains 
to the after-blessing for orez emerges at the end of the Baraisa.] 

28. For which Eretz Yisrael is praised in Deuteronomy 8:8. These are: 
wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, oil olives and dates. 

29. This dispute between Rabban Gamliel and the Sages is also recorded 
in the Mishnah below, 44a (see Gemara there, where the dispute is 
explained). 

30. In Talmudic times, people ate their meals in a reclining position. 
Rabban Gamliel and the Elders were reclining and waiting for the food 
to be served. 

31. Dates are the "honey" listed among the seven species [see note 28) 
(Rashi). 

[Jericho was "the city of dates," as stated in Judges 1:16 [see Targum 
ad Joe.] (Sifsei Chachamim).] 

32. That is, to be the one to recite the blessing on behalf of all the 
participants (see Tosafos, Rashba and Ritva ). 

33. [Literally: jumped up and recited]; see Sheleimah Mishnaso to 39a 
11::n f!:li' il"1; see also Tzlach here. 

34. [R' Akiva was a student of Rabban Gamliel and the Elders, and 
Rabban Gamliel rebuked him for taking sides in a dispute between his 
mentors.] 

35. Rashi (see Tosefta 4:13). [What follows is not a quote from Rabban 
Gamliel, but rather R' Yehudah's report of a different version of the 
dispute, according to which it emerges that Rabban Gamliel holds an 
additional view not ascribed to him by the first version.] 
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1-m1 l~1 l'~ x·r,, - BUT IS NOT A SPECIES OF GRAIN, x",1 Tr! l'~ \X 
n; \XfVl1 - ORA SPECIES OF GRAIN BUT HE DID NOT MAKE IT INTO 

BREAD, n1:ij!il tli'71V ,1;11x 7J::C'7)?3 ni') - RABBAN GAMLIEL SAYS 
that one recites the THREE BLESSJNGS of Bircas HaMazon, ciJ 
nr::it< n;n; Cl'"))?iX c,~;iq1 - BUT THE SAGES SAY that one recites 
the ONE-BLESSJNG abridgment of three.c2i n:t1:;,w~ x", il'J::CW ',; 
Tr! l'~ x·',1 l'~'r;ltl - And with regard to ANYTIDNG that is similarly 
significant but THAT IS NOT one OF THE SEVEN SPECIES NOR A 
SPECIESOFGRAJN,(31 1r::i,,11,,x n!ll lil:p - SUCHASOREZBREAD 
OR DOCHAN BREAD, tli'7W l'P.l;I nr::it< n;ii; 'il;liX 7J::C'71?3 1;, -
RABBAN GAMLIEL SAYS that one recites afterwards the ONE-BLESS
JNG ABRIDGMENT OF THREE, ct',:;, x",1 Cl'"))?iX c,~;iq] - BUT THE 

SAGES SAY that one recites afterwards NOTHJNG AT ALL.l4l Accord
ingly, Rav Sheishess explains that the Baraisa which prescribes Al 
HaMichyah as the blessing after baked and cooked orez reflects 
the view of Rabban Gamliel here. The Baraisa which prescribes 
Borei Nefashos reflects the view of the Rabbis (Sages) here. 

The Gemara refutes Rav Sheishess' answer: 
X.!Jl?'?iX ,xi,; - How have you interpreted it [i.e. the Baraisa on 
37a, whose last clause prescribes Al HaMichyah as the blessing 
· after cooked and baked rice]? 7J::C'71?3 t:\l"l:P - As being in 
accordance with the view of Rabban Gamliel. x~,~ X~'t< 
XIV'"l"! - But say and consider the latter clause of the first part 
of that Baraisa, which states with regard to wheat bread that was 
then cooked: nill'?i? niot,,tt l'J::C c.t:e - IF THE PIECES of bread 
ARE NOT INTACT, they are no longer considered "bread" and 
therefore niliT)? '~'~ X')i:al v'?t' ':!1;i)? nir:rt;i~ - AT THE 

BEGJNNING HE RECITES ON IT THE BLESSJNG THE ONE WHO CRE

ATES SPECIES OF SUSTENANCE, l'P.~ nr:,t( n;ij!il v'?t' ':}"J;i)? qit,;i7t 
tu",'V - AND AT THE END HE RECITES ON IT THE ONE-BLESSJNG 
ABRIDGMENT OF THREE. 'J>, - Now, whose view is reflected in 
this clause of the Baraisa? 7J::C'71?3 1;1 '.t:C - H you wish to say 
that it is the view ofRabban Gamliel (as would necessarily follow 
from Rav Sheishess' assertion that Rabban Gamliel is the author 
of this Baraisa's last clause), we would be confronted with the 
following difficulty: 7J::C'71?3 1;1 'i>,,tc X9'?1.t<1 ni:i,tii:ait< k,tlo/tl 
n,:ii; u;·r,w - Now that even on dates and on daissa Rabban 
Gamliel says that the three blessings of Bircas HaMazon are 
recited,c51 X?l!~'~ nill'?i? niot,,tt l'l::C 1:1.t:e - then if the food 
contains actual bread except that the pieces are not intact, 
can there be any doubt that Bircas HaMazon is recited?CGJ 
H;"l k!l'W' ki~ - Rather, it is obvious that this Baraisa 
(which prescribes Al HaMichyah for a dish into which bread 
was added and dissolved) reflects the view of the Rabbisl7l and not 
that of Rabban Gamliel, and Rav Sheishess' resolution is thus 
refuted. - ? -

The Gemara counters: 
,:;,;:i '.l:C - But if so, that the first Baraisa is authored by the Rabbis 
as you have just demonstrated, H; "l"!t< u; "l"! k?o/i? - the rulin~ 
of the Rabbis there (that one recites the one-blessing abridgment 
of three after eating orez) contradicts that ruling of the Rabbis 
recorded in the second Baraisa (that "nothing at all" is recited 
after orez )!C8l - ? -

The Gemara concludes: 
H;"l C?iSI? ki~ - Do not reject because of this the interpretation 
that the first Baraisa is.authored by the Rabbis. Rather, conclude 
that indeed the first Baraisa is authored by the Rabbis. '~3 ,~1:n 
T"]'lk - And emend that first Baraisa so that it should read wiih 
~gard to orez: 1:11',;, k,r,1,'?t' ':}"J;i)? il't< l:)lti;i71 - AND AT THE 

END, after eating orez bread, HE DOES NOT RECITE ONIT ANYTHING 
ATALL.191 

The Gemara cites a ruling of Rava: 
k;i"J ,i,,tc - Rava said: 'J::C?i?IJ"! k!ltl'"l 'kt! - With regard to the 
blessing recited on this rihatac101 of the villagers, ;:i,:;i 'tlililll"t 
kS,)?? - who add a lot of flour to it, n\l\T)? ,~,~ k')1:.I ~')~~ -~ 
one recites on it the blessing the One Who creates species of 
sustenance. k~l{!.' 'kl;! - What is the reason? 'ij?'ll k"J'~9':J -
Because the flour is the primary ingredient. 'IP.'>, k",1 k!1M~1 
kS,l?? ;:i,~ - With regard to the rihata of the city dwellers,[UJ who 
do not add a lot of flour to it, ,,;i;!il l"l~y~ 7":.it!W 'l'?t' ':}"J;i)? -
one recites on it the blessing that everything came into being 
through His word. X~l{!.' 'kl,;! - What is the reason? xiv:;,1, 
'ij?'ll - Because the honey is the primary ingredient. i1::i1 
x;ii ,i,,tc - Rava then reconsidered and said: k')1:.I '"1'.t:C1 '"1'.t:i: 
niliT)? ,~,~ - Both on this and on that [i.e. on either type of 
rihata] one recites the One Who creates species of sustenance. 
tl"l'!li.lJ '1l?tc17J::C1lllf7t ::i11 - For it is Rav and Shmuel who both 
say: Cl'~'r;ltl nw1;1q1,;1 ;:;i IU!W ',:;_, - In the case of any food that 
contains something of the five species of grain, even if the grain 
is but a minority ingredient, nil1T)? ,~,~ k')i:.I 'l'?t' l':;>");i)? - we 
recite on it the blessing the One Who creates species of 
sustenance. Thus, even on rihata of the cities, which contains 
only a small amount of flour, we recite mezonos. 

The Gemara cites a different ruling: 
!:)'Qi' :ii 'i>,,tc - Rav Yosef said: k¥':;1tJ 'kt! - With regard to the 
blessing recited on this chavitza, c121 n!I:P l'")ti![I :,,; n'.t:e1 -
that which has in it pieces of bread the size of an olive, 
Yj,tc;:t l~ CIIJ? x,~1t.1tt 1'?3.7 ':}"l;i)? nir:r.r;i~ - at the beginning, before 
eating, one recites on it the blessing the One Who brings forth 
bread from the earth; ni:i1; u;-t,w 'l'?t' ,,;i)? l:)1ti;i'?t - and at 
the end, after eating, one recites on it the three blessings of 

NOTES 
1. Obviously, Rabban Gamliel would rule so even if it were a species of 6. I.e. if Rabban Gamliel prescribes Bircas HaMazon for daissa, whose 
grain that one did make into bread. The Baraisa specifies "anything that grain never had the status of bread, would he not certainly prescribe it 
is of the seven species but not a species of grain, or a species of grain but for a dish into which actual bread was added and dissolved? (Rashi). 
he did not make it into bread" because those are the cases in which the 7. Who dispute Rabban Gamliel and hold that only Al HaMichyah_ is 
Sages (below) dispute Rabban Gamliel. Would it be a species of grain and recited on a non-bread dish of grain. And they hold that the same applies 
made into bread, however, the Sages would agree that Bircas.HaMazon to bread that was cooked and dissolved and has thus lost the status of 
is recited (see Rashi ). "bread" (Rashi ). 
2. [So far, R' Yehudah's report of the dispute is substantively the same 
as the Tanna Kamma's.] 
3. [Tangentially, this double wording implies that some of the five 
species of grain are not considered varieties of wheat and barley (men
tioned in the verse) and are thus not deemed to be among the seven 
species for which Eretz Yisrael is praised. See Rashash here, but see also 
his comments to Pesachim 36b.J 
4. [I.e. Borei Nefashos (see 37a note 26).] 
5. The Baraisa at the top of this amud states that according to Rabban 
Gamliel, Bircas HaMazon is recited on "a species of grain that he did not 
make into bread," which includes daissa (Rashi). 

8. In other words, we are back to the original contradiction between 
Baraisos that Rav Sheishess sought to resolve. 
9. Thus emended, the first Baraisa agrees with the second. 
10. Rihata is another name for chavitz cooked in a pot [see above, 36b 
note 49] (Rashi ). 

11. Rashi. [See Rashi to Arachin 14a lll'1pr.m 1n1< i'l"1; see also Targum 
Onkelos to Numbers 22:39.J 
12. A cooked dish made with small pieces of bread (see Rashi andRitva; 
Tosafos and other Rishonim, though, explain this differently - see notes 
14 and 34). 
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Bircas HaMazon. l131 n,1:;, p,1,~ ;,i,~ r,,tt'! - And with regard to 
chavitza that does not have in it pieces of bread the size of an 
olive, n1l1T)? ,~,~ l<'Jl:il ,,7)! ':'!'1;11? l'l?r:tl;I~ - at the beginning 
one recites on it the blessing the One Who creates species of 
sustenance, ur',w 1,v.i:;i 111j,te l'l;l'J:;i l:J11:l~71 - and at the end one 
recites the one-blessing abridgment of three,l14l 

Rav Yosef adduces support for his position: 
1:J!;!1' :ii ,t,1,tc - Rav Yosef said: l'I? l<~,~~ l<~l? - From where 
do I know to say this?l15l J<?m"J - For it was taught in a 
Baraisa: D??.W1,,:;i n1n~)? :i,it1~' il:;1137 l'l?lJ - If ONE WAS 
STANDING AND OFFERING MENACHOS IN JERUSALEM for the first 

· time in many days,l16l l'lltl ll;lf?. U)!W:q UJ??i?l U'?!;J:;!'V ':11,:g. ,i:;i1J< 
- HE SAYS: BLESSED are You, Hashem, etc. WHO HAS KEPT us 
ALIVE, SUSTAINED US AND BROUGHT US TO THIS SEASON. ll7J 17~~ 
l?!?tc7 - When HE [the Kohen] TAKES [THE MENACHOSJ TO EAT 
THEM,ll8l Y"),tclJ 1~ Dry? l<,'il'll!l;:t ':'!'1;11? - HE RECITES THE 
BLESSING THE ONE WHO BRINGS FORTH BREAD FROM THE EARTH. 

l'I?~ ,~i,;,1 - And the Mishnah states with regard to [the baked 
menachos ]:ll9] r,,1:;, lt1J;'11!3 1?1!:IJ - AND ALL OF THEM ONE 
BREAKS before kemitzah INTO PIECES THE SIZE OF AN OLIVE.l20l 

Hence, when the Kohen eats the remainder of the baked or fried 
minchah, he is eating olive-size pieces of bread, and the Baraisa 
states that he recites hamotzi. Thus, we see that hamotzi is the 

blessing for a cooked dish containing pieces of bread the size of an 
olive.l211 

The Gemara raises an objection: 
,~~.te l'I'?. ,i:;i,tc - Abaye said to [Rav Yosef]: l'l,t,V." l<?,tc - But it 
should follow, then, that iv. t~11!3 ,t,1,tc"J r,l<V.J?W? ,:;i, ,~1 J<Jn', 
1.t'797 l'l'Tt!~'V - according to the T~a of ·R' Yis~a~i·~ 
academy, who says that in the breaking of the fried menachos, 

ONE CRUSHES THEM UNTIL·HE RETURNS THEM TO THEffi FLOUR 
state,l22J ntc::i 1~ er,'? l<''il'll!l;:t ,~1,;1 ,v.;i l<·r,1 ,~~ ,:;,;:i - so too 
would he say that one does not need to recite on them the 
blessing the One Who brings forth bread from the earth !l23J 
,~~ ,:;,;:i l<J?'.tl ,:;,1 -And ifyoushouldsaythat it is indeed so that 
one does not recited hamotzi on the minchah according to this 
Tanna, l<?~.tllJ1 - why, thi[.eannot be, for it has been taught in 
a Baraisa: 1'?:;i~, n,1:;, 111:.i~ Ujl'? - IF ONE GATHERED FROM ALL 
OF THEMl241 little pieces that add up to bread THE SIZE OF AN OLIVE 
AND ATE THEM, l<1l'I fl:;IIJ DJ:C - IF IT WAS CHAMETZ and he ate it 
on Pesach, n,~ IUU)! - HE WOULD BE PUNISHED WITH KARES; 

l<1l'I l'l¥t,1 DJ:C1 - AND IF IT WAS UNLEAVENED BREAD, J<~j, D1,tc 
"~~:;, ,n;11n '1! j:.J - A PERSON COULD FULFILL WITH IT ms 
OBLIGATION to eat matzah ONPESACH.l25l Now, from the fact that 
one fulfills his obligation to eat matzah on Pesach with this col
lection of little bits, we see that they are classified as "bread."l26J 

NOTES 
13. Since the pieces of bread are the size of an olive, they are still 
classified as bread [even though they were made into chavitza (see end 
of next note)]. 

14. Since the pieces of bread in the chavitza are less than the size of an 
olive, they are no longer classified as bread and are treated merely as 
cooked grain. 

As Tosafos and Rahbeinu Yonah understand Rashi, Rav Yosefs dis
tinction between pieces the size of a kezayis and those smaller applies 
specifically to cooked pieces. [With regard to cooked pieces, the Baraisa 
on 37a distinguished between whether or not "the pieces are intact." 
These Rishonim explain that according to Rashi, Rav Yosef is defining 
"the pieces are intact" as meaning that they are the size of a kezayis; 
"the pieces are not intact" means that they are smaller than a kezayis. 
See 37a note 17. See, however, Pnei Yehoshua 90,, J, ,JJK 'l:llJ Dl!I n", and 
Divrei David, who explain that according to Rashi the "cooked" aspect 
of chavitza is not essential to Rav Yosef s distinction. Rather, his distinc
tion between pieces the size of a kezayis and those smaller than akezayis 
holds true even for pieces that are not cooked.] See also note 34. 

15. I.e. that when the pieces of bread in the chavitza are the size of an 
olive, they are still considered bread upon which harrwtzi is recited 
(Rashi). 

16. [Rashi.] Rashi explains that the reference is to a Yisrael, and that 
"offering'' means that he handed the minchah over to the Kohen for the 
latter to offer it [as the Yisrael may not perform the service itself] (cf. 
Tosafos here, and Rashi to Menachos 75b). 

17. For the privilege of performing a mitzvah that he has not performed 
for a long time. [See Magen Avraham 22:1, and Meromei Sadeh here, 
regarding the conditions under which the blessing of shehecheyanu is 
recited upon the performance of a mitzvah.] 

18. [Only male Kohanim may eat rnenachos (Leviticus 6:9).] 
Menachos are flour offerings. Some are brought as actual flour, while 

others are brought after the flour is made into bread through baking in 
an oven or frying on a flat pan or in a deep pan (see Leviticus 2:1-11). 

19. The expression n'?l! 'JJ;I) usually means: and a Baraisa stated with 
reference to this {Mishnah or Baraisa just cited]. Here, however, the 
expression means that the Mishnah [Menachos 75b] states with refer
ence to the flat-pan or deep-pan fried [or baked] rnenachos (Rashi; see 
Chidushei Maharam Banet mnJJ nnm 1"1<J n"1; cf. Pnei Yehoshua and 
Tzlach ). [In the parallel text that appears in Menachos 75b, the reading 
is simply: w;n, and we learned in the Mishnah.] 

20. All rnenachos whose remainder is eaten must undergo kemitzah. The 
Kohen forms a scoop with the three middle fingers of his right hand by 
bending them over his palm, and then fills this scoop by pushing it 
through the minchah. The portion of the minchah scooped out in this 

manner is called the kornetz, and is burned on the Altar. Those rnenachos 
which are baked or fried require ;,i;i,i:i~,pesisah [breaking up of the baked 
or fried breads], prior to kemitzah (see Leviticus 2:6; Menachos 75a; 
Rambam, Hil. Maaseh HaKorbanos 13:10). 

21. Tosafos (based on theirunderstandingofRashi - see above, note14) 
question how Rav Yosef can prove that harrwtzi is recited on the kezayis
size pieces of cooked bread in chavitza from the fact that it is recited on 
the kezayis -size pieces of minchah-bread, which are not cooked. Tosafos . 
suggest that Rav Yosef draws his proof specifically from the case of fried 
rnenachos, considering frying the equivalent of cooking with regard to 
the laws ofblessing (cf. Pnei Yehoshua andDivrei David cited in note 14). 
22. I.e. he crushes them into fine meal before kemitzah. This Tanna 
argues with the Mishnah cited above, which states that in pesisah, the 
minchah is broken only into olive-size pieces. 
23. Rav Yosef considers the fried menachos similar to chavitza, and 
maintains that harrwtzi is recited only if the minchah-pieces are at least 
the size of a kezayis. It would emerge, then, that according to the Tanna 
of R' Yishmael's academy, who holds that the minchah is eaten after it 
has been reduced to meal, harrwtzi is not recited on it [but rather 
mezonos] (seeRashi). But this is not so, for the Tanna ofR' Yishmael's 
academy agrees that harrwtzi is recited, as the Gemara proceeds to prove. 
24. From the broken pieces of rnenachos (Rashi; cf. Tosafos op', n"1; see 
next note). 
25. One who eats a kezayis of charnetz (leavened food made from one of 
the five species of grain) on Pesach is liable to kares (Exodus 12:15) Also, 
there is a positive command to eat akezayis ofmatzah (unleavened bread 
made from one of the five species of grain) on the first night of Pesach 
(ibid. v. 18). The Baraisa states that if the kezayis that one ate is com
posed of different bits collected from various breads (such as the various 
types of baked or fried rnenachos ), he is liable in the case of charnetz and 
he has fulfilled his obligation in the case of matzah. 

[The Baraisa cannot mean that one actually collected the bits of 
charnetz or matzah from various rnenachos. For the menachos were not 
charnetz (Leviticus 2:11), nor is a minchah fit for the mitzvah of eating 
matzah on Pesach (see Tosafos, Rahbeinu Yonah andRashash). Rather, 
the Baraisa means (according to Rashi) that if a person collected vario~ 
pieces of bread or matzah similar to a Kohen who collects various bits 
of the menachos, the person would be liable for eating chametz or would 
fulfill his mitzvah to eat matzah (see Baal HaMaor and Meiri ).] 
26. The designation cr;r'?, bread, is essential for the fulfillment of the 
mitzvah to eat matzah (unleavened bread), which the Torah (Deuteron
omy 16:3) describes as '~JI cr;r'?, "bread" of affl,iction (Rashi ). ,, 

[The charnetz prohibition, however, is independent of the "bread 
designation, and applies as long as the grain - in whatever form - has 
become leavened.] 
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By the same token, the blessing over bread (hamotzi) must be 

recited when eating them, though each piece is less than a 
kezayis !1211 

Rav Yosef answers: 

H,?.l?ll ,.1<1,;1:;i .K~v - What are we dealing with here in the 
Baraisa? '11?1llt¥:;i - Withacasewhereoneformed[thepieces] 
into a dough and baked them, producing a new matzah bread.[281 

The Gemara challenges this explanation of the Baraisa: 

,:;i::i ,.i:c - If so, that the Baraisa is dealing with a case in which the 

matzah bits were remade into a single matzah, .K~,!;, .K~,~ -
consider the wording of the end of the Baraisa, which states: 

"'llil i,7,:;i~ ,,:;,:t11?~~'¥ .Ktl"IJ - ANDTIDSIS provided THAT HE ATE 

THEM WITHIN THE SPAN OF TIME THAT IT TAKES TO EAT A HALF· 

LOAF of bread. r291 191V.W:;i ,.t:C1 - And if the :Raraisa is referring to 
where one formed them into a dough and remade the pieces into 

one large matzah, 1?~~1¥ ,.K;:t - this statement THAT HE ATE 

"THEM" :,,7 ,v.~,~ t',~~W - should have been expressed instead 
as "that he ate it. "!3oJ - ? -

Rav Yosef therefore retracts his_ previous interpretation (that 

the Baraisa refers to where the bits were remade into a new 
matzah) and suggests a different explanation of the Baraisa: 

W?.l?ll ,.1<1,;1:;i .K~v - Rather,1311 what are we dealing with here? 
i,,,a ar;i'?~ .1<;:;i - With a small piece of bread that comes from a 
large bread, i.e. the original matzah from which the small piece 

has been taken is still at least a kezayis in size. Since the source 

bread is still classified as "bread," the small pieces taken from it 
too, retain that classification, though they are smaller than ~ 
kezayis. 1321 

The Gemara concludes: 

M?P. l"13t! ,.Ki.;i - What is the final outcome regarding it? Does one 
recite hamotzi on chavitza in which the pieces of bread are less 
than the size ofan olive? liWIP. !l"] ii.;i,tc - Rav Sheishess said: 
.K¥,:;iq ,.K:, - Regarding this case of chavitza, n,i n,7"7 ::i~ ',; l:),tc 

n~I:P piti$.I - even though it does not contain pieces of bread 

the size of an olive, Y1-tei:t l~ ar;i'? .K,;tr.itt ,,'n! ":J"l;I? - one 
recites upon it the blessing the One Who brings forth bread 
from the earth.!331 .1<;1 ii.;i,tc - Rava said: n,'.?P. .K~,l:C1 .tOl"IJ 
.K~t!~1 .1<i:,,1tn - And this is provided that the appearance of 
bread is still upon it.l34J 

The Gemara discusses the status of certain types of bread-like 
foods with regard to the law of challah: 1351 

:i7t1:;i f':;l,?IJ ,,~?.,,!? - Terokanin are subject to challah. 1ss1 ,:;i1 

NOTES 
27. Now, the author of this Baraisa must be the Tanna ofR' Yishmael's 
academy, since it states that one gathered from the baked or fried 
menachos pieces totaling a kezayis, indicating that each piece was less 
than a kezayis. And it is only according to the Tanna of R' Yishmael's 
academy that the baked or fried menachos are broken into such small 
pieces. Thus, we see that even the Tanna of R' Yishmael's academy 
agrees that hamotzi is recited on pieces less than a kezayis ! (see Rashi ). 

[Actually, the Baraisa (which considers minchah bits of less than a 
kezayis to be "bread") presents a challenge to Rav Yosef regardless of 
who its author is. And Abaye apparently could have therefore objected 
to Rav Yosef on the basis of this Baraisa without mentioning the Tanna 
of R' Yishmael's academy altogether. See Tzlach c,,pn ,:;in',, i1.K1l1 rt"1, 

who explains why the opinion of the Tanna ofR' Yishmael's academy is 
introduced. See also Menachem Meishiu Nefesh.] 

28. This "new" matzah is certainly considered "bread." 

29. The "loaf' referred to here is the loaf described by the Mishnah in 
Eruuin 82b as sufficing for two meals. Hence, a half-loaf is the amount 
eaten at one meal (see Rashi to Eruuin 82b Yl1llJi1 n,:i':, m:m rt"1). This 
loaf contains eight egg-volumes [of wheat], and the half-loaf, therefore, 
contains four egg-volumes (see Rashi ). [Rashi here presents the view of 
R' Shimon in that Mishnah. According to R' Yochanan hen Berokah 
(there), however, the standard loaf contains six egg-volumes; thus, the 
half-loaf contains three egg-volumes (see Orach Chaim 612:4).] 

The span of time that it takes to eat a peras [half-loaf] is the normal 
amount of time it takes to eat a half-loaf (four egg-volumes) in a single 
sitting. This span of time [generally reckoned at between three and nine 
minutes] defines a single act of eating. Now, one is liable for eating a 
prohibited substance only if he eats a kezayis of it. If one eats a kezayis 
of chametz on Pesach one bit at a time but within aperas-span, he is 
liable, for he has consumed an entire kezayis of chametz during one act 
of eating. If, however, he eats the kezayis over a longer span of time, he 
is not liable. For his eating of the kezayis is then spread over two (or 
more) acts of eating. It is as if he has eaten part of the kezayis on one 
day and part on the next, in which case he is certainly not liable (see 
Rashi). 

[The same applies to the positive commandments concerning eating, . 
such as the mitzvah of matzah on the first night of Pesach, where one 
must eat a certain minimum amount (usually a kezayis) of the 
commanded food. One fulfills his obligation if he eats the requisite 
amount within a peras- span, but not if he eats it over a longer time 
span. Accordingly, Rashi could have apparently explained the Baraisa's 
provision of "a peras-span" in terms of fulfilling the mitzvah of matzah 
also mentioned previously in the Baraisa. See Tzlach n,1:i 1':,1:i1J op', rt"1 

who addresses this issue.] 

30. If he is eating them after they have been made into one large 
matzah, the singular he ate "it" should have been used instead of the 
plural he ate "them" (Rashi ). See Maharsha, who asks why the Gemara 

did not raise a similar objection from the phraseology of the first part of 
the Baraisa (see the answer proposed by Pnei Yehoshua). [Curiously, in 
our editions of the parallel sugya in Menachos 75b, the first part of the 
Baraisa indeed reads ;':,:;itll, and he ate "it." See, however, Dikdukei 
Soferim there.] 

31. [The parallel text in Menachos 75b indeed contains the prefatory 
word .K?~, rather (Ben Aryeh ), which is the Gemara's way of indicating 
that what follows is not a further refinement but a retraction. 
According to Rav Yosefs new interpretation, the Baraisa refers - as 
originally assumed - to where the person ate a kezayis of the collected 
bits as they are.] 

32. Therefore, one fulfills with it his obligation to eat matzah on 
Pesach. [Here, again, the reference is not to actual menachos, which 
(according to the Tanna ofR' Yishmael's academy) are crushed in their 
entirety into meal, but rather to a similar case of non-minchah matzah 
in which the source matzah remains intact (see above, end of note 25).] 
If, however, the original matzah has been [eaten or] entirely broken 
into pieces smaller than a kezayis, the pieces are no longer considered 
"bread" (according to Rav Yosef), and one does not recite hamotzi nor 
does one fulfill his obligation to eat matzah with such pieces (Rashi). 

33. Rav Sheishess disagrees with Rav Yosefs ruling, and holds that 
hamotzi is recited on chauitza whose bread pieces are smaller than a 
kezayis. 

34. I.e. the bread pieces did not dissolve to the point that they are no 
longer recognizable as bread (Rashi to Menachos 75b; see Mordechai 
§119 with Magen Auraham 168:28). 

Rava's provision refers to pieces that are smaller than a kezayis. But 
if the pieces are as large as a kezayis, hamotzi is recited even if they no 
longer have the appearance of bread (Rosh §10). 

The halachah follows Rav Sheishess and Rava. Accordingly, hamotzi 
would be recited on a dish containing cooked or fried bread pieces the 
size of a kezayis, but not if the pieces are smaller than a kezayis, unless 
still recognizable as bread. [The Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 168:10), 
however, adopts Tosafos' explanation of chauitza as pieces of bread that 
are joined together with meat juice or milk, but are not actually cooked. 
Bread pieces that are cooked, however, have by definition lost "the 
appearance of bread," and hamotzi is not recited unless they are the 
size of a kezayis. (Regarding bread pieces that are fried, see Mishnah 
Berurah there §56.)] 

35. The challah obligation (see above, 35a note 36) applies only to a 
brea,d dough, for the verse states (Numbers 15:19): When you will eat 
from the "brea.d" of the land, you shall set aside a portion for Hashem. 
The Gemara now rules whether certain bread-like substances qualify as 
"bread," making their doughs subject to challah. 

36. I.e. terokanin are classified as "bread" and are therefore subject to 
challah. [The Gemara will soon explain what terokanin are.] 
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m,1, ,:;;i1 ,i,,tc p:;i'J .K,tl,tc - And when Ravin crune from Eretz 
Yisrael to Babylonia, he said in the nrune of R' Yochanan: 
M?IJtl 1~ 1,,,ui;i 1,~i?1,t? - Terokanin are exempt from 
challah. r31J 

The Gemara explains: 
1,~?.1,t? ,.Ki, - What are terokanin? ,!~J:!: ,i,,tc - Abaye 
said: .K)J"')J:!:1 .K!;l1:ll - It is another name for kuva made in the 
ground.l3SJ 

A related ruling: 
,!~J:!: ,i,,tcl - And Abaye said: M?IJtt 1~ M'J1U)? .K,tl,1"? - Terisa 
is exempt from challah. 1391 

The Gemara explains: 
.K,tl,1"? ,.Ki, - What is terisa? n]J"])? ',,:;ia ,·1)?,tc"! l<i,.t:C - There 
are those who say that terisa is a scalded batter.1401 l<i,.t:Cl 
.Kj?"7~::r1 .K~q; ,11?-t-1 - And there are those who say that terisa is 

Indian bread..r4u n,tit::i7 ,,w)Jry t11;t7 ,11?-t-1 .Ki,.t:Cl - And there 
are those who say that terisa is bread made for kutach. 1421 

The Gemara cites a related Baraisa: 
.K,?r:t ,:;;i1 ,;,ti - R' Chiya taught a Baraisa, which states: en', 
M?IJtl 1~ ,,u~ n,tit::i7,1w)J::;t - BREADMADEFORKUTACHISEXEMM' 

FROM CHALLAH. 

The Gemara asks: 
.K?~lJ .KlJ1 - But it was taught in another Baraisa: M?IJl :inn _ 
Br~ad ~ade for kuta.ch IS SUBJECT TO CHALLAH. - ? - ' • -

The Gemara answers: 
.K~l?~ ,~-tii?i!:;I D,tllJ - There, in the second Baraisa, the situation is 
different, as the Baraisa there itself states: ,n1.K :,•n:,, ,i, _ 
R'YEHUDAHSAYS: ;:i,7)/ 1,r,,:;i1n ;:i,f¥P.i, - THE~~INmcu 
IT IS MADE INDICATES WHAT IT IS. How so? 1-t-lVP. - If HE MADE 

THEM 

NOTES 
37. [According to Rosh (§11) and Beur HaGra, Yoreh Deah 329:7 (see 
also Hagahos HaGra here), R' Yochanan agrees that terokanin are 
subject to challah, and the reading here should be o171J~ J':;l''.IJ, are 
subject to challah. ] 

38. This is a bread-like substance made by pouring flour and water into 
a cavity dug into the bas,e of the oven, where the mixture bakes as if in 
a pan (see Rashi). In this way, the batter - though very loose - is 
contained by the walls of the cavity until it turns to bread (Tur, Orach 
Chaim 168) [and it is therefore subject to challah, in the view of Abaye 
and in the view of R' Yochanan (according with the reading found in 
Rosh - see preceding note)]. 

39. For it is not classified as true bread. [The Gemara will now explain 
what terisa is.] 

40. The scalded batter is made by mixing flour and water into a very 
loose batter. The batter is then poured directly onto the hot stove 
(Rashi ). Since the batter is very loose, it spreads out on the hot stove 
and (unlike the kuva above) does not assume the form of bread. 
Therefore, it is not classified as "bread" and not subject to challah <s;: 
Rosh §11; Tur, Orach Chaim 168 and Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De 
329:5). 

41. [Translation follows Rashash.] This is dough baked on a spit while 
being smeared constantly with oil and/or raw eggs (Rashi). 

42. Kutach is a dip made from sour milk, moldy bread crusts and salt 
(see Pesachim 42a). The bread used for kutach was baked in the.~ 
rather than in an oven (Rashi) [and was then broken up and put ID 

the kutach]. Cf. Ritva. 
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p:;itJ:jl - IN THE SHAPE OF BREAD ROLLS, f':;l'?IJ - THEY ARE 

sUBJECT to challah. Ul l'iU!I?=? - But if he made them IN THE 

sBAPE OF simple BOARDS, D'")U,!)1 - THEY ARE EXEMPT from 

challah. 121 

The Gemara discusses the status of kuva baked in the ground:131 

l:J!;'i' :l"l? '!!!l.te l'I'?. i~,tc - Abaye said to Rav Yosef. x~,:::, ,x;:, 
Xtli.tC1 - This kuva that is made in the ground, y,:;,i~l? ,x~ 
t-1'1?"7 - what blessing do we recite upon it? ::t'?. i~,tc - [Rav 
Yosef] said to him: x,n X)?t9 T;l"l!;I~ 'I? - Do you really think 
that it is actually bread? x,n X)??ti:;i x~:;iu - It is merely a 

baked dough,£41 n1l1T)? '~'I? X"Ji:::I ::t'l?l! y,:;ii~l?l - and we recite 
on it the blessing the One Who creates species of sustenance. 151 

t-1'1?"7 l'l'lJilSTl? ST;t?. Xj'i'lf ,~ - Mar Zutra established his meal 
around [kuva made in the ground] Tl? 1:11:J? x,~il!l:J ::t'l?l! ':)"l~l 
ni:ii:;i uf',lfil V,,tc;:t - and recited on it the blessing the One Who 
brings forth bread from the earth before eating and the three 

blessings of Bircas HaMazon after eating.161 'W.te :l'J i!!} ,~ i~,tc 
- Mar bar Rav Ashi said: MQ!;l:;i in;in '1? yry; x~;, D1-tel - And 
a person can fulfill with them [kuva breads] his obligation to 

eat matzah on Pesach. X)?l{t." ,x~ - What is the reason for 

this? ;:i,~ w,?. "'~ll 1:1r:;7 .. - Because we can apply to it the 
designation bread of poverty. 171 

The Gemara cites another ruling of Mar bar Rav Ashi: 

'W.te :l'J ,~ ,~ ,~,tel - And Mar bar Rav Ashi said: Xl¥!;)l"I ,x;:, 

''1l?lJ1 - This date honey, ;,~1:;;i n~:;r~ ',-:::,;:,w ::t'l?l! Ni~l? - we 
recite upon it the blessing that everything came into being 
through His word.181 X)?l,71,,'! ,x~ - What is the reason? MtJ'l 
x,n X)??ti:;i - It is mere "~eat" [i.e. moisture exuded from the 
fruit, rather than the fruit itself]. 

The Gemara explains: 

yxi,:;i - Mar bar Rav Ashi's view in this matter is in accordance 
with whom? X!lJ ,x;:, ,:;, - It is in accordance with this Tanna 

[R' Yehoshua] whose view is recorded in the following Mishnah: 
wr, - For we learned in a Mishnah:19] c,1:ma1ti y,~, D'"))?T;I w;i1 
n;,~l!?Q fl;)iMl - If a non-Kohen inadvertently eats DATE HONEY 

OR APPLE CIDER OR VINEGAR OF LATE-SEASON GRAPESUOJ i,tc'Vl 
n;,,l!l ,,, - OR ANY OTHER FRUIT JUICES n)?1ir;i r,W - OF 

TERUMAH fruits, w,;,1n1 l1i? :l'!IJ'? ,!~'?~ ':i;l"l - R' ELIEZER 

OBLIGATES him to pay THE PRINCIPAL PLUS A FIFI'H,ml 'Zl"ll 
")l,,'!i!il ll~in~ - WHILE R' YEHOSHUA EXEMPTS HIM from payment 
altogether.1121 

NOTES 
1. He took pains to form the dough into the shape of actual bread rolls. 
Thus, [though he has baked them in the sun,] it is evident that he has 
made them [to be eaten] as bread [and not to be added to kutach] 
(Rashi ). [Accordingly, the second Baraisa is using the term bread made 
for kutach to denote bread baked in the same manner as bread used for 
kutach (i.e. it was baked in the sun), rather than to denote bread that 
was actually made for kutach.] See next note. 

2. That is, he simply spread the dough out to bake in the sun, and was 
not particular about the shape (Rashi ). [It is thus evident that he does 
not plan to eat it as bread, but rather to use it as one of the ingredients 
of kutach.] 

The Gemara has thus distinguished in the case of bread baked in the 
sun between that which is formed into rolls (which is subject to 
challah) and that which is shaped haphazardly (which is exempt from 
challah ). Some Rishonim maintain that the distinction is Rabbinic. On 
the Biblical level, however, there is no challah obligation in either case, 
since a substance is not classified as "bread" unless it is baked in an 
oven [or in a pan without liquid]. The challah obligation for rolls that 
are to be baked in the sun was decreed by the Rabbis because of the 
tendency to confuse such rolls with the oven-baked variety, or because 
one might change his mind and bake them in an oven (see Rosh to 
Pesachim 2:16; Rash to Challah 1:5). Accordingly, hamotzi would not be 
recited on either type of sun-baked bread, since neither is actually 
classified as "bread" (see Orach Chaim 168:16 with Beur HaGra). 

Rabbeinu Tam (cited by Tosafos 37b on', ;, .. ,, Tosafos to Pesachim 
37b ,,,:i, ;, .. ,, and Rosh to Pesachim 2:16), however, holds that bread 
made from a thick dough (in contrast to a soft batter) is always 
classified as bread and Biblically subject to challah, regardless of how it 
is processed - that is, whether it is baked in an oven or in the sun, or 
even if it is cooked in water. And the reason the Gemara here exempts 
board-shaped kutach bread from challah is that such bread was not 
intended to be eaten as bread (see Rabbeinu Yonah, and Challah 1:8). 
Accordingly, one does recite hamotzi on sun-baked rolls. [Regarding the 
practical halachah in this matter, see Orach Chaim 168:13, and Shach, 
Yoreh Deah 329:4.] 

[The foregoing dispute pertains only to a thick dough. In the case of 
a soft batter, however, all agree that it is classified as bread only when 
baked in an oven or in a pan without liquid. See Yoreh Deah 329:2.J 

3. Kuva baked in the ground is how Abaye (above, 37b) identified the 
terokanin discussed there. 

4. Since it is made from a very soft batter, it is more like "pastry" 
(generally eaten as a snack] than like "bread" [generally eaten as the 
staple of a meal] (see Magen Avraham 168:40 and next note). 

5. [Even though a soft batter that is baked in an oven is classified as 
"bread" with regard to challah (Yoreh Deah 329:2) and with regard to 
reciting hamotzi (Orach Chaim 168:14), the kuva batter is very soft, and 
thus differs so markedly from a bread dough that mezonos is the more 

appropriate blessing (see Magen Avraham 168:40; cf. Beur Halachah to 
Orach Chaim 168:15).] 

6. This is the law for all baked go~ds that are classified as bread with 
regard to challah (because of the way they are kneaded or baked - see 
note 2), but are normally eaten as a snack rather than as the basis of a 
meal (see Orach Chaim 168:6-8). When one eats them as a snack, he 
recites mezonos beforehand and Al HaMichyah afterwards; when 
establishing one's meal around them, one recites hamotzi beforehand 
and Bircas HaMazon afterwards. 

[As to what constitutes "establishing one's meal around it," see 
Orach Chaim 168:6 with Mishnah Berurah §24.] 

7. [Also rendered: bread of affliction.] The Torah (Deuteronomy 16:3) 
calls matzah by this term; thus, one fulfills his Pesach obligation only 
with matzah that is so classified (see 37b note 26; Pesachim 36a). [One 
might have thought that kuva, since it is sometimes used as a snack 
bread, is classified as "rich bread" and thus lacks the "bread of 
poverty" designation necessary for the mitzvah of eating matzah on 
Pesach. Alternatively, one might have thought that kuva, which is 
baked in the ground, lacks the "bread" designation ·(see Beis Yosef, 
Orach Chaim 168 pip,11:m•i; seealsoRamban andRitva to end of39b).J 

[Rabbeinu Chananel's remarks here suggest that one fulfills his 
matzah obligation with kuva bread only when he actually establishes 
his meal around it. See, however, Minchas Chinuch 10:5 (pip, mm ;, .. , 
,::inr.m :ii;,).] 
8. Even though the honey comes from dates, upon which one recites the 
blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the tree. 

9. Terumos 11:2. 

10. Grapes that grow at the end of the season never ripen fully. They 
have an acrid flavor and are used to produce vinegar (Rashi). 

11. A non-Kohen who eats or drinks terumah inadvertently must pay 
the principal value of what he has eaten and an additional fifth (see 
above, 35b note 52). R' Eliezer holds that the juices offruit are like the 
fruit itself. Thus, a non-Kohen who inadvertently drinks the juice of a 
terumah fruit must pay the principal plus a fifth. 

12. In R' Yehoshua's view, the only fruit juices that are considered like 
the fruit itself are the juice of grapes and the oil of olives (see Terumos 
11:2-3; Chullin 120b). But the juices of all other fruits (which are the 
subject of this Mishnah) are considered to be mere "sweat." Thus, the 
non-Kohen has not consumed the fruit itself and has not become liable 
to payment (Rashi; see below, note 20). 

[Late-season grapes, since they will never ripen, are considered with 
regard to their juices like other fruits, whose juices are but mere 
"sweat" (seeMishnah Berurah 202:50). Regarding when a fruit juice is 
considered mere "sweat" and when it is considered "fruit," see Chazon 
lsh, Orach Chaim 33:5. See also Orach Chaim 202:7 with Mishnah 
Berurah.] 

Thus, Mar bar Rav Ashi follows R' Yehoshua, who holds that the juice 
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The Gemara cites an inquiry: 
N;,171~;>1~ xil"ltt l1'?. ,,,,te - One of the Rabbis [i.e. disciples] said 
to Rava: ,;,,, X~'"!Y - What is [the law] regarding the blessing 
to be recited on terima ?1131 l1'?. ,,,,te?. ,x,, x;i')"7 l1'.IJ!:7".!.te l"lli:l x·, 
_ At first, Rava did not understand1141 what [the disciple] was 
saying to him [i.e. what he meant by "terima "]. l1'!;1j2 x~,:;i 1 :l'J:'1? 
N;,11 - Ravina was sitting before Rava at that time and ,,,~ 
r,r,?. - said to [the disciple]: .1;11)?~ X?. '~lfi)?iw1 - Is it the 
terima of sesame that you are talking about?u51 X?. ,~y1,i'11X 
ni»x - Or is it the terima of saffron that you are talking 
~~ttt?l161 1;11)?~ X?. '~¥1,t111x - Or is it the terima of grape pits 
that you are talking about?IJ?) l'l'.IJ!:717 x;i') l1'i?.11'.te ':;lvl ':;lv1.tC -
In the meantime, Rava called to mind what the disciple meant 
by terima. 1!81 l1'?. ,,,,te - [Rava] said to him: Xj? 'X".!] Xl;i7'1!fl'.T 
l;l11;1~ - Surely, you are talking about something crushed, 
,i;,,te.:11 ,,,,te1 xv xi;i71;11u1;11.te1 - and you have reminded me of 
something, namely, that which Rav Assi said: ,w '1l?.IJ 'Xtl 
nmin - These dates of terumah, x»,it1 ll"I» n,wv, ,ni» - it 
isTpe~tted to make terima from the~,• ' ,~w 1::;r~ ;,-,tu~?. ,,o,te1 
- but it is forbidden to make beer from them,1191 

The Gemara concludes: 
X~'"!Y i;,~,1:;,:icr1 '1l?.IJ XN?l'.11 - And the law is that if one took 
dates and he made them into terima, x1t;1 il"l'!l?l,7 1':;Ji;il? 
YV.v '"!!)I - we recite on them the blessing the One Who creates 
the fruit of the tree. N~l,712 ,x,, - What is the reason? 
X'l~'l,ll_n:;i '~'!?. il"l'!.1.:171;1)? - For they remain in their state, 

just as they were originally, before being made into terima. 1201 

The Gemara discusses the blessing recited on another food: 
Xl;i'l;IW - What blessing is recited on shattisa ?1211 ,~tto/ ,,,,te :11 
,i;i1:;i l"l?r;t~ - Rav says: That everything came into being 
through His word. n'31T)? ,~,1;11<11:i ,,,~ ,~i»lfii - But Shmuel 
says: the One Who creates species of sustenance. 

The Gemara explains: 
N"!l?l'.l :11 ,,,,te - RavChisdasaid: W?!)I N·,1-And they do not 
disagree. ;,;ii,:;, Xv - This ruling of Shmuel, that mezonos is 
recited, is said with regard to thick shattisa, ;,;,1:;, Xv -
whereas this ruling of Rav, that shehakol is recited, is said with 
regard to loose shattisa. l'I? '1:;,l! l"l?':;J~?. ;,;ii, - Thick shattisa 
is made for eating,1221 l1? ,,:;,i, X?. ;,~i!:117 l"l!i)1 - whereas loose 
shattisa is made for therapeutic purposes.1231 

The Gemara challenges the previous statement, that the loose 
shattisa is made for therapeutic purposes: 
qi;,,, :11 :l'J:'11:1 - Rav Yosef challenged this assertion from the 
following Baraisa: n;,w:;, n,ntqtt n~ 1'Wq1:iw l''Wl - BUT THEY 

AGREE THAT WE MAY STIR THE loose SHA1TUS ON THE SABBATH,1241 
'"!::,!?ti ll1n'Tl'l'.'111V1 -ANDthatWEMAYDRINKTHEEGYPTIANZISOM 
on the Sabbath.1251 l'~;l? X?. ;,~i!:117 lt'l:7".! N?.?Q '!:Cl - Now, ifit 
should enter your mind that one who drink;; loose shattisa 
intends it for therapeutic purposes, why would the Baraisa 
permit mixing it on the Sabbath? '1W ,,;i n;,w:;, l"l,t0!:11 - Is doing 
a therapeutic procedure on the Sabbath permitted?l261 

NOTES 
offruits other than grapes and olives is mere "sweat"; thus, shehakol 
rather than ha'eitz is recited. [The reason Mar bar Rav Ashi issued his 
ruling specifically with regard to date honey is that one would have 
thought that date honey is an exception, since the Torah (Deuteronomy 
8:8) refers to "honey" as one of the fruits for which Eretz Yisrael is 
praised. Mar bar Rav Ashi teaches us, therefore, that the reference is not 
to the honey that oozes from the date, but rather to the date itself 
(Tzlach; cf. Rashba end ofc•1r.in ':>1!71!7:!1 rT'"1).] 

13. As will be seen shortly in the Gemara, terima refers to a solid that has 
been somewhat crushed, but has not been completely mashed (Rashi). 
[Some explain "completely mashed" to mean that the solid has been 
reduced to the point that it can no longer be classified as a "food" but 
rather as a "liquid" (see Magen Avraham 202:18, and Perishah to Tur 
ad Joe., cited there in Hagahos R' Akiva Eiger ).] 
14. [Literally: it was not on his mind.] 

15. That is, sesame seeds that are crushed to extract their oil (Rashi). 
16. It was common to crush saffron and then mix it with wine for use as 
a drink (Rashi). 

17. I.e. the residue of crushed grapes, consisting primarily of grape seeds, 
which is soaked in water to produce a fermented beverage called temed 
(see Rashi). 

18. From Ravina's remarks to the questioner, Rava understood what the 
questioner had meant (Rashi). 

19. Terumah that is tahor may be eaten, but not destroyed, even if the 
destruction comes about through the process of food preparation [e.g. 
where the terumah will become an inedible byproduct] (see Terumos 
11:1). Rav Assi teaches that it is permitted to make a date paste out of 
terumah dates [as this does not constitute a "destruction" of the dates]. 
But one may not make beer out of dates, since converting the date from 
a food to a drink constitutes "destroying" the fruit (Meiri). 

Now, if the fruit that has been crushed to form terima would be 
considered no longer existent, it would be forbidden to manufacture 
terima from terumah fruits as this would constitute the destruction of 
those fruits. From the fact that Rav Assi permits making terima from 
dates of terumah, we see that terima is considered but a modified form 
of the original fruit. Hence, the blessing on terima remains ha 'eitz, as in 
the case of the original fruit (see Rashi ). 
20. I.e. they remain "fruit," albeit modified, and they therefore retain 
the ha'eitz blessing. 

[As mentioned above (note 13), if the fruit is actually liquefied, it is no 
longer considered to be in its original state. In that case, shehakol is 

recited instead of ha'eitz (see Orach Chaim 202:7). This applies, how
ever, only to fruits that are normally eaten in solid form. However, fruits 
that are normally eaten in liquid form (and are planted with the intent 
that they be eaten in such a form) retain their "fruit" status even in 
liquid form, for it is in that form that they achieve the purpose for which 
they were planted. Thus, they remain "processed fruits" and ha'eitz is 
recited (see Meiri, end of 0•1nnn 1!7:11 rT"1, Terumas HaDeshen §29 and 
Meromei Sadeh; see also above, 36a notes 9 and 10).) 

21. Shattisa is a dish made from the flour of kernels that were toasted 
while still moist (Rashi ). Such flour remains sweet, and is mixed with oil, 
water and salt to form shattisa (Rashi to Shahbos 155b •':,p rT"1; cf. Rashi 
to Eruvin 29b xn•nl!l rT"1). 

22. And retains its original status [as grain] (Rashi ). Therefore, mezonos 
is recited. 

23. And since it is consumed as a medicine rather than as a food or 
beverage, shehakol is recited (Meiri). And though ha'eitz is recited on 
anigaron, which is also drunk for therapeutic purposes [above, 35b-36a], 
anigaron is different because it is a beverage that is often drunk by 
healthy people as well. It is uncommon, however, for healthy people to 
drink loose shattisa, though they will do so on occasion (see Meiri; see 
also Rashba; see, however, note 37, second paragraph). 

24. To blend it thoroughly with its liquid components (Rashi ), since the 
flour and other solids tend to settle out (see Meiri ). [That the Baraisa 
here refers to "loose" shattisa (shattus and shattisa are one and the 
same) is evident from the fact that it refers to its mixing as l'l!it:/i!l, we may 
"stir," rather than 1'7=;!\l, we may "knead" (Tosafos ).] 

In the first part of the Baraisa (not cited here), there is a a Tannaic 
dispute as to whether it is permitted to mix thick shattisa on the Sab
bath, employing a deviation from the normal manner of mixing to avoid 
the problem of kneading (see Shabbos 155b-156a). In the part cited here, 
the Baraisa proceeds to state that all agree that one may mix loose shat
tisa on the Sabbath [provided that one employs a deviation] (see there). 

25. Egyptian zisom is a laxative made from barley or wheat, saffron, and 
salt (see Pesachim 42b). The Baraisa teaches that this does not fall under 
the category of taking medicine [ which is forbidden on the Sabbath (see 
next note)], since zisom is also drunk as an ordinary beverage (Rashi to 
Shahbos 156a). 

26. The Rabbis banned the taking of non-essential medicines on the 
Sabbath, so that people not come to perform the melachah of JIJ\1', 
grinding, in preparing medicinal compounds (see above, 36a notes 2-3). 

Thus, Rav Yosef argues that if the usual intent in preparing loose 
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Abaye responds: 
1,:,.K ;,i11 .,,,t< - Abaye said to [Rav Yosef]: x1;1;1T;1 x·i, T:1.151 -
ibid do you yourself not hold that the loose shallisa wo~ld. be 
permitted on the Sabbath even if it were made specifically for 
therapeutic purposes? HT;I l<l]l - Why, we have learned in a 
MishJlah:l27l n~w;i Mt(t!l17 Cljt( 7;1'il< 1'7;,'il<lj i,~ - A PERSON 

MAY EAT ALL FOODS FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES ON THE SAB

BATH MJ;l1'UI 11p~i,t1 ',;,l - AND HE MAY DRINK ALL BEVERAGES 

for therapeutic purposes on the Sabbath!l281 ":}? n,.i:c M)? 1<?,tc 
,n1n', - Rather, what is there for you to say in explanation of 
this-Mishnah's permit?l29J 113;,,;, Xj? :,71:;i~? X"):;>! - It must be 
that there is no prohibition where the onlooker could say that the 
person intends to ingest the food or drink for purposes of eating, 
rather than for therapeutic purposes.c301 :,71:;i~? xi:;,~ ,~~ X!;)lj 
113;,,;, X?. - Here, too, in the Baraisa's case of loose shattisa, it 
may be prepared [and drunk] on the Sabbath, even though it is 
made primarily as a medicine, because the onlooker could say that 
the person intends to ingest the loose shattisa for purposes of 
eating, rather than for therapeutic purposes.l311 

Another version of the last part of Abaye's response: 
1911q.15 X~l!i'7 - A different version:cs21 -,i,1i,7 ":l? n1.i:c Ml? X?,tc 
- Rather, what is there for you to say in explanation of this 
Mishnah's permit? X?ltl 1<?. .K?'"~ Mt(t!l1t 111;,,;, 1<?. :,71:;i~? xi:;,~ 
- It must be that there is no prohibition where the onlooker could 
say that the person intends to ingest the food or drink for 
purposes of eating and the therapeutic effect occurs automati
cally as a result. X?ltl Xj? 1<71>,~ Mt(t!l1t 111;,,;, Xj? :,7,:;i~? 1~~ x;itt 
- Here, too, in the Baraisa's case of loose shattisa, it may be 
prepared [and drunk] on the Sabbath, even though it is made 
primarily as a medicine, because the onlooker could say that the 
person intends to ingest the loose shattisa for purposes of eating 
and the therapeutic effect occurs automatically as a result. 

The Gemara now explains the need for the ruling above 
regarding the blessing for shattisa: 
(7.15lll~tJ :::i11 x:;,1"!¥' And the above ruling of Rav and 

Shmue1caa1 regarding the blessing for shattisa is necessary. 1.i:c1 
1xt1l;,I - For were I to judge on the basis of this Baraisa alone, 
which rules that loose shattisa may be prepared [and drunk] on 
the Sabbath, I would not know that it requires a blessing, for 
.K~I~~ M)tl - I would have said that the Baraisa permits loose 
shattisa on the Sabbath because x711j1~ Mt(l!l1t 11,;i,;, l<j? :,71:;i~? 
X?ltl X?. - the onlooker could say that [the person] intends to 
ingest it for purposes of eating and the therapeutic effect 
occurs automatically as a result. x;itt ',;,~ - But here, with 
regard to blessings, 11,;i,;, X?. M,t(l!l17 M?r:tr;i;i'?1 n1:;;, - since to 
begin with he intends to drink the loose shattisa for therapeu
tic purposes,c341 ',7:;, ;,i111i, ":}11;,'? x·i, - he should not recite a 
blessing on it at all,c351 1? 31>,~>,j? - Therefore, [Rav] informs 
us, by issuing his ruling, that 1;,,.,~ iv.~ ;,i1~1~ n,tt~O l'I'? n1.i:<1 n1:;;, 
- since he [the one who drinks loose shattisa for therapeutic 
purposes] derives the pleasure of drinking from it,l361 he must 
recite a blessing.ca7J 

The Gemara discusses the part of the Mishnah that states: 
,,:::i, X'~'i"1tl .,,,,x xi:, ntt1 7ll~ - FOR ON BREAD ONE SAYS: THE 

ONE WHO BRINGS FORTH etc. 
The Gemara cites a Baraisa that discusses the precise formula

tion of the blessing on bread: 
H~1 m:i - The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: .,l;,l'i.K x,n :ii, -
WHAT DOES ONE SAY when eating bread? Y1t<tt 1~ ar:,7 Xl~'it1tl -
He recites the blessing: "HAMOTZI" LECHEM MIN HAARETZ, prefix
ing the prefix ti, ha, to the word X'~'Y.l, motzi. .,,,,.K M?l?IJ~ 1; 1 -
But R' NECHEMYAH SAYS that one recites: Y"Jt<tl 1~ ar:,7 x1~,n -
"MOTZI" LECHEM MIN HAARETZ, without the prefix ti, ha. 

The Gemara explains the dispute: 
x;, "l .,,,t< - Rava said: 31>,~i, j,l!?.151 W7lp x·i, Xl?'?ll 11.,:1 x1~,n;i 
- With regard to the word "motzi," all agree that it connotes 
"that He has brought forth," i.e. the past tense, ',.15,, :::i1i:t:;,1 
"t:1~1¥~~ Clt('~'in - for it is written: God, the One Who brings 
them forth from Egypt. c3s1 '~'7lp 1~ - Regarding what do they 

NOTES 
shattisa were to use it as a medicine, it would surely not be permitted to 
prepare it on the Sabbath (see Tosafos '.Kl i1"1). 

27. Shahbos 109b. 

28. The Mishnah's emphasis of"all" foods and "all" beverages includes 
even foods and drinks that are made primarily for therapeutic purposes. 
AiJ long as they are sometimes eaten or drunk for hunger or thirst, one 
may take them on the Sabbath even if he is doing so for medicinal 
purposes, as Abaye proceeds to explain (see Tosafos .Ki11 i1"1). [Alterna
tively, loose shattisa is certainly included in the Mishnah's permit to eat 
"foods" even for therapeutic purposes on the Sabbath, because it is not 
a therapeutic concoction, but simply a food that has been greatly diluted 
with water (see Ritva).] 

29. Why did the Rabbis permit taking medicines that are sometimes 
taken as ordinary food? 
30. And we must conclude that the Rabbinic prohibition against taking 
medicines on the Sabbath was issued only with regard to those 
medicines which not also foods, where it is obvious that he is involved in 
a medical procedure rather than in an act of eating. But where it is not 
evident that the person intends a medical procedure, then it is permitted 
even though that is indeed the person's intent (see Drach Chaim 
328:20-21 with Mishnah Berurah §69). 
31. Explanation of the Gemara follows Eglei Tal, Tochein 46:4. 
32. [This version differs slightly in wording from the first one, but is 
substantively the same.] 
33. See below, end of note 37. 
34. [I.e. in a case where the therapeutic value of the loose shattisa is 
what prompts him to drink it to begin with.] 
35. With regard to the ban against taking medicine on the Sabbath, the 
crucial factor is not the person's intent, but rather the appearance of his 
actions. Hence, the Baraisa permits one to drink loose shattisa on the 

Sabbath even for medicinal purposes. But with regard to reciting a 
blessing, the crucial factor is the person's intent in eating the food. 
Hence, one would think that no blessing is recited when drinking loose 
shattisa for medicinal purposes. 

36. Since it is, after all, a beverage (see Rashi ). 

37. The blessing recited, however, is shehakol, because the person is 
drinking it for its therapeutic value (see above, note 23; see Rama, 
Drach Chaim 204:11). 

[Other Rishonim (see Tosafos pn .Ki11 i1"1 and Rabbeinu Yonah), 
however, maintain that the reason shehakol is recited on loose shattisa 
is that it is drunk as a beverage rather than eaten as a food (see Drach 
Chaim 208:6 with Mishnah Berura.b,§23). See also Mishnah Berurah 
204:55. See Tzlach, who deals witlyhow this approach fits with our 
Gemara.J 

[The Gemara has explained that Rav's ruling was needed to preclude 
the notion that no blessing at all is recited on a food eaten as medicine. 
See Rosh Yosef, who questions why the Gemara did not say instead that 
Rav's ruling was needed to preclude the notion that mezo,ws is recited 
on loose shattisa. See also Tzlach, who addresses this question.] 

[The Gemara has apparently discussed only the need for Rav's ruling 
(that shehakol is recited on loose shattisa), not the need for Shmuel's 
ruling (that mezonos is recited on thick shattisa). Accordingly, 
Maharshal emends the text above to read simply :rr1 x;i'1¥l, And [the 
above ruling] of Rav is necessary, without the word 71$lY.llVl, and Shmuel. 
Pnei Yehoshua xn,nl!I i1"1 and Tzlach x:i,1::.,1 i1"i, however, in fact 
consider the need for Shmuel's ruling, and explain the Gemara in a way 
that it is addressing that as well. Accordingly, the text need not be 
emended.] 

38. Numbers 23:22 (translation follows Chochmas Manoach - see end 
of note). As these words were uttered by Bilam nearly forty years after 
the exodus from Egypt, God is being referred to here as the One Who 
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disagree? l<'~1!3iJ:;, - Regarding the connotation of the word 
"hamotzi." ''1i19 m11 - The Rabbis [i.e. the Tanna Kamma of 
the Baraisa] hold that l.7i,J¥i, ?'!11151 l<'~1l3iJ - "hamotzi," too, 
connotes that He has brought forth, i.e. the term is used on the 
basis of what God has done, ,ur,:i 1:1,i, ":i.7 l<'~1!3iJ,, :i,i:i:;ii 
"W'tl?IJiJ - for it is written: the One Who brings forth for you 
water from the rock of flint. r39

l ,;9 M?J?i:H ,:;i,, - But R' 
Nechemyah holds that l.7i,J¥i, ?'!11i,1 1<'¥1!3iJ - "hamotzi" 
connotes that He brings forth,1401 lilJt'ltl 1:1;;,i;i~ 1<'¥1!3iJ,, ,i,~~W 
"l:l!'l~tl n,',:;ii;, ~ as it is stated: I am Hashem, your God, the One 
Who brings you forth from under the burdens of Egypt. 1411 

The view of the Rabbis: 
u;,, - And how do the Rabbis, who hold that hamotzi connotes 
what has been done in the past, explain the verse cited by R' 
Nechemyah? 71511¥!7 1<1:1 -:,,,:;, l<!V11i' m7 ,i,.1$?. ,:;,;:i 1<miJ - In 
that [verse], this is what the Holy One, Blessed is He, is saying 
to the Israelites: 1:i7 l<~j?'!11i, 'l;J - When I eventually take you 
out of Egypt, 1<,t,7,:i 1::,7 xn,:;,:v - I will perform for you 
miraculous things, 1l'1'l11?1 '!;l'iJ ,:;, - so that you will know 
l:l!'l~Y;ltl 11::ii;t! li'?.';>151 1<1:1 1<~~1 - that I am the One Who took 

you out of Egypt, "1<'¥1!3iJ 1:1;;,,;:r"',~ 'rt ,~~ ,:;, 1:1);1¥1''" :i,i:i:;ii -
as it is written: and you will know that I am Hashem, your 
God, the One Who brings [you] forth •.. r421 

The Gemara records an incident related to this dispute. 
l'l1J?IV ,:;i,1 :::nn~ ,,:;,T :ii ,~ cn~J X'J'I ,:;i,7 n;, n,'7. 1'r:t:;it11¥t1 
'l'!;IT :ii,~ - The Rabbis praised to R' Zeira a certain scholar 
known asr431 the son of Rav Zevid, the brother of R' Shimon 
the son of Rav Zevid, xm n1:i1:;i:;i '?.;1 1<1n i,,,~ 1:111$1 - saying 
in praise of him that he is a great man and an expert in the 
laws of blessings. 1:1i;r7 ,i,.1$ - [R' Zeira] said to them: 
'1?7 ~n~x,:;iq 1:1;;,1?7 l<'!:l?W!?7 - When he comes to you, bring him 
to me.1441 n,~~7 l17R'l:C 1<1Q l<~)?T - One time he visited [R' 
Zeira]. 1<.!;1.!i)'"! n,7 ~?'!1115 - They brought out bread for him. 
x,;,r.i ,,,!$, ni:i, - He began reciting the blessing on breadl45l and 
said "motzi" (rather than "hamotzi "). ,i,.1$ - [R' Zeira] 
remarked critically: '?.;~ xm i,,,a 1:111$1 ,,7:v l:l'"!J?11<W x~n nt 
1<1n n1:i1:;,:;i - This is the one about whom they say that he is a 
great ma"n and an expert in the laws of blessings? 'l:C l<J??W:\\ 
1<'¥1!3iJ ,i,.1$ - It would have been well if he had said 
"hamotzi," 

NOTES 
brought them forth (past tense) from Egypt (see Rashi). Thus, K':fiY.l 
connotes in the past [as 01;(':fiY.l is simply the word K':fiY.l suffixed with a 
o to denote them or their]. 

All agree that the blessing should convey the sense that Hashem has 
brought forth (past tense) bread from the earth, since He has already 
brought forth the bread that one is about to eat (Rashi). And, as the 
Gemara has just said, all agree that the word K':fiY.l without the prefix iJ 
indeed connotes "in the past." The question, as the Gemara will now 
explain, is only whether the word K':fitaliJ ( with the prefix o) also 
connotes the past. 

AB is well known, in Hebrew grammar the verb K':fiY.l means 
he brings forth (denoting the present, or continuing action); l<':fii1 
means he brought forth (past); and K':fi' means he will bring forth 
(future). The prefix iJ added to the verb l<':fiY.l (to form l<':fitaliJ) simply 
adds the definite article (changing the meaning to "the one" who brings 
forth) [or at times comes in place ofw, that, changing the meaning to 
that brings forth - see Radak to {Kings 11:9]. Thus, the Gemara 
cannot have meant that K':fiY.l when used as a verb denotes the past 
tense. Rather, the Gemara understands that l<':fiY.l in this blessing is 
being used as a noun (a common usage in Hebrew), and means the 
One Who brings forth bread from the ground; that is, God, Who is the 
One constantly bringing forth bread from the earth. We desire, 
however, a noun form that denotes the one who does so and who has 
also done so in the past (as explained in the preceding paragraph). 
Accordingly, the Gemara brings a proof from the verse Dl;(':fiY.l ',!$ 
D'1¥Y;ll;l, God, the One Who brings them forth from Egypt, where l<':fiY.l is 
necessarily being used as a noun [as it refers to the past, which the verb 
l<':fiY.l cannot do - see beginning of this paragraph] and is used to 
describe God because of what he has done in the past (see at length 
Chochmas Manoach, on whose comments our approach to this sugya is 
based). 

39. Deuteronomy 8:15 (translation follows Chochmas Manoach - see 
end of preceding note). Moses is addressing the Israelites in the 
Wilderness at the end of the fortieth year, exhorting them that their 
future prosperity in the Land of Israel not cause them to forget 

Hashem, Who has provided their water and other needs in the 
Wilderness these many years. Thus, the word l<':fitaliJ, the One Who 
brings forth, used in the verse refers to the One Who has brought forth 
(past tense) water from the rock of flint (see Rashi). 

40. I.e. the noun K':fitaliJ, the One Who brings forth, is used to describe 
God because of what He will do in the future, though He has not done 
so in the past (see Rashi). 

41. Exodus 6:7. Moses is instructed to declare this in the name of God to 
the Israelites enslaved in Egypt. Since the redemption was yet to be, 
God is being referred to as l<':fitaliJ, the One Who brings forth, solely on 
the basis of what He will do, not on the basis of what He has already 
done (see Rashi). 

This usage is not at odds with the usage found in the verse 
(Deuteronomy 8:15) cited above by the Rabbis. On the contrary, the 
present verse indicates that God is referred to in Deuteronomy 8:15 as 
"the One Who brings forth water" because He would continue to 
produce for them water (for the duration of their stay in the 
Wilderness), not because He already had (Rashi). 

42. This is the beginning of the verse cited by R' Nechemyah. [The 
Rabbis point to the first part of the verse, D~'iJ7~ •n '~~ ':;J DJ;l¥1'), And 
you "will" know that I am Hashem your God .. . , which indicates that 
the reference is to the knowledge the Israelites will have in the future, 
after they are redeemed from Egypt. At that future point, they will 
realize that God is "the One Who brings them forth" because of what 
He has already done for them.] 

[R' Nechemyah, however, interprets ·n '~~ ,:;, DJ;l¥1') not as a 
prediction, but as a command - and you "shall" know that I am 
Hashem - i.e. you shall recognize right now while you are still enslaved 
that I am Hashem, the One Who brings you forth, because of what I will 
do for you.] 
43. Based on the reading of Maharshal; cf. Dikdukei Soferim. 

44. Literally: when he comes to your hand bring him to my hand. 

45. [See a slightly different version of this Gemara cited by Rosh, 
Pesachim 1:10.] 
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lrn:;, XJ:,:;,7l'.t1 U,l/')?)¥.tc1 XJ?l,IQ H'l/')?)¥.tc - for he would have then 
taught us the meaning of the verse,m and he would have also 
taught us that the law is in accordance with the Rabbis.mi 
x,:f1t.l -,,;i,te1 x7~ - But with that which he says "motzi," ,x,;i 
1? lJl;lo/l;li? - what is he teaching us?!C3l 

The Gemara remarks: 
i:llJ"T 1:,,xi - And the son of Rav Zevid's reason for what he did, 
by ·s~ying' "motzi," was XJ;l~17)?l;l :,,w~~ ,p,!il.tc? - to remove 
himself from a matter of dispute,C4l 

The Gemara concludes: 
Y1-tev ll;l 1:1r;r7 x,:j'1t.ltr xi;i:;,'?m - And the law is that we recite on 
bread hamotzi lechem min haaretz, H;i 1:;, 1? XJ?,?i?"I - for we 
hol_d in accordance with the Rabbis, lJl;lo/l;I p,1;1,tc1 ,1,;i,te1 -
who say that hamotzi, tf:p, connotes "the One Who has brought 
forth. "(SJ 

The Gemara discusses the next part of the Mishnah which 
states: 
·i:l, -,,;i,N n1?1?tr 7l71 - AND ON VEGETABLES ONE SAYS etc. [the 
One Who creates the fruit of the ground]. 

The Gemara notes: 
m;,1 X?>;n"T n1?1! ,~!;Ii? - The Mishnah states the case of 
vegetables in juxtaposition with and thus similar to its case of 
bread, to teach usC6l that .,,x;:r ,,? 7l7 :i,tto/~W n~ :,,;i - just as 
the case of bread refers to something that was transformed 
through fire, .,,x;:r ,,, i,ll tltto/~W ,!?~ n1n1 ti.tc - so, too, the 
case of vegetables refers to those that were transformed 
through fire, i.e. cooked vegetables.C7l ,!;.tc1 :,,1:1w1:1 ,xl:.i., .,t.lN 
- Rabbenai said in the name of Abaye: · n1??o/ nj)?iX nxt 
MJ?'J~v ,,!? x11:.i 1:;i,l?P, p:;,");i)? - This juxtaposition says, in effect, 

that on cooked vegetables, we recite the blessing the One Who 
creates the fruit of the ground. (n01 X?)?1"1 n1i'1) ,~J;lj?':Jl;l ,Xt.lt.l 
- From where is this known? From that which the Mis~ 
states the case of vegetables in juxtaposition with and thus 
similar to the case ofbread.)CSJ 

The Gemara cites a public lecture given by Rav Chisda 
regarding the blessing on cooked vegetables: 
X"J'?r:t :l'1 lll'1"J - Rav Chisda announced in a public lecture: 
u,:i!'1 tlttul;l - It was reported in the name ·of our teacher -
:l'1 u,;i, - and who is this? Rav: ,,!? N'11:.11:1:;i,'?.P.1,:;,1;i,;i n1??1!i 
MJ?'l~v - On cooked vegetables, we recite the blessing the OM 
Who creates the fruit of the ground. v,~,;, P"!")1'tr u,i,,:.111 
?.tc"li!', - And (Rav Chisda continued) our teachers who come 
down from the Land of Israel - H!Ji, ,;11 :,,,;,~t,1 X?W Ul;lt 
-,,;i,te - and who is this? lilla - said in the name of R' 
Yochanan:C9l ,.,;i1; rt?:;t~ 7:>tro/ lv,?.P. 1,:;,1;i,;i n1i'?o/ - On 
cooked vegetables, we recite the blessing that everything 
came into being through His word, which apparently contra
dicts Rav's ruling in this matter.uoi -,,;,,x ,~~l - And I, Rav 
Chisda, say to reconcile these seemingly contradictory rulings,mi 
that it depends on the vegetable: MJ?"J~v ,1)? X'1i:.1 1n?r:t.t;,o/ ',~ -
In the case of any vegetable whose blessing in its initial state 
(i.e. when eaten raw) is the One Who creates the fruit of the 
ground,c12i ;-,;i1; rt?:;r~ 7:>tlo/ i??o/ - if one cooks it, the 
blessing now recited is that everything came into being through 
His word. c13i ,.,;i1; rt?m ',·:.i;:iw in?r:t.t;io/ ',;,1 - And in the case of 
any vegetable whose blessing in its initial state is that every
thing caine into being through His word, cr4J ,,ip x11:.i 1??~ 
MJ?'l~v - if one cooks it; the blessing now recited is the One Who 
creates the fruit of the ground. cr5J 

NOTES 
1. I.e. that the meaning of Exodus 6:7 is that you will know then - after 
I, God, deliver you from Egypt - that I am Hashem, the One Who brings 
you forth ... (as the Rabbis above have explained this verse - see 38a 
note 42). 
2. Who say that hamotzi is a reference to what God has already done 
(Rashi). [And thus it is also an acceptable formula for the blessing. (See, 
however, note 5.)] 
3. All agree that "motzi" is a valid formula, and he has thus taught us 
nothing new (see Rashi). [Surely, the son of Rav Zevid did not mean to 
rule in accordance with the minority view of R' Nechemyah.] 

R' Zeira holds that a person should formulate his blessings in a way 
that maximizes what can be learned from that formula. Thus, given the 
choice between hamotzi and motzi - both of which are acceptable 
according to the Rabbis - the son of Rav Zevid should have opted for 
hamotzi, which would have taught us both the meaning of the verse and 
that the halachah follows the Rabbis that one does fulfill his obligation 
by saying hamotzi (Rosh, Pesachim 1:10; see also Taz, Orach Chaim 
167:4). See, however, note 5. 
4. Not wishing to involve himself in the matter of dispute between R' 
Nechemyah and the Rabbis, he gave preference to "motzi," which is 
universally acceptable. 

R' Zeira, however, held that it would have been better for him to say 
"hamotzi," as explained in the preceding note. [The Gemara below (50a) 
seems to indicate that, on the contrary, the avoidance of dispute in 
matters of blessings is preferable. See Taz, Orach Chaim 167:4, who 
addresses this difficulty.] 
5. Therefore, one should recite the blessing in accordance with the view 
of the Rabbis, as explained in note 3. 

Alternatively, the Rabbis' formula "hamotzi" is preferable to "motzi," 
since in the latter formula (Jr,i CIJ? .K'::fil:l c'?iYQ l?J? u,;:r';,\'.I ·n i1J;ilS -;in~ 
Ylt<O), the succession of the words haolam and motzi creates consecutive 
l:l (mem) sounds, which would tend to merge into one rather than being 
articulated distinctly. When reciting hamotzi, however, the iJ, ha, sound 
intervenes between the two mem sounds, and thereby avoids the 
problem of merging (Yerushalmi, cited by Tosafos and Rosh; see Ritva 
for another explanation). [And though the succession of mem sounds 
occurs anyway in the words ni:<v Jl;l CIJ?, the Sages had no choice but to 

leave that expression as is, since it is taken from Scripture - Psalms 
104:14 (Tosafos; Rosh).] 
6. See Pnei Yelwshua, and Tos. Anshei Shem to the Mishnah. 
7. In effect, then, the Mishnah is teaching that even though vegetables 
have been cooked, they retain their original status [as "fruits of the 
ground"] and one recites haadamah before eating them [as the Gemara 
will now state] (Rashi). 
8. The words in parentheses are apparently redundant and are indeed 
absent from the text cited by Rif and Rosh (see Mesoras HaShas ). [See, 
however, Tosafos 'mp,r,i ., .. , with Maharsha. See also Dikdukei Soferim, 
who cites a text in which it is rather the earlier words ff")J?l.K mo, this says, 
that are absent.] 
9. Ulla would often travel from Eretz Yisrael to Babylonia [which is 
called "going down" because Eretz Yisrael is higher than all the other 
lands (see Kiddushin 69a-b)]. In Babylonia, he reported the teachings of 
R' Yochanan, one of the leading Amoraim of Eretz Yisrael. 
10. See Divrei David, who explains what the rationale for the dispute 
would be. 
11. Rashi; cf. Rahbeinu Yonah in explanation of Rif 
12. That is, a vegetable which is generally eaten raw and thus takes the 
haadamah blessing in its raw state (Rashi). 

13. The transformation of flavor effected by cooking constitutes a 
significant change from the natural state. And since this change is for the 
worse (as the vegetable is generally eaten raw; see Tosafos ;,';, nn:11ur.i ., .. ,, 
Rashba et al.), the blessing the One Who creates the "fruit of the ground" 
is no longer appropriate (see Rashi ). [If, however, the change would be 
for the better, the haadamah blessing would be appropriate, since the 
vegetable would be considered to be in the ultimate state envisioned by 
the one who planted it.] 
14. That is, a vegetable that is generally not eaten raw, so that one w~o 
eats it raw recites only shehakol [since it is not yet in the state that its 
planter originally envisioned] (Rashi). 
15. For it is only upon being transformed through cooking that it reaches 
the ultimate state envisioned by the one who planted it (Rashi; see 36a 
note 10). [Thus, only then can it appropriately be called a "fruit of the 
ground."] 
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The Gemara questions Rav Chisda's statement: 

l"ll?'l.t$v ,,ip 1<1i:.i ii'?'¥ ii;i1zi M?=:t~ 1,:i::iw in'¥r:rr;tw r,:p l<l??o/zi -
Now, all is well with the second part of Rav Chisda's statement -
any vegetable whose blessing in its initial state is that every
thing came into being through His word, if one cooks it, the 
blessing is the One Who creates the fruit of the ground -
1<1i?11<i?7911<;i1:;i:;i l'I? l;IIJ~I¥,, - for you find it in the cases of 
cabbage, beets, and pumpkins, which are generally eaten 
cooked and not raw. ii'?'¥ l"l)?'l.t$v '"!!p 1<']i:i in?r:tl;lo/ ',:p 1<7,t
'i:itt!f' - But the first part of Rav Chisda's statement - any 
vegetable whose blessing in its initial state is the One Who 
creates the fruit of the ground, if one cooks it, the blessing is 
that everything came into being through His word - ':;!'ti 
;,r7 l;IIJ~I¥,, - how do you find it? Which vegetables are eaten 
specifically raw? 

The Gemara answers: 
i'IJ¥' i:;.i ll?r:t~ ::11 ,,,,ti: - Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak said: 
'l:,1;11 ,i.;,m;i l'I? l;IIJ~o/,, - You imd it in the cases of garlic and 
leek, which are generally eaten specifically raw.C16l 

The Gemara now cites Rav Nachman's public lecture on this 
matter: 
ll?r:t~ ::11 lli"]"J - Rav Nachman announced in a public lecture: 
u,~, tmllt,i - It was reported in the name of our teacher -
7.t:e1nt¥ u,,, - and who is this? Shmuel: Dv'?.P. 1':;li;il? nii'?I¥ 
l"l)?'l.t$v '"!!p l<'Ji:il - On cooked vegetables, we recite the 
blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the ground. U''J~t!l 
',~qlfl' r,,t-i.;, tl'"!ii'tl - And (Rav Nachman continued) our 
colleagues who come down from the Land of Israel - u,,, 
,,,,ti: HIJi' 'Zl1"1 l'l'i.;,1¥t,11<7n1 - and who is this? UllaC17l - said in 
the name of R' Yochanan: l"l):;t~ 7":i:Jlf' lv'?.P. 1':;li;il? nii'?I¥ 
,,;i1:;i - On cooked vegetables, we recite the blessing that 
everything came into being through His word. ii.;,i1< '~.t$1 
l"l!1l1¥ lij?i',q,,;i - And I, Rav Nachman, say that it [the matter of 
dispute between Shmuel and R' Yochanan] is a matter of 
Tannaic dispute.c1si 1<?~,t11 - For it was taught in a Baraisa: 
'1"!!¥:J i''in;i 1'.t:C¥1' - WE CAN FULFILL the obligation to eat 
matzah on Pesach WITH A WAFER of matzah THAT WAS SOAKED in 
water ttir.i~ 1<''illf' 71¥1:l)?:;11 - OR WITH ONE THAT WAS COOKED but 
THAT DID NOT D1SSOLVE.U9l ,,::ci.;, 'Zl"l ,,:;i, - These are THE 

WORDS OF R' MEffi. ii.;,11< '!;11' 'Z\11 - BUT R' YOSE SAYS: tl'.t:C¥i' 
'1"!!¥:J i''in;i - WE CAN FULFILL the obligation WITH A WAFER of 
matzah THAT WAS SOAKED in water, '!;l 7l7 q,tc 71¥~:l)?ZI 1(7 ',;i~ 

IJir.l~ 1<'1o/ - BUT NOT WITH ONE THAT WAS COOKED, EVEN IF IT DID 

NOTD1SSOLVE.l2°l Rav Nachman reasons that just as R' Meir holds 
that cooked matzah (if it has not dissolved) retains its original 
status, so too would he hold that cooked vegetables retain their 
original status as "fruits of the ground," and their blessing would 
remain haadamah, as Shmuel rules. And just as R' Yose holds 
that cooked matzah (though intact) loses its original status, so too 
would he hold that cooked vegetables lose their original status as 
"fruits of the ground," and their blessing would change to 
shehakol, as R' Yochanan rules. 

The Gemarac21i rejects Rav Nachman's analogy: 

l<'l'.I 1<·',1 - But this is not correct. 1':;li;il? l1ii'?I¥ 1<)?7~ '~l!:l':J 

l"l)?'l~v '"!!p 1<11:i lv'?.P. - For it might be that all Tannaim agree 
[i.e. even R' Yose] that cooked vegetables retain their original 
status as vegetables and that we recite upon them the blessing 
the One Who creates the fruit of the ground. ,,,,tc:i? 1<'', 11<~ "!l/1 
tll);:t ,,;,;, 'ZI".! - And thus far, R' Yose has not said there in that 
Baraisa 1<!p'?.1 l"I¥,, tlll~ U,!,7=?1 c,1111;11<7,t- - more than that one 
cannot fulfill his obligation with cooked matzah because we 
require that the matzah have the taste of matzah,c22i and it is 
not there if the matzah is cooked.C23l 1<;;:t ',;i~ - But here, with 
regard to the blessing on cooked vegetables, l"l".!in ,,;,;, 'Zl"l ,,,1,115 
- even R' Yose agrees that cooking does ·not . change th~ 
vegetable's status. Thus, one cannot relate the dispute between 
Shmuel and R' Yochanan to the dispute between R' Meir and R' 
Yose.C24l 

Both Rav Chisda and Rav Nachman have reported what R' 
Yochanan said regarding the blessing for cooked vegetables. The 
Gemara now cites a dispute between R' Yochanan's students as to 
their teacher's opinion in this matter: 
m,;, 'Z11 ,,,,tc: 1<:p-te ,; l<'?r:t 'Z11 ,,,,tc: - R' Chiya bar Abba said in 
the name of R' Yochanan: '"!!p 1<11:i Dv'?.P. 1':;li;il? ni??'P 
l"l)?'l~v - On cooked vegetables, we recite the blessing the One 
Who creates the fruit of the ground. ,,,,tc: n~i ,; 1'1;1)~!;1 '!;1'11 
HIJi' '!;1'1 - But R' Binyamin bar Yefess says in the name of R' 
Y ochanan: ii;i1:;i M?:;t~ ',·:i::i!fl Dv'?.P, 1':;,i;il? nl??1¥ - On cooked 
vegetables, we recite the blessing that everything came into 
being through His word. ?tr¥~ i; ll?r:t~ :l"l ,,,,tc: - Rav 
Nachman bar Yitzchak said: 1'1;1?~!;1 '!;11!(1 l'l'.tllf~W'? l<?~SI Sl;li? 
r,g~ ,; - Ulla, who said in the name of R' Yochanan that one 
re~ites shehakol on cooked vegetables, ingrained his mistakeC25J 

in accordance with the testimony ofR' Binyamin bar Yefess,C28l 

NOTES 
16. Since they taste better raw than cooked. [Though it is plain to see 
that, on the contrary, these vegetables taste better when cooked, that 
enhancement of flavor results from the meat and salt with which they 
are cooked. Pure garlic and leek, however, taste better raw than cooked 
(Tosafos; see Rama, Drach Chaim 205:1 with Taz §3 and Magen 
Avraham §5).] 

17. Rav Nachman was a [more] prominent personage [see Sifsei 
Chachamim] and [unlike Rav Chisda] referred to Ulla as "colleague" 
rather than "teacher" (Rashi). 

18. [Literally: is recorded in the Tannaic sources as being in dispute.] 
Unlike Rav Chisda, Rav Nachman takes these two rulings to be at 

odds with one another, as both refer to all cooked vegetables, whether 
generally eaten cooked or raw. Shmuel holds that in all cases, 
lur.adamah is recited on cooked vegetables, whereas R' Yochanan holds 
that shehakol is recited. And their dispute reflects an earlier dispute of 
Tannaim, as Rav Nachman proceeds to show (see Rashi). 

19. Though the matzah has been soaked or cooked, it [retains its 
original status and] is still considered '~ll CIJ?, bread of affiiction [see 
above, 37b note 26] (Rashi ). [However, once it dissolves (see above, 37a 
note 17), it is no longer considered "bread," and it is therefore no longer 
fit for the mitzvah of eating "bread" of affiiction.] 

20. [Rav Nachman assumes that] in R' Yose's view, bread that is cooked 

is no longer considered "bread" (Rashi). 

21. See Rashba. 

22. See Mishnah Berurah 475:29; cf. Maharatz Chayes here. 

23. All agree that it is necessary that matzah have the taste of matzah 
in order to be used for the mitzvah (see Pesachim 115a with Rashi and 
Rashbam ;,,', ',o:m, i1",). The dispute between R' Meir and R' Yose is 
only whether the taste of cooked matzah is considered "the taste of 
matzah" (Rashba; cf. Rabbeinu Yonah and Pnei Yelwshua). 

24. In practice, the cooking process affects different vegetables 
differently, and the blessing on the vegetable varies accordingly - see 
Drach Chaim 205:1 with Mishnah Berurah and Beur Halachah. 

25. Translation based on Rashi. [Alternatively, this is to be rendered: 
established his rote, i.e. his body of memorized law (see Mesoras 
HaShas; see also Aruch [:i] w:iw 'll).J 

26. Though Ulla above quotes R' Yochanan as ruling that shehakol is 
recited on cooked vegetables, Rav Nachman bar Yitzchak contends th~t 
Ulla did not actually hear R' Yochanan say so. Rather, Ulla heard this 
report of R' Yochanan's ruling from R' Binyamin bar Yefess, and 
committed it to memory until he crune to believe that R' Yochanan 
actually ruled this way. This caused Ulla to report the ruling to the 
yeshivah in R' Yochanan's name (see Rashi). 
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R' Zeira objects to the recording ofR' Yochanan's position as a 
matter of dispute: 
.K"J'I ,~, n; 'tit! - R' Zeira pondered how this dispute between 
R' Chiya bar Abba and R' Binyamin bar Yefess ever became 
recorded in the yeshivah.1271 ,~ 1 ',~ ,tc ni;i? ,~ l'l:I?~~ ,~ 1 ml! rt)? '~1 
.tc;tc ,~ .tc'?r:r - Why, what comparison is there between R' 
Binyamin bar Yefess and R' Chiya bar Abba?C28l ,~ .tc'?r:r ,~, 
n,;, Htt'' ,~,,;, .KJJ3?i,,v ,,l:1~1 i''~1 .tc;,tc - R' Chiya bar Abba is 
precise when memorizing a teaching from R' Yochanan his 
teacher, i''~'l .tc'7 ni;i? ,; l'l:I?~~ ,~,1 - whereas R' Binyamin 
bar Yefess is not precise. l'l:I'' l'J:\?l;I ',~ .tc;tc ,~ .tc'?" ,~, ·m11 
n,~, HIJ'' '~11 "'"i?. l'l'".!ll:l?.1.:1 i".!til? - And furthermore, every 
thirty days R' Chiya bar Abba would review his learning 
before R' Y ochanan his teacher,c29i i".!til? .tc·', ni;,? ,; l't.1?r11 ,~ 11 
- whereas R' Binyamin bar Yefess did not review in this 
manner. l'"l ll:I i:;.ll l'"l ll:I ,; ,1111 - And furthermore, aside 
from this and aside from this, i.e. aside from these two general 
reasons for considering R' Chiya bar Abba's version reliable to the 
exclusion of the version of R' Binyamin bar Yefess, there is a 
direct proof that R' Yochanan never ruled that shehakol is recited 
on cooked vegetables.caoi l'~l?r l7~,V "'?. 'i?.?W1 .tc1?)?1U:I .tclrtti1 
M"J".!~i - For with regard to this turmesa bean, which they cook 
seven times in a pot M"Jll71? IJUj.?:;t n,;. '?.i'tt1 - and they then 
eat it as a dessert,c31J HIJ1' ,~,'? l7~1V1 m,tc - they came and 
asked R' Yochanan as to which blessing should be recited on it, 
1;,7 ii,,tc1 - and he said to them: M)?'l~t" '11:3 .tcit.1 "'1?ll 1'~1!ill? 
- We recite on it the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of 
the ground. c321 ,1111 - And furthermore, there is yet another 
direct proof that R' Yochanan never issued the ruling attributed 
to him by R' Binyamin bar Yefess. .tc;tc ,; .tc'?" ,~, ii,,tc - For 
R' Chiya bar Abba said: IJ'?l? n,y ',~,tcW m,, ,~, n,tc ,i:,,~"J ,;~ 
- I saw R' Yochanan eat a salted olive,c33i n'er:rl;I ,,7,; l'1!i!l 
t}l'OJ - and he recited a blessing on it both at the beginning, 
before eating it, and at the end, after eating it. .tc)??,V~ l;l11?,tc ,~ 

'l;l'??. 1:i,,tt?'l:1:;t n1i'?1¥ - Now, this is fine if you say that in R' 
Yochanan's view cooked vegetables or those steeped in salt 
remain in their original status, '11:3 .tc11:.i ,,7,; l'l!ill? n'er:r.1;1; 
Yllt" - for it would mean that at the beginning he would recite 
on it the blessing the One Who creates the fruit of the tree, 
Ul'7tv l'lll;l ntitc n;i,:;,. ,,7,; l1!ill? q11a1~71 - and at the end he would 
recite on it one blessing that is an abridgment of three.(34J 
,,;,,,j?. 1;,,,JJ?'l:I:;,. i.tc'? n1p7,v .1;111?-tt ,~ .tc?,tc - But if you say that 
in R' Yochanan's view cooked vegetables or those steeped in 
salt do remain in their original status as vegetables,(35J 
1i;i1~ M?lP ';:.:itiW ,,7,; l'l!ill? rt?r:rl;li .tel??'¥~ - then although it is 
fine that at the beginning he would recite on it the blessing 
that everything came into being through His word, .tc'i7.tc 
l1!ill? ,,tci, q11a1~7 - but at the end what blessing would h~ 
recite?C36l 

The Gemara answers: 
.tc"J;tf ;,i, ',~ 7lJ u1,i;,i:i, n,:.i, n1U11;1~ .tc11:.i .tc)??'"1- Perhaps, at the 
end R' Yochanan would recite on it the One Who creates 
numerous living things and their defi,ciencies; for all that He 
has created ••• ca71 

The Gemara now challenges the opinion of those that hold that 
cooked vegetables retain their status as vegetables: 
7,tcll:l,V ,~ i'IJ:t~ :ii :l'J:\l? - Rav Yitzchak bar Shmuel raised 
an objection from the following Mishnah:C38l .tc;,, ll'ltt'V n,i'"J? 
n~i;,:;,. ,n;i,n '".!? 1:;i; - ... THE bitter VEGETABLES WITH WHICH 

ONE CAN FULFILL ms OBLIGATION to eat maror ON the first 
night of PESACH •• .(39] 1:;t?tv n'?~~l 1:;i; .tc;,, - ONE CAN FULFILL 

the obligation WITH THEM (i.e. with the leaves) OR WITH THEm 

STALKS •• , l'?lfl:l)? .tc'7J l'j.?l7,V .tc·71 l'Wl:i:;t .tc'7 7!il~ - BUT NOT if 
PICKLED, NOR if STEWED, NOR if COOKED.l40l ':}lJlt'J .tcj?7-, '.1:(1 
'tc?. lM''lJ?'l:l:;t - Now, if it should enter your mind that [cooked 
vegetables] remain in their original status as vegetables, 
.tc"7 '.tclJ,tc l'j.?l7o/ - then why does one not fulfill his obligation by 
eating stewed or cooked maror? 

NOTES 
27. Since R' Chiya bar Abba's testimony regarding R' Yochanan's 
position is so much more reliable than the testimony ofR' Binyamin bar 
Yefess [as R' Zeira proceeds to demonstrate], the latter's testimony 
should have been rejected out of hand, and should never have been 
presented as a dissenting opinion. R' Zeira finds it inconceivable that R' 
Binyamin bar Yefess' opinion should even be mentioned together with 
that of R' Chiya bar Abba (Rashi, cf. Rashba ). 

28. Literally: what is R' Binyamin bar Yefess's association with R' 
Chiya bar Abba? 

29. [Though .i11m7i::t, his learning, generally refers to one's entire body 
of learning, it does not seem reasonable to interpret it that way here. 
Rather,] th.e meaning here is that R' Chiya bar Abba would review 
(before R' Yochanan) on the thirty-first [alternatively: thirtieth; see 
Tos. R' Yehudah HeChasid and Tos. HaRosh] day that which he had 
learned during the preceding thirty days (Tosafos) in order to ensure 
the accuracy of what he had learned (Ritva ). [See, however, Be'er Sheva 
to Kereisos 27a (x,x ,:i x,11 ., Km i1",), who seeks to demonstrate that 
the reference here is indeed to his entire body of learning.] 
30. Rashi. 

31. If cooked fewer than seven times, however, the turmesa bean 
remains bitter (see Beitzah 25b with Rashi ). 

32. Evidently, R' Yochanan holds that cooked vegetables retain their 
status as vegetables (Rashi). 

33. I.e. one that has been packed in salt for many days (Rashi). This 
kind of salting has the same effect as heat (ibid., from Pesachim 76a). 

34. Just as cooked vegetables or those steeped in salt retain their 
original status, so too cooked or salted fruits. Thus, he recited on the 
salted olive ha'eitz before eating and Al Ha'Eitz afterwards, just as one 
would do for fresh olives. 
35. And similarly, a salted olive would no longer be considered a "fruit 
of the tree." 

36. Though the blessing that R' Yochanan reportedly made before 
eating the salted olive might have been shehalwl, what is the blessing 
that he is reported to have made afterwards? 

The Gemara's question is based on the view of Rav Yitzchak bar 
Avdimi (below, 44b) that Borei Nefaslws is only recited after eating eggs 
or meat, but not after eating other foods. Accordingly, if the salted olive 
loses its status as a "fruit of the tree," rendering the blessing Al, 
Ha'Eitz (which one usually recites after eating a fruit of the seven 
species) no longer appropriate, no blessing whatsoever would be recited 
afterwards (Tzlach; see also Pnei Yehoshua). 

37. In other words, perhaps R' Yochanan follows the other Amoraim 
(below, 44b), who disagree with Rav Yitzchak bar Avdimi and hold that 
Borei Nefaslws is recited after eating any food for which a different 
after-blessing is not prescribed. Thus, even ifR' Yochanan's view is that 
a salted olive is no longer considered a "fruit of the tree," he would still 
have recited Borei Nefaslws after eating it (Tzlach). 

38. Pesachim 39a (see below, end of note 40). 

39. On the first night of Pesach, one must eat maror [bitter herbs], as 
stated in Exodus 12:8. 

40. ppi',1(1, stewed, refers to those which are cooked to a greater-than
average degree, and they are thus different from those that are simply 
cooked in the regular manner (see Rashi; see also Rashi to Pesachim 
39a 11p1',w i1",; see also Tos. HaRosh here). 

[This Mishnah, as cited by the Gemara here, differs markedly 
(though not substantively) from the way the Mishnah actually ap
pears in Pesachim 39a. What the Gemara cites here resembles more 
closely the Baraisa cited on Pesachim 39b. Dikdukei Soferim, however, 
cites texts in which the Gemara's citation here begins with but not 
pickled ... , which is an exact quote from the Mishnah there, and he 
notes that this seems to have been the reading of Rashi K', ',:iK i1''., 
1'1!11::1:J.] 
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The Gemara answers: 
X~'?.1 ,;,~ tllll.' H'l/'=?1 tll);:t ,;xw - It is different there, in 
the case of maror, for we require the taste of maror, 
and it is not there if the bitter herb is pickled, stewed or 
cooked.(411 

The Gemara raises a question on the incident cited above: 
x·px ,:;i17 l1?'?1' ,zi, :,,'7. ii,,tc - R' Yirmiyah said tQ R' Zeira: 
tr'~~ n,1 'll ':')1;i)? ,:;,,;::i m,;, ,:;i1 - HowdidR'Yochananrecite a 
blessing on a salted olive after eating it? l'l'~'l/'1~7 X?'i?o/1 ll,il 
- Why, once the pit is taken away, 

NOTES · "'")'" 
41. Thus, although the stewed herbs retain their status as "fruits of the blessings, they cannot be used for the mitzvah of maror, since they@q\ 
ground," which is the deciding factor with regard to the laws of not retain their taste (see Rashi ). 
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.Ki1V'W l'I'?. ,;; - it has less than the amount required for an 
after-blessing!£1J - ? -

R' Zeira answers: 
l'I'?. ,i,,tc - He said to [R' Yirmiyah]: H'll:;> i,,.,~ n11:;, T;l 1!?9 'l;l -
Do you think that we need the volume of a large olive for 
consumption to qualify as "eating''? H'll:;> ,~;l,~ n11:;, - We need 
only the volume of a medium olive (.K!!J'.K .KlJl - and that there 
is in what remains of the olive eaten by R' Yochanan);12l .K1l"llJl 
w,,, '!1,111 l'l1lAli27 W~tc1 - and that salted olive which they 
brought before R' Yochanan and which he ate nm i,,.,a n11 -
was a large olive, l'l'tl1l'll1~7 ;:r,i,?.~1 :l~ 7l7 t'Jtc1 - so that even 
though they removed its pit, .K'31l1'W l'I'?. Iii%) - there still 
remained the required amount, which is the volume of a 
medium olive; HJ;l1 - for we learned in a Mishnah:£3l n11 
1,)l.te!U - THE OLIVE TIIAT THEY [the Rabbis] SPOKE of when 
defi~g "eating" as consuming at least an olive's volume£4l .1e-C, 
',;ia .1e·',, lt.'i? - is NEITHER the SMALL olive, NOR the LARGE olive, 
1~n1~ .K?,te - BUT RATHER THE MEDIDM olive. '"l,l.t$ 1l"lll - AND 

THIS IS THEAGURI olive.[5] 
The Gemara elaborates on the aguri olive: 

1n;tc ,:;,i, ii,,tcl - And R' Abahu said: ,i,,,i:;itc .te?,te 1n)¥ '"l1l.t$ .1e-C, 
1l;ll(I - Its true name is not aguri, but rather avruti is its true 
name. i)l)¥ ''Q,i)?Q :,r7 '11?tc1 - Or, as some say it: Its true name 
issamrusi. ,,,l.t$ il;l)¥ .K'l?,~ M)?71 - And why is it calledaguri? 
;:,,n:;, iu,tc 1l)?V!W - Because its oil is gathered (agur) within it.£6l 

The Gemara returns to the original discussion regarding the 
blessing for cooked vegetables: 

'.tCflJ:;> .K)?'~ - Let us say that the question of whether cooked 
vegetables retain their original status with regard to blessings is 
essentially an argument between Tannaim. 1111;>71.:I 1".!T;I ,n~tt1 
.K'l%'i? i:n l'l'lAli? '~J;I? rn:r1 - For there were these two disciples 
who were sitting before Bar Kappara. :i,,:;, ,,~~'? 1.1e1:;i:::i 
n11~1tn l'i?l?i,")1'11 - They brought before him17J cabbage and 
durmaskin!BJ and partridge meat)9l '1tl,tC7 mlli") .K'l%li? ,~ TN 
':)'1!;17 llJl;I - Bar Kappara gave one of [ the disciples] permission 
to recite the blessing.r1oi n,•~")!1llJ 7l7 ':)1~1 Y~i? - Thereupon, 
[the disciple] hastenedmJ and recited a shehakol blessing on 
the partridge.£12l ,,,~q ,,7l.7 l7.~7 - His colleague mocked him 
for having recited the blessing on the partridge, when he should 
have recited a blessing on the cabbage.£13l .K'l%'i? ,~ t)lJ!p - Bar 
Kappara became angry, ii,,tc - and he said: ':)".!!;ll?lJ 7l7 .1e-C, 
t,V,1:ll '~.t$ - It is not with the one who wrongly recited the 
blessing on the partridge that I am now angry, l?.~?.l?tt 7l7 .te?,te 
t,V,i:ll ,~~ - but rather it is with the one who mocked him 
that I am now angry. iie!!I tlll~ tllll;' .1e·l,,w 11;>:;> M)?l"I ii'~".! ti.IC 
t17W1;1 - For if your colleague is like one who never tasted the 
taste of meat in his life,£14l ,,7J.7 JJ~?.~7 M)? 7l7 M?J,l( - on what 
basis did you have the right to mock him? i>.;i,tcl ixr, - [Bar 
Kappara] thensaid:11si ,~~ ':)'1!;11?::t 7l7.K?,te t,l7i:ll ,~~ l?.~?.l?tt 7l7.te·C, 
t,V,1:ll - And it is not with the one who mocked that I am now 
angry, but rather it is with the one who wrongly recited the 
blessing on the partridge that I am now angry. i>.;i,tc1 - And 
[Bar Kappara] said in explanation: M~RJ t.te~ l'.tC M)?!?tr ti.IC 
1.1e:;i T'.tC - Even if wisdom is not here, is greater age not 

NOTES 
1. The Torah states the requirement to recite an after-blessing (with 
regard to the seven species) with the words (Deuteronomy 8:10): J;l?:;11$} 
,,;;i',~ ·n·ni;c o:;r:i:;11 J;ll,9\V}, And you will "eat" and be satiated and you will 
bless Hashem, your God. And since the expression "eat" in the Torah 
denotes the consumption of at least an olive's volume [a kezayis] (see 
below, 41a-b), the Torah in effect commands one to recite the after
blessing only if one eats an olive's volume (Rashi; see Tosafos and Rosh). 
But in the single olive eaten by R' Yochanan, there was not an olive's 
volume of edible fruit, since the olive is composed partly of an inedible 
pit. How, then, did R' Yochanan recite a blessing after eating less than 
an olive's volume of the fruit? (see Tosafos and Rosh; see also Sheleimah 
Mishnaso). 

[The Gemara's question is only with regard to making an after-bless
ing for less than a kezayis. But a prior-blessing must be recited on the 
smallest amount of food, since (as stated above, 35a) it is forbidden to 
derive [any] pleasure from this world without first reciting a blessing 
(Tosafos ).] 

2. [The words 1<:;l'K KiJl, and there is, seem extra in light of the Gemara's 
elaboration that follows, and are deleted by Rashash.] 
3. Keilim 17:8. 
4. Rashi. [The same applies to the measure "kezayis" mentioned with 
regard to other laws (Rashash).] 
5. I.e. the aguri olive is the medium olive (Tiferes Yisrael ad loc.; see also 
Rashi to Yoma 80a K'Jni"ll n",). Alternatively, when they spoke of a 
medium "olive," they did not refer to the mean of all olives, but rather 
to the mean of the aguri olives, of which there is also a variety of sizes 
<Mishnah Acharonah ad loc.). 
6. I.e. the oil is not absorbed in the meat of the fruit as are the juices of 
apples arid berries, but is rather collected in the fruit - as in the case of 
grapes - ready to emerge (Rashi; cf. Yerushalmi cited by Eliyahu 
Rabbah to Keilim ad Joe.). 
7. [Some texts read Oy'~',17 1K'=;l0, they brought before "them" (see Dik
dukei Soferim).] 
8. Durmaskin is an herb called orache, or mountain spinach (Rashi, as 
rendered by Targum HaLaaz). The cabbage would not be eaten unless 
it was first cooked (see Gemara above, 38b) [and the orache, too, was 
cooked]. 

[Rashi cites others who translate durmaskin as prunes, but rejects 
that explanation; see below, end of note 12.J 
9. Translation follows Rashi, as rendered by Targum HaLaaz. 

10. [That is, to recite it aloud on behalf of the entire group, who would 
discharge their obligation to recite a blessing by listening to the recita
tion and answering "Amen."] 

Though these foods were [apparently] brought out in the course of a 
meal, the blessing on the bread did not cover them since they were not 
being eaten with the bread. Hence, they required a separate blessing 
(Rashi below JK:J J'K mp1 .,,,,; ,see below, 41b with Rashi m:inr.i K7lll .,,,, 
n,1:von). [According to other Rishonim, however, these foods would not 
require a separate blessing if eaten in the course of a meal, even if they 
are not actually eaten with the bread (see Tosafos to 41b 1<n:i',n ., .. ,).] 

[According to some commentators, Rashi assumes that these foods 
were brought out in the course of the meal because, inRashi's view, one 
cannot recite the blessing for food on behalf of other participants unless 
they are joined together at a bread meal (see Sheleimah Mishnaso and 
Meromei Sad.eh; see also Pnei Yehoshua to Tosafos Jnl .,,,, and Tzlach to 
Rashi JK:J l'K mp! ., .. ,).] 
11. [Literally: jumped.] I.e. without first consulting Bar Kappara as to 
which food he should recite the blessing on (see Sheleimah Mishnaso ). 

12. As the Gemara will explain, this disciple held that the blessing for all 
three foods was the same (see below), so that one blessing would cover 
them all. Therefore, he was supposed to recite that one blessing on the 
meat, because it was the food that appealed most to him [see Mishnah 
below, 40b]. 

[Rashi (above ppor.i,,, .,,,,) rejects the translation of durmaskin as 
"prunes," for the blessing on prunes is the specific ha'eitz blessing, and 
the disciple would certainly not have made the general shehakol blessing 
on the partridge before making the specific ha'eitz blessing on the 
prunes. R' Akiva Eiger (in Gilyon HaShas) finds difficulty with Rashi's 
proof: Although prunes are indeed a "fruit of the tree," the blessing on 
cooked prunes would be shehakol, according to this disciple (who holds 
that cooked vegetables lose their original status) and - by the same 
token - on cooked fruits as well! Meromei Sad.eh, however, defends 
Rashi's proof. Rashi means that the blessing on the prunes must be 
ha' eitz because they are generally eaten raw rather than cooked. Hence, 
if the durmaskin were prunes, they were presumably being served raw, 
and their blessing indeed would have been ha'eitz.] 

13. For reasons that the Gemara will explain. 

14. And for whom the meat was therefore the most appealing of the foods 
(Rashi). 

15. See Maharsha in Chidushei Aggados. 
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here? I.e. even if you would not consider me a greater scholar, am 
I not undeniably one who is older than you, and whom you should 
have therefore consulted as to which food to recite the blessing 
on?!16J iqti - It was taught in a Baraisa regarding these two 
disciples that Bar Kappara rebuked: li:tM tK,;1:, i,c·r, c:;i,~!¥1 -
AND NEITHER OF THEM LIVED OUT THE YEAR. 

The Gemara now attempts to show that these two disciples of 
Bar Kappara, who were themselves Tannaim,117l disagreed as to 
which blessing is recited on cooked vegetables: 
,~'7i;,,~ l'Cj? l'ClJ~ ii,c'? ,i,ci, - Now, is it not that they disagree in the 
following point? 1,~1:;i l"l?:;t~ ,~tto/ n11;")!;,i nli'?l¥ i;}9 ':)1~1?1 -
Namely, that the one who recited the blessing on the partridge 
bolds that the blessing both for cooked vegetablesl18l and 
partridge is that everything came into being through His 
word. 119i q,·n1 :i,:ir:r ':J~?t:r - Therefore, since all three foods 
warrant the same blessing, the favorite food takes precedence, 
and the blessing is recited on it.12oi ,,!? l'Cjlll nli'?l¥ i;}9 :t?.~?.)?1 
l"l~'l.t$v - But the one who mocked holds that the blessing for 
cooked vegetables is the One Who creates the fruit of the 
ground, 1,~1:;i l"l?:;t~ ,·::itto/ n,1;1![1 - while the blessing for 
partridge is that everything came into being through His word. 
q,,ll i,c1,;i ':J~?t:r - Therefore, the fruit of the ground takes 
precedence with regard to blessing, since its blessing is more 
specific, and his colleague should have recited the blessing on the 
vegetable first. 121i 

The Gemara rejects this assertion: 
i,c·r, - No, this is not necessarily so. n11;1!;li nli'?l¥ l'C~7ll ,7.1:i1 
1,~1:;i l"l?m 7~tlo/ - It might be that all [i.e. both disciples] agree 
that the blessing for both cooked vegetables and partridge is 
that everything came into being through His word. ,i,ctl~ i,c;ittJ 
,#;,,~ l'Cj? l'C"J~~ - And here, it is in this point that they [the two 
disciples] disagree: q,,ll :i,:ir:r i;}9 ii, - One master [the one 
who recited the blessing on the partridge] holds that since both 
foods have the same blessing, the favorite food takes precedence 
with regard to blessing, 1'~!1 q,,ll :i,,:;, i;}9 ii,1 - while the 
other master holds that the cabbage takes precedence (over the 
partridge) because it provides sustenance.122J 

The Gemara turns to discuss the proper blessing to be recited on 
a different food: 

l'C"J,! ,:;ii ii,~ - R' Zeira said: l'C~ll"I :ii ,;;i H'lt! ,:;i - When we 
were at the academy of Rav Huna, 1? ii,~ - he said to us: 
l'Ctll??1 '1,?~")i ,m - In regard to these turnip heads, i:,~,~i!? 
i,c;ii l'C~'"l!? - if one cut them into large pieces, '"l!? l'C".!1:.1 
l"l~'l.t$v - the blessing for them is the One Who creates the fruit 
of the ground; 123J l'Cl}n l'C)?'"l!? - ifhe cut them into small pieces, 
1,~1:;i l"l?m ',·::itto/ - the blessing for them is that everything came 
into being through His word.124i l"l'J1l"I! :ii '~71l'CJ;l.t$ ,:i, - But 
when we came to the academy of Rav Yehudah, 1? ii,i:c -
[Rav Yehudah] said to us: l"l)?'J.t$v '"l!? l'Cjlll 'i'l:(1 ,,,!:( - For 
both these large pieces and those small pieces, the blessing is the 
One Who creates the fruit of the ground. ,!;)~ 1l"ll'lli!l"T ,i,cn, -
And that which they cut it excessively small i''l'll?~1,:i,tt ,:;i 
;,i,,,31~ - is so that its taste should be sweeter.125J 

The Gemara records what another Amora learned at the 
academy regarding the proper blessing on a particular food: 
'W.15 :ii ii,i:c - Rav Ashi said: i,c~p;,, :ii ,;;i H'lt! ,;,, - When we 
were at the academy of Rav Kahana, T? ii,i:c - he said to us: 
l'CIJJ?j,? ;,i;i nu!?i, i,c·',1 i,c?.71;>"7 l'C?,w:g, - For the cooked beet dish, 
to which they do not add a lot of flour, l"l~'J.t$v '"l!? l'Cjlll - the 
blessing is the One Who creates the fruit of the ground. 1251 

'!;!~ l'C'JJ?j,? ;,i;i 1tu!?i,1 l'Ctll??1 - But for the cooked dish of turnips, 
to which they add a lot of flour, n1l1TJ? ,~,~ l'C".!lll - the blessing 
is the One Who creates species of sustenance. 1271 ii,i:c i1tt1 -
But [Rav Kahana] then retracted and said: ,,!? l'C".!lll ,,,1:(J '"J'l:( 
l"l)?'J.t$v - For both this beet dish and that turnip dish, the 
blessing is the One Who creates the fruit of the ground, ,i,ctll 
'!;!~ l'C'J~j,? ;,i;i ,,iv, -and that which they pour more flour into 
it · i'I~ ,,:;ill l'C)?~ll~ ,p,,::i17 - they do simply for purposes of 
adhesion.128l 

Having discussed the blessing for the cooked beet dish, the 
Gemara describes the dish's benefits: 
l'C'!~r:t :ii ii,i:c - Rav Chisda said: ::17.?. l"I~? 1'11);17o/ ,,w:;it1 - A 
dish of cooked beets is healthy for the heart tl'~'ll? :i101 -
and good for the eyes, tl'll,, ,~:;i? 1;,lo/ ',~1 - and is certainly 
good for the digestive tract. ,!;,,,tt ii,i:c - Abaye said: l'Cll"IJ 
':JUI ':)1tl ,,:illl '!;lf;l '!;!.15 :l'l'.1?1 -And this is provided that [the dish] 
sat on the stove until the beets became so soft that they made a 
bubbling "tuch tuch" sound while cooking.129l 

NOTES 
16. See Rashi and Ritva. 

17. This is evident from the fact that the Gemara will now attempt to 
show from their respective views that the question of which blessing to 
make on cooked vegetables is, in the words of the Gemara above, '1:!:~lJ~, 
[an argument between] Tannaim. [Dikdukei Soferim, however, finds it 
surprising that the disciples of Bar Kappara ( who, though considered a 
Tanna himself, lived at the beginning of the Amoraic era - see Seder 
HaDoros Ki!lp ,:i 'll) should be reckoned "Tannaim," and he cites other 
texts, in which the critical phrase '!:!:~N KJ;l'l is absent.] 
18. In this case, the cooked cabbage and orache. 
19. That the blessing on the meat is shehakol is stated in the Mishnah 
below, 40b (see Rashi). 
20. See above, note 12. 

21. The one who mocked held that the blessing for the cooked vegetables 
is haadamah. This blessing, because it is specific ("the fruits of the 
ground"), is more significant than the general shehakol blessing, and is 
recited on a more significant food [as evidenced by the fact that the 
Sages instituted a specific blessing for it]. Hence, the haadamah bless
ing should have come first (see Rashi). 

22. As taught in a Baraisa below [44b], cabbage provides sustenance 
CRashi). 

[See Ritva, concerning which of the two explanations of the disciples' 
differences is considered the correct one with regard to the halachah.J 
23. The Gemara is now referring to one who eats the raw vegetable [and 
is no longer discussing the case of cooked vegetables] (Rashi; cf. Rashi, 

as cited by Meiri). 

24. For in Rav Huna's view the fine dicing effects a change for the worse 
[from the turnip's original state; thus, it does not retain its status as a 
"fruit of the ground"] (Rashi; cf. Ritva). 

25. [Thus, the fine dicing effects a positive change, and the turnip is 
considered to still be in the ultimate state envisioned by the one who 
plant'9- it. (See also Ritva. ) J 
26. Though Rav and Shmuel ruled above that mezonos is recited on a 
food containing even a small amount of flour (see 36b-37a), that applies 
only where the flour is added as an essential food component [i.e. to 
enhance the flavor (Rashba to 37b xw:i11 11"1), or so that the dish be 
more filling (Tosafos to 36b ',:i 11"1)]. The small amount offlour added to 
the beet dish, however, is done only to improve the dish's consistency; 
the flour is thus not an essential food component and is subordinate to 
the dish (see Gemara below; Divrei David). 

27. For when that much flour is added to the dish, the flour is appar
ently intended for its food value as well. Thus, the ruling of Rav and 
Shmuel (see preceding note) applies, and mezonos is recited (Divrei 
David). 

28. Rav Kahana concludes that even the considerable amount of flour 
added to the turnip dish is done only for purposes of adhesion and not 
for the flour's food value. Thus, the flour is subordinate to. the dish even 
in this case (Divrei David). 

29. ["Tuch tuch" is an imitation of the bubbling sound made by the 
cooking beets.] 




